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ABSTRACT

Over a two year period, 1976 1977, 253 itineraries of

86.3 km. $rere randomly conducted under all weather

conditions along a weIl defined urban rural traverse,

encompassing all major land usage, upwind and downwind of

Winnipeg's core area. The automobile mounted, dew point

hygrometer provided dew point and temperature data which

were then standardized to the initial traverse commencement

time. Climatological parameters' such as mixing ratio,

saturation deficits, and absolute humidities v¡ere then

calculated.

l{ard's error sum of squares hierarchic fusion algorithm

was utilized to achieve cluster traverse organization.

Linearly interpolated surface to 500 mb. radiosonde data

aided in detecting air mass groupings. To facilitate

urban rural climatological comparisons with the

established literature, the primary air masses chosen for

investigated r¡ere the bench mark air masses, continental

Àrctic and continental maritime Arctic.

The general postulation throughout the thesis stas that no

hypothesis would be formulated regarding the traverse data

sample distributions, the spatial distributions of the

climatological parameters under investigation' or the

LV



temporal variability of these climatic parameters without

statistical supporting evidence. As background information

regarding the bench air mass data nas absent,

non - parametric statistical techniques were used. The

equivalent parametric statistics were also utilized on the

same data inorder to measure outcome variability.

The procedure generated unique conclusions which often

were contrary to those found in the literature field dealing

with urban rural humidity and temperature islands.

In the case of Winnipeg, it yras statistically proven that

a mixing ratio island does exist under cA - cmÀ air mass

conditions and that the spatíaI zones are significant even

if the climatological differences were Iess than 1.Og/kg.

The spatial forms do not necessarily paralIeI that of

temperature. Furthermore, under specific combinations of

pressure, wind speed, vrind direction and cloud cover, the

mixing ratio humidity island can exist separately.

Statistically it was found that alteration of the

analysis from the parametric to the non parametric

drasticalllr modified the resulting conclusions, especially

when air mass surface layer complexity increased.

Previously undetected and insignificant mixing ratio and

temperature regimes become exposed with non - parametric

statistics.
v-
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CHAPTER i

Introduction

Bac kqround

This thesis is an analysis of the spatial and temporal

horizontal distribution of humidity and temperature within

an urban-rural context. The analysisrhoweverrhas been based

upon the results and comparison of the results of

nonparametrical and parametrical computations. Not a single

assumption,climatological nor statistical,
without prior justification.

has been made

Emphasis has been placed upon mixing ratio variations and

its relationship with temperature.

The role of humidity and temperature in

meteorological-climatological studies can no longer be

considered as only a prime tool for synoptic analysis
(Ruskin, 1963). Although the underst.anding of the dynamics

of the atmosphere-humidity systems is still in an embryonic

stage, horizontal and vertical humidity variations' in time

and space, are now major considerations in cloud physics

and mechanics, weather modification 1 , upper atmospheric

I The processes of evaporation and condensation of water
vapor provide a means of. transporting energy from one loca1e
to another. A change in the mean temperature of the lower
atmosphere shifts the location in which these processes take
place and thus alters the distribution of atmospheric
temperature over a greater portion of the area.



of radio vraves, aircraf t

condensation formation and in fog forecasting. For

certain purposes, such as studies of radiative fluxes and

the role humidity plays in air pollution reactions and urban

heat isl-and development, mixing ratios and absolute

humidities are novr an absolute requirement (Hage, 1975).

Distribut ional asÞects of humidity are also of vital

concern in f ields such as agriculture, food

science, medicine, air-conditioning and military. For

example,the precise knowledge of seasonal and diurnal

variations of humidity and temperature are critical to the

specification of ventilation requirements for civil defense

shelters (Ludwig,1967) .

Unfortunately, accurate representation of

areal, spatial, and temporal distribution of water vapor in

the atmosphere, at aII leve1s and at aII
meteorological-climatological scale ranges, has lagged

considerably behind representation of other climatic

elements. Temperature variations have dominated and still

dominate most discussions (podd, 1964; oke , 1974; Yoshino,

1976). Às early as the late 18th-early 19th century when

Louis Cotte and Luke Howard, pioneers of urban-climatic

studies, published explicit accounts on urban climate

c i rculat ion 2 ,

2 During Èhe
humidi ty vras
st ratospher ic

refraction

'International Qui
used as a tracer in

c i rculat i on .

te Sun Year' (IOSY),
the study of world-wide

2



variations of Paris and London respectively, the humidity

research gap was present. Kremser's paper entitled "Der

Einfluss der Grosstadte auf die Luftfeuchtigkeit" (fhe

Influence of Large Towns on Air Humidity) vras the first
article since Cotte's publication that treated humidity

variations not as strict dependents of temperature but as

the results of urbanization (Greiger, 196'1 ) . Ànthropogenic

sources of water vapor were nolr recognized as important

contributing factors.

Out of 230 papers presented at the 196,3 International
Symposium on Humidity and Moisture in Washington D.C., not

one paper at the conference dealt with the distributional
aspects of humidity (podd, 1964). This was paradoxical since

the symposium was convened in order to provide a perspective

view of the total cross-disciplinary nature of humidity and

moisture studies( Rushin, 1963). Even in 1968, ât the

Geneva World Meteorological Organization Conference on Urban

Climates, again not a single paper dealing with humidity

variation and dispersion lras again presented. From 1774 to

1969 only 17 articles have dealt with humidity

variations, both within and between an urban and rural
complex (Chandler, 1969). During the time ralr data for this
thesis was acquired and analyzed, only one major paper

entitled "Humidity Distributions in a Srnall City and Their

Relationships to Surface Materials" by James A. Henry, was

published (Chandler, 1976) .



Of the few comparative studies undertaken, analysis has

been limited to those days and nights when such climatic
parameters as wind speed and opacity were advantageous to

the establishment and retention of intense urban heat

islands, not humidity islands. Measurements of the

moisture content of urban and rural atmospheres were also

Iimited in time duration. Thus what observational evidence

there is, is not completely conclusive (Chand1er, 1976).

!.! Obiectives

Since cities appear to initiate complex interactions

between advective, diffusive and radiative processes

following local changes in boundary conditions, êD

understanding of the relative temporal and spatial

distribution of water vapor and its relationship to

temperature may provide further impetus for analysis or

re-analysis of the urban mesoclimate. The probability of a

re-analysis increases, not only at an urban mesoclimatic

scale but at all climatic levels,when one examines the

underlining reasoning behind climatological-meteorological

studies. That is,the statistical framework for the majority

of these studies rras based upon parametric data assumptions.

Assumptions which either lrere carried over from similar

research underÈakings or were assumed as valid for the data

in question mainly because the field of parametric

statistics is far better understood and is much better

represented in computer packages. Whether or not the



assumptions were valid yrere not to be

results of the findings are therefore

questioned. The

distorÈed unless

otherwise proven.

Therefore, the objectives of this study are:

( 1 ) to deduce the possible anthropogenic and
meteorological parameters which would influence the
structure,duration and magnitude of the urban heat
and mixing ratio islands with specific reference to
the research zone and the climatic conditions that
prevailed prior and during the acquisition of
climatic data. By adopting such an approach,a
theoretical foundation is built. The selected
statistically significant analyzed data can thus be
f i rred against the hypothesis. This
procedure,furthermore,prevents the fitting of
numerous questionable ideals against the data.

(2) to present, analyze and de1 ineate
stat ist icaIly-signi f icant spatial and temporal
distributions of mixing ratio from original Èraverse
data taken over a two year span under al1 weather
conditions within a well defined urban-ruraI
complex. Cluster analysis wiIl be employed to
achieve some sort of traverse organization while
non-parametric statistical techniques will be used
on the particular fusions in order to locate which
of these fusions have statistically significant
temperature and/or mixing ratio distributions. The
selected dendrogram groupings wiIl then be subjected
to the equivalent paramet r ic
statistics. Comparisons wilI be made with emphasis
placed upon discovering to what degree parametric
assumption violations effect or alter the computed
results.

(3) to estimate and delineate the magnitude variations
of the temperature and mixing ratio islands on the
basis of air mass type and climatic parameter
differentiation. These changes will be further
investigated through the examination of case
studies. However,if the selected data groupings are
such that there seems to be no time unityrcase
studies wilI not be undertaken. For examplerif only
5 out of 30 traverses of a particular air mass have
been proven to be statistically significant on one
or both of the climatic parameters under scrutiny
and these 5 traverses are not within the same time



f rame, it would be rnisleading
a general representation of
mixing ratio variations for
mass.

to label this group as
temperature and/or
that particular air

Fulfillment of these interrelated objectives wilt
achieved through an inverse hierarchical examination

the data. Scrutinization shall commence with the

analysis of Èhe most iIlogical climatological cluster,
that is, the main cluster comprising of 253 traverses,

and shall terminate r+ith the numerous explicitly defined

sub-cl-usters of the main air mass categories.

Meteorological-temporal parameter combinations to be

infused with each analysis wiIl be introduced such that

those conditions which naximize the urban mixing ratio
and/or heat islands will precede those which minimize

island formation.

Though scrupulous in nature, these methods ensure the

dominance of statistical infered conclusions. Hence, the

prior "reference" and inductive hypothetical reasoning

techniques wiIl be rendered validless. À

non-significant statistical conclusion is in itself
significant because it has proven the fact of

insignificance.

A static methodology is thus ruled out. New test
statistics chosen for objective optimization, shaII be

introduced whenever greater clarification of the results

be

of

6



are required. However, when the nonparametric and their

equivalent parametric forms yield conflicting conclusions

for the same data field, conclusions which would appear

as "false inadequate impressions" in the literature field

of this thesis' topic, the thesis shall terminate. This

of course does not connote abandonment of the objectives,

but on the contrary, índicates investigation and

enlightenment. Clarification wiII be provided in later

chapters. Here themes dealing with the so-ca11ed

unifying framework of urban climatological systems shall

be investigated.

Revision, where required, will fo11ow.

!.3 Methodoloqv

The research objectives are attained through the

acquisition of a large quantity of dew point and

temperature data, measured by automobile mounted

instrumentation, driven along a well defined

traverse, encompassing all major land usage, upwind and

downwind of Winnipeg's core area, over a two year

sampling period. Traverse data was reduced to a constant

time after conversion from millivolts to degrees Celsius

vras completed. Regular synoptic observations at the

Winnipeg International Airport Meteorological Station

were then merged to form the data base. Ànalysis of

daily surface and upper air charts plus examination of



prognostic aviation forecasts provided the broader

meteorological picture with respect to air mass type.

The data base v¡as subdivided according to season, air
mass and wind quadrant direction. Fixed point estimaters

s¡ere grouped accordingly and subjected to para- and

nonpara-metric tests of significance. Interpretation,
conclusion, and assumptions $¡ere based upon those results

which showed strong statistical significance.

!.! Historv of the Studv

The foundation of this study and interest of the

author stemmed from similar research previously

undertaken along a parallel traverse in I.Iinnipeg by BeII

of the University of Winnipeg. The lack of humidity

research in urban-ruraI mesoclimatic studies intensified
by the desire to examine the effect of urbanization on

certain climatic parameters, provided the stimulus to

undertake a few night time traverses in November 1975.

Results indicated that even under cloudy., "indy
conditions, the heat and humidity islands exist
climatologically, even though statistical significance

between the average fixed point observations x¡as less

than the 95% Ievel. Flans were therefore made with BeII

to undertake further study

Over a two year period, 253 traverses were randomly

conducted, yielding 32, 131 cases of point data. There



were 127 f ixed point measurements per traverse ( see l"tap

5.2.1). From the basic data acquired, air vapor pressure

also known as the saturated vapor pressure at dew point,

was calculated. Formulae for the above conversions and

for further conversions to mixing ratios, etc. were

obtained from the Smit.hsonian Meteoroloqical Tables.

The data was accordingly edited and an attempt was

made to perform a comprehensive analysis of this data.

1.5 Definitions and Units of Measurements

The two climatic parameters under investigation in

this study are mixing ratio and temperature. As the

former climatic parameter can not be directly measured

from the environment,the dew (frost)-point temperature of

the air will be logged. AIl units in this thesis are

metric.

The thermodynamic dew point temperature, Td, of moist

air at temperature, T, and at pressure, p, and mixing

ratio, r, is the temperature to which the air must be

cooled in order that it shall be saturated with. respect

to liquid water at the initial pressure, p, and mixing

ratio, r. Temperature is the major climatic control

determining the maximum dew point value. Other

influencing factors are:

(1 ) air mass type

(2) wind direction and speed



(3) moisture conditions on the ground

(4) turbulent mass exchange

(5) cloudiness as affecting the insolation of an area

(6) water surface temperature and water body area upwind
of an area

(7) evapotranspiration and anthropogenic sources of
water vapor

The thermodynamic frost point temperature's definition
parallels the above in all respects except that it is
determined with respect to ice.

The mixing ratio, r, of moist air is the ratio of the

mass, mv, of water vapor in grams to the mass of dry air
in kilograms with which the water vapor is associated

with. Together with absolute humidities, mixing ratios
are the best indicatcrs of air mass type for only

condensation and evaooration can alter the values.

À11 definitions of the above parameters correspond to

those formulated and adopted by the World Meteorological

organization. These definitions are in affect at

present.

The boundaries of glinnipeg are defined as aII areas

located within and bounded by Manitoba Provincial

Highways 100 and 101. The latter highways are locally
referred to as the Perimeter.
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CHÀPTER 2

Urban Heat Island:Formation and Retention

2.1 I ntr__educËen

The following discussion on urban heat island

formation and retention shalI be very selective since

voluminous IiÈerature has been directed towards this
Eopic. Detailed examination of such contributing
parameters to heat island formation, as:

( 1 ) the effect varying concentrations of gaseous
pollutants have on the radiative balance.(2) wind velocity

(3) cloud cover and opacity
(4) anthropogenic heat sources
(5) city density structure(6) time

have been adequately documented by Oke(1944), Yoshino(1975)

Bach (1976) and Chandler (1976) . These

aspects, therefore, need not be mentioned here.

Consequently, the discussion shalI be Iimited to those

contributing factors most prominent within the research

area. Typical urban albedoes 1 and the thermodynamic

properties of urban surfaces shall be compared with ttreir
rural counterparts. The possible effect aerosols might

have upon the research area's radiative balance shall then

be discussed. The latter control is of considerable

1 elbedo is defined here as the decimal fraction of
reflected or scattered to incident global radiation, and is
used to denote the characteristic reflectivity of radiation
within the range 0.36 to 4.00 microns.
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importance for current studies by LaÐochy et a1.(1977 ) have

shown that not only do the particulate counts for the

research zone exceed the Clean Àir Àct standards, but

also, the values rank among those cited for such cities as

Los Angeles, Chicago, and Atlanta. When one examines the

climatic conditions that prevailed over the research area

and Western North America during the data acquisition
period, aerosol contribution to the radiative balance

becomes crucial.2

Results of LaDochy's analysis will later be employed in

Chapters I to 10 as possibLe explanations of vrhy under

certain climatic conditions, dewpoint and temperature

differences between urban and rural points were not

2 It is generally accepted that within any urban or rural
atmosphere, airborne concentrations, by weight, of minerals
originating from such sources as sea spray, forest fires and
industry, are quite low relative to soil minerals (ucuu1len
et aI. 1970). within the research area, the above
generalization is less than valid. Concentrations vary
with season and climatic conditions. For instance, from
early November Èo late May, approximately 81.65 't 106 to
90.72 * 106 kg of salt treated sand is present upon the
city' s street systems (personal communication,Ed Kyjanka,
Materials and Research, City of Winnipeg). Coefficients of
haze are greater over urban areas during this period with
maximum values being reached after snowmelt (laoochy et
âI., 1977). An increased aerosol concentration results in
a reduced loss of both shortwave radiation due to less
scattering and longwave radiation due to an increase in
atmospheric absorption. Both processes heat the
atmosphere, reducing the heat flux, and thus slightly warm
the surface. Aerosols above the inversion heat the air and
thus maintain the ínversion strength. In so doing, the
inversion height rise is suppressed, hence, aerosol
dispersion is checked and the greenhouse affect strengthened
over urban areas. Thus the urban factor is increased.
See Chapter 3 for evidence of the above occurrence.
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statistically signif icant.
2.2 AIbedo Comparisons

Surface albedo,a fundamental surface property which can

be relatively easily altered by mere surface treatment,both

natural and anthropogenic,directly determines the

absorptivity of any opaque surface. Thus for a given solar
input and counter irradianceralbedo regulates the daytime

surface shortwave and longwave absorption. Both the

Iatter,in turn,dominate the net radiation budget. À limit
to the magnitude of the surface energy balance and the

inter-related water balance is therefore established.
ÀIbedo manipulation invokes a change in the thermal and

moisture climate of the surface and the adjacent air and

soil layers. Ttre f o1J-owing discussion will indicate the

magnitude of influence albedo possesses.

It has long been recognized that the Iighter the colour

of an object the higher its albedo. The colour of a

substance is determined by the substance's chemical

structure and the physical conditions effecting the

substance. For f ibrous or granular matter the prirnary

physical control is moisture. Bare soil albedo is
dependent mainly upon the moisture status of the soil
surface.s Aase et aI.(1975) have calculated that significant

3 The major chemical controls of soil colour are the amount
of organic material present and the particle size
distribution. Àn increase in the former fosters an overall
increase in the absorption of radiant energy within the

15



colour change in soil can increase or decrease albedo by

approximately 60 percent on both smooth and rough

surfaces. Approximately 14.2-18.3 percent more direct
solar energy received in the 0.5-2.6 micron range rvill be

absorbed by an increase in moisture content while the

remaining increase in percentage occurs in the near infrared
(Bowers et â1., 1955;Kondrat'yev, 1969).

Àlthough the albedo of natural and anthropogenic

materials is less affected by moisture, similar
absorption-reflectance characteristics exist per

wavelength. 4 For instance, the reflectivity of

limestone, white brick and sandstone at 0.5 microns is equal

to 40 percent, whereas at 2.6 microns it is 87 percent

wavelength region 0.36 to 1.80 microns while accompanying
decrease soil particle size is a rapid exponential increase
in reflectance (Bowers et â1., 1965).a Reflectance decreases r*'ith increased wavelengths for each
substance only when wavelengths are greater than a specific
Iength. The critical wavelengths range from 1.1 to 3.0
microns. The inverse relation occurs for wavelengths
below the criticaL length (Kondrat'yev, 1969).

Reflectance reaches a maximum at sun elevations of 10-20
degrees (CouIson et aI. , 1971 ¡ Kondrat'yev , 1969) . It is
during this elevation that the ratio between direct to
diffuse Iight is equal, thereby producing no change in
surface reflectance. When the sun is below 10 degrees
elevation or below the horizon incident Iight is enÈireIy
diffuse and surface reflectance is relatively Iow varying
from 22 to 26 percent. As the sun increases beyond 20
degrees elevation, direct light incident at a Iarger zenith
angle becomes the dominant component.
decreases to a minimum at solar noon.

Hence, albedo

Myrup(1969), who reasoned as above, showed theoretically
that the urban heat island should be most intense at solar
noon and least during low solar zeniths.

16
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(Kondrat'yev , 1969) . with sun elevations of '10 to 50

degrees, hemispheric reflectance at 0.3 microns for

tar, asphalt and macadam is 0.09 while at 0.8 microns it is

0.20 (CouIson, 1971). Àbsorption of wavelengths greater

than 1.3 microns varies directly with wavelength.

Since albedo is generally symmetric about solar

noon, with minima recorded at that time, for both dry bare

soils and homogenous materials, (Idso et âI., 1975), albedo

value differences between bare drv soil and non-black urban

fabric become negIigible.6 Ànthropogenic heat sources and

an increased sensible heat flux between buildings and their
air envelope due to the thermodynamics of the enormous

surface area then become the prime factors maintaining an

urban factor.

Values of albedo are lower over vegetated ground than for

either bare soil or anthropogenic materials. Lower values

occur because leaf reflectivity does not increase with

increasing wavelength to a specific threshold length nor

does it decrease with increasing wavelength after the

threshold length has been passed. Investigation of

Goldreich's ( 1 970 ) analysis of Johannesburg's heat island
confirms the above possibility, most studies indicate that
the temperature excess is actually greatest at night.
Chapters I to 10 will show that there is some validity to
Myrup's hypothesis in the Winnipeg Region.
u Dry soil is defined as having a volumetric water content
less than 0.04.6 Absorption-reflectance characteristics of glass and highly
polished metallic materials do not parallel those for bare
soi1.
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numerous texts and papers have shown that on the average,

reflectance remains stable at 0.5 within the range 0.34-0.50

microns, increasing to 0.13 at 0.54 microns but falling in

the red to its former stable va1ue. The maximum faII
occurs at 0.65 microns. A very strong increase

follows, Ieading to high values in the regions 0.8-1.3

microns, '1 .5-1 .8 microns and 2.1-2.3 microns. Ref lectivity
of leaves beyond wavelengths greater than 2.5 microns is
minute, being less than 10 percent for an angle of incidence

of 65 degrees and less than 5 percent for an angle of 20

degrees. 7

If one compares the reflectivity
brick and sandstone of infrared at 2.

green vegetation, the former groups

greater than that of the

(Kondrat'yev , 1969;I{ooIley, 1971) .

of Limestone, white

6 microns to that of

value is 24.8 times

latter

Vegetative stand albedo is lower than the albedo value

for its individual leaf because reflection now depends upon

the combined influences of the radiative properties of the

component surfacesrcrop physiologyrstand architecture and

7 The primary absorbing agent of the infrared beyond 2.5
microns is plant water. Leaves are classified as almost
perfectly fuII radiators in the infrared and therefore are
also very efficient emiters of longwave radiation. This
high emissivity,and the portion of energy liberated in the
form of latent heat of evapotranspiration aid the leaf in
shedding heat to the environment. Thus the temperaÈure of
the leaf is moderated.
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the angle of solar incidence. The latter four factors

control the amount of shortwave and longwave penetration and

escape, the internal radiative absorption, reflection,

transmission and trapping as well as the mutual shading

within the stand volume. For detailed examination of the

influence each of the above factors possess, see

l'lonteith( 1 973) ,Bannister (1976) and Lange et âI. , (1976) .

The radiation budget of a plant stand is therefore quite

complex. Nevertheless,the following generalízaLions hold

va1 id:
(1) The actual height of the principal active layer in

a canopy lies closer to the top than to the bottom
of the stand. Position of the actual height
depends upon the species and the levels of the
effective sources and sinks of heat,water
vaporrmomentum and carbon dioxide.

Q) The transmission of shortwave and longwave
radiation into a stand or canopy shows an almost
Iogarithnic decay with depth of penetration.
(Monteith, l 973) . Rip1ey et al., (1976) measured an
85% reduction of incoming solar radiation in a 0.2m
stand of native grass at Matador, Saskatcheyran at
solar noon on June 28th,1972. Net aIl-wave
radiation in Watts per sguare meter for the same
period varied from approximately 564 above the
grass canopy to 213 at ground IeveI, a 62%
reduction. SimilarIy,Gay et âI., (1971 ) estimated
the average transmission of shortv¡ave radiation
through a 2.3m stand of LobIoIIy pine to be about
18%. During the I hour measurement period,the
total shortwave radiation intensity above the
canopy v¡as 16.1 ltlJ/n2 while on the floor it barely
approached 2.9vlJ/n2 .

(3) The vertical attenuation of solar radiation by
foliage affects the spectral composition of the
solar radiation penetrating through a stand
canopy. glaveJ-engths less than 0.74 and greater
than 2.5 microns are totally absorbed by the
Ieaf.8 The intensity of the spectral range less

particularly chlorophyll, have strong
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than 0.74 microns is 687vt/m2 and represents
approximately 50.8% of the total intensity of the
solar constant 1353w/m2. The greatest solar
spectral irradiance for the Thekaekara standard
sòIar curve ,0.2074 w/n2 per micron is within this
spectral range being obtained at 0.48 micron
wavelengths. The respective intensity and the
fraction of the total intensity for the spectral
range greater than 2.5 microns are 50w/n2 and
3.7%. Radiation with wavelengths between these
limits can either be reflected or transmitted
downwards through the leaf canopy. Although this
spectral range represents 45.5% of the total solar
irradiance curve and has an average intensity of
61w/n2,the average solar spectral irradiance of
0 .A32w/nt p"t micron, centred at 1 .25 microns, i s
approximately 21% tlnaE of the maximum received at
0.48 microns. Thus a unit area of floor surface
must receive a greater quantity of lower intense
shortwave energy in order to equal the amount that
could have been received at shorter wavelengÈhs if
the stand or canopy did not exist. However,as
stated in the introduction of this
section, reflection decreases with increased
wavelengths for inanimate materials only when
wavelengths are greater than a specific
Iength. The critical wavelength was referenced to
range from 1 .1 Èo 3.0 microns. Hence,vegetative
stands or canopies further decrease the available
shortwave energy that would have been converted to
other energy forms on contact with the ground or
stored in the ground. The approximate reduction
varies by approximately 53.5 to 68.2 percent.

(4) The geometry of the canopy provides a radiative
trap for outgoing longwave radiation. The net loss
diminishes towards the ground,however. Trapping
of outgoing longwave radiation therefore tends to
reduce surface cooling.

Even in winter, the above influences are present.

Federer (1970) has estimated from both theoretical and

empirical data that roughly

radiation on leafless trees

65

IS

percent

absorbed

the incident

stems, branches

of

by

absorption bands in the violet and ultraviolet,the blue
(0.40-0.51 microns),and the red(0.61-0.74 microns).Peak
absorption is at 0.45 micronso
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and trunks while approximately 20 percent is reflected

upwards. The remaining 15 percent penetrates downward.

The net effect of the diurnal heating and cooling of a

vegetated surface is to raise the level of the maximum

diurnal temperature range from the soil surface to either
the maximum leaf area in the case of tree or herbaceous

plant canopies or near to the top in the case of grass-Iike

vegetaiion. In the former vegetative types,the maximum

Ieaf area is the location where radiative absorption and

transpiration provide the most heat and water vapor. The

maximum air temperature and mixing ratio are located here.

Beneath this a temperature inversion occurs because the

canopy is warmer than the floor where,as previously

shownronly weak radiative absorption occurs due to the

restrictive radiative nature of the canopy. The humidity

profile is less intense underneath a canopy because of Èhe

contribution of evaporation from the soil, or

evapotranspiration from the plants on the floor. The lapse

above the canopy is not very pronounced also because of the

evapotranspirational cooling at the surface of the

foliage.

At night,the inverse situation occurs. The minimum

temperature is in the upper portion of the canopy but the

inversion is above and the lapse below. The canopy's

ability to absorb almost all longwave radiation at
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Ìravelengths greater than 2.5 microns ensures that longwave

radiative losses from both Èhe ground and the canopy are

reduced. Thus relatively mild conditions are maintained

within the stand as compared with those found in the open or

above the canopy.

The humidity inversion remains during the night although

in a weaked form orovided that no dew formation occurs.

Although the climatic modi f ication initiated by

grass-Iike vegetation is similar to that discused above,the

degree of influence diminishes with a decrease in plant

height and in plant density. UnIike canopies or

herbaceous plants,the upright orientation of grass allows

bodies of air to freely migrate vertically.
Furthermore,mixing is aided by the fact that grasses are

readily displaced by wind. Nevertheless,temperatures are

never extreme as those developed over bare ground

(Monteith, l 973 and Yoshino, l 976) .

Evidence of the above leaf canopy and canopy influence

can be found in Chapters I to 10. For example, the

difference between the maximum urban temperature and the

average temperature for readings taken within rural

agricultural areas was statistically significant beyond

o=0.025. s The di fference between the maximum urban

e The example cited is valid only when the air mass
affecting the region is of a maritime Pacific-maritime
Tropic admixture. The centre of the High pressure system
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temperature and the average temperature for readings taken

within Assiniboine Park vras statistically significant at

o=0.01. The mean temperature for the treed park was less

then that of the rural areas and the variance of the former

was 5.5 times smaller than that of the latter.

In summary,vegetative ground cover and leaf canopies

reduce temperature and humidity variability. The degree of

variability reduction,however varies with climate,season,

plant physiology and many species-specific factors.

The albedo of snow is the most variable of all albedoes

so far discussed. It may reach a value of almost 100

percent over clean dry snow yet in the case of typical dirty
moist snow, it may fall as low as 20-30 percent.

Illumination conditions, recrystallization processes on and

within the snow pack during a day's time and surface

roughness are the major parameters influencing the above

variabiS-ity.

Direct evidence of all the above albedo variations with

season and time between various urban and rural morphologies

is scarce. 1 0 Aerial transects undertaken by Bray et

must be over southern Lake Michigan while a Low pressure
system must approach from central SaskatcheyÍan. The winds
generated must be within the wind quadrant 90 to 180
degrees.10 It should be noted that even though the flight lines of
the following researchers were selected with a view to
investigate extens i ve reasonably homogenous
surfaces, measurements acquired were in rea).ity those for
effective albedo rather than for ground albedo. The former
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aI.(1966) from Bethal to St. Paul, Minnesota, on the first
of September, under clear skies, yielded results indicating

that as a unit, urban surfaces for that particular location
were more reflective than agricultural surfaces which in

turn had an higher albedo than natural vegetation.

Respective mean albedoes were .074 , .067 , and .053.

Category wise, the highest mean albedo was registered for
commercial districts: . 09. Industrial complexes followed

with .08. The mean value f or ploughed f ields, . 078 , $¡as

third highest, being 9 percent higher than that registered

for railway yards and 17 percent greater in value than that

estimated for residential sectors. Bray's urban analysis

complemented those of Kung et aI.(1964) and to a limited
degree, those of Barry et a1.(1966). Studies by the latter
group undertaken in June over Southern England showed that
the average albedo for houses, .18, vras 19 percent lower

than that computed for fields though 11 percent greater than

that calculated for heath. Seasonal differences are the

causes of the latter's discrepancies.

albedo type is a result of complex interactions of solar
radiation with aerosols and absorbing gases in the
atmosphere, ground albedoes, solar zenith angle and
pollutant concentrations. Therefore, the mean effective
albedoes, classified as ground by the referenced
authors, are not totally representative of ground or canopy
albedo.
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?.! Thermal Properties of Natural and Anthropoqenic

Materials

Differences in the thermodynamic properties of urban and

rural fabric combined with the enhanced sensible heat flux
between buildings and their air envelope due to the enormous

surface area of buildings, has resulted in the creation of a

thermal lag between urbanized areas and their rural
surroundings. Thermal lag is fundamental to the genesis of

heat islands (Oke,1973). The magnitude of the thermal lag

depends, in part,upon the differences between the heat

capacities and conductivities of the various fabrics. The

following discussion explores the above relationships.

The thermodynamic properties to be compared are

volumetric thermal capacity, (c) and thermal

conductivity, (k). The former gives the amount of heat

required to raise the temperature of one cubic meter of

malerial by one degree Kelvin while the latter is the amount

of heat, in Watts, that will flow through unit area of that

material in one second when the temperature difference

between opposite faces is one degree Kelvin and there are no

other variations in temperature within that unit area;the

plane of the area being perpendicular to the temperature

gradi ent .

Values of the above parameters for homogeneous materials

such as aluminum and iron and of types of building materials
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such as stone, brick, cement, asphalt and lumber, which may

be considered homogeneous, vary mainly with density and are

slightly dependent on temperature (eSHnee, 1970). For

fibrous or granular materials, such as clay, sand and peat,

volumetric thermal capacityr 1 and thermal conductivity

values are dependent on the following parameters:

(1) temperature: The degree of influence depends upon
whether it is above or below freezing: For
moisture content greater than 0.12, conductivity of
frozen soil becomes progressively greater than that
of the unfrozen soil. (Judge, 1971).

(2) density: The affects of density are constant for
all soils at any moisture level and for either
frozen or unfrozen conditions. For each 0.016
gram per cubic centimeter in dry density increase,
the thermal conductivity increases by a factor of
0.03 (van Wijk, 1969).

(3) moisture: An increase in moisture content , up to
saturation, causes an increase in both c and k.
For volumetric water content 0, the thermal
conductivity of Whitemouth clays, a subdivision of
Red River cIays, is 0.209 watts while at 0.45 water
content, conductivity increases to 1.200 watts.
(de .long , 1978) .

1 1 The toÈa1 voLumetric thermal capacity of a substance is
equal to the sum of all density-specific heat products for
each type of solid particle present plus that of water not
chemically bounded to the particles. Air can be ignored
because of its low density. OnIy changes in moisture can
alter the overall density which in turn alters the
volumetric thermal capacity of a substance. However, the
phase state of the moisture present determines the
thermodynamic properties. That is, the heat capacity of
ice decreases by a factor of about 0.4 from that of water,
though its conductivity increases by a factor of 3.75 over
that of water.
I 2 values for both c and k have been compiled from various
sources. They should be regarded as average values only.
Thermal conductivities are for a temperature of 20oC..
Values of c and k for Red River clays fall within the ranges
Iisted. The latter inf ormation ltas provided by Dr. C. F.
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It can be seen from Table 2.3.1.12 that the average

volumetric thermal capacities and thermal conductivities of

construction material are greater than those for Manitoba

clays. Às clays are never totally dry, this statement

should only be viewed as representative for an unique

condition.

Thus, the urban fabric heats slower, although the heat

absorbed penetrates to a greater depth. Maximum absorption

occurs at solar noon, when albedo is at its lowest. Àfter

solar noon, the urban fabric cools slowly, slower than soil
or vegetated surfaces, thus inducing the thermal lag. When

a pall of smoke and dust is present above the city, outgoing

radiation is hindered, thus increasing the urban factor.

Às the rise of soil surface temperature during the day

and the fall of soil surface temperature at night varies

inversely as the sguare root of the product of kps where p

is soil density and s is specific heat (Brunt, 1945), the

greatest fall of temperature from sunset to sunrise would be

expected over dry soils. l 3 This was evident in summer

Shaykewich, Department of
Man i toba .
I 3 Although heavy wet soils
Table 2.3.1, their original
much lower so that they are
time minima. Evaporation
the temperature, thereby
Evidence of the above has

Soil Science, UDiversity of

cool slower than dry soils, see
sunset temperatures are usually
capable of reaching lower night

or transpiration further reduces
increasing the urban factor.
been provided by Einarsson et
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TABLE 2.3.1

PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCESTHERMODYNAMIC

SUBSTÀNCE

AIR

WÀTER

ICE

DRY CLÀY

WET CLAY

DRY SAND

SÀTURATED SAND

LIMESTONE

SÀNDSTONE

GRÀNI TE

coNcRETE (1 .2.4)

BRICK

ASPHÀLT

MÀSONRY PLASTER

WINDOW SHEET GLÀSS

ALUMINUM ÀLLOYS

STEEL

K(/m-'x)

0.026

0.598

2.240

0.209

1 .200

0.293

1 .884

2.210

1 .947

3.396

1 .120

1 .080

0.698

1 .047

0.818

1 04 .67

s9.313

c
(n;/m5'tt)

1 .275

4 1 9s.50

1 861 .87

1129.68

3138.00

1297 .35

217 6.20

2171.13

1967.47

2198.25

1933.32

1737.60

2427 .05

1 636.00

21 43 .0

2447 .55

3764.08

evening traverse results. Às drying vegetation acts as an

insulating Iayer, this upward flux of soil heat can be

reduced. FaIl results also indicate such an occurrence.
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2.4 Àerosol-Radiative Interactions

Direct aerosol extinction contributed more towards heat

island formation, retention and variation than did its
indirect counterpart due to the climatic conditions that

prevailed during the acquisition of raw data. 1 a The

magnitude of influence is, however, determined by such

factors as:

( 1 ) chemical composition of particles present
Q) particle shape and radius

particle concentrations and optical depth
aerosol position in relation to cloud cover

, (S) ttre presence and concentrations oi oÈher known
infrared absorbers, .such as water vapor, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide, and
methane.

(6) vapor pressure of the atmosphere in which the
aerosols are present.

with reference to (4), aerosols lead to net heating when

distributed above the preexisting atmospheric scatterers.
(weare et âI., 1974;Chylek et â1., 1973),

Contributions by aerosols below I microns and above 12

microns are negligible under normaÌ climatic conditions

because the absorption coefficients of water vapor exceed

those of aerosols (Grassl , 1973). The inverse

The rate of evaporation, an important

energy balannce of natural surfaces,

decrease and increase in temÞerature.

component in the

also influences the

ive balance either directly
both direct and diffuse

or indirectly by acting as
f they posses the correct

(¡
(+

1 4 Aerosols can affect the radiat
through scattering and absorbing
shortwave and infrared radiation
condensation or freezing nuclei i
hydroscopic properties.
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relationship, however, is valid in the 8-12 micron range.ls

The average absorption coefficient in cnL/gtc1g+ for water

vapor at wavelength 9.75 microns is approximately 39.90% ot

that of the estimate for sea salt;6.87% of that of

dust ¡2.90% of that of water solubles collected from

precipitation and 2.74% of that of soots.

(Kondrat'yev , 1969¡YoLz, 1972a, b;Twitty et â1. , 1971) .

Roberts et aI.(1970) have estimated that extinction by

carbon dioxide is approximately 0.02 per km in the 8-12

micron region or 13.33% of. the total extinction possible for

aIl wavelengths for a normal average atmospheric carbon

dioxide concentration.

1 s Àlthough the area under the standard solar spectral
irradiance curve in the wavelength range 8.0 to 12.0 microns
is 1.2W/n2 and represents only 0.09% of t,he solar constant
1353W/m2 , for earth's corrected NACA standard atmosphere
blackbody radiation curverthe area and percent of the total
intensity 390. 1 39w/n2 increases to 99w/n2 and 25.3%
respectively (see WaIlace et â1.,1977 for calculation
procedures. ) The peak intensity found by glien's
displacement law for earth's mean radiating surface
temperature of 15oC is 10.059 microns. The intensity of
emission at this wavelength is 0.021w/n' per micron. This
is approximately 69 times greater than the intensity of the
solar spectral irradiation averaged over the 8.0 to 12.0
micron range. The corrected blackbody emission intensity
of 10.059 microns is approximately equal to that at solar
wavelength 3.29 microns.

Às the absolute temperature of a radiating substance on
the earth's surface increasesrthe total energy radiated at
that temperature and the intensity of the radiant energy
flux at maximum emission increases while the wavelengthrin
micronsrof maximum emission decreases. The fraction of the
total area under the corrected blackbody curve in the
wavelength range 8.0 to 12.0 micronsrhoweverrremains fairly
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Dusts, inorganic water solubles, such

âs r NaCL, (NHo ) ZSO¿ , CaO, and carbonaceous particles vtere

the nain aerosol types influencing radiative cooling or

heating over Winnipeg during the above period.

Contributions by the latter were of greatest

significance. l 6 Since the absorption index for carbon is

unsurpassedlT and the influence that water vapor would have

on radiative scattering and absorption of infrared was

minimal due to the drought, the urban factor within the

research area vras insignificant when the prevailing winds

were light and had trajectories over the carbon sources. 1 I

constant. Calculations of the fraction of the total area
in the above spectral range for NÀC.À standard atmospheric
conditions at Winnipeg and for the daytime maximum thermal
infrared surface temperature,49.goC for industrial sectors
of St. Louis as determined by White et al.(1978),show only a
variation of 2.7%. Respective values of total radiant
energy and area in the 8.0 to 12.0 micron range for Winnipeg
were 382.051 w/mz and 9.6%. For industrial sectors of St.
touis,the values are 616.w/mz and 17.2%. The f ollowing NACÀ
st.andard atmosphere parameter values yrere used in the
calculat ion of the above example:mean
temperature,l3.5oC;pressure,985.8mb; air
density, 1 . 1g7ïkg/ntlgravity acceleration,g .810196m/sec2 .
16 Peat bog fires situated northwest, east and southeast of
the city were the sources of carbon-ash haze which engulfed
the research zone for the time period JuIy 1976-l4ay 1977
(oon Budesky, Air PoIIution Cont roI

Canada, personalSection, Winnipeg, Environment
communication, 1977).
17 Average absorption indeces for dust range from 0.011 aÈ 5
microns to 0.15 at 40 microns (vo1z, 1972a, b). These
values are greater than those estimated for water soluble
aerosols although less than those for soots and carbons.
Absorption by soots are 11.36 times greater than that of
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2.2

It should be noted that although Rouse et

al. ( 1973) , Ackerman et aI. ( 1976) , Peterson et at. ( 1977 ) and

Viskanta et a1.(1977 ) have shown, both theoretically, and

empirically that there is a strong tendency within the

substrate-atmosphere system for self-stabilizíng radiative
compensation, constants used and conditions under which

sÈudies occurred were as near to average as possible. It
will be shown in Chapter 4 that the climatic conditions

during this study were not average but close to and beyond

the alpha 0.05 critical mark.

authors thus become debatable.

The hypothesis of the above

Summary

In conclusion, the lack of data and research on the above

discussed topics within Winnipeg prevents adequate proof of

the points discussed above. However, ãs previously

stated, the preceding discussion forms the basis for
deducing why parameter variation between various urban-rural
points were or were not statistically significant when

traverses were conducted under particular synoptic

dust at 2.5 microns;2.67 times greater at 10 microns and 1.2
times greater at 40 microns. The absorption index of
carbon is 5.88 times greater than soot at 2.5 microns and
approximately 78.18 times greater than dust at the same
wavelength (aergstrom, 1972).
1 I Since the atmosphere is being heated directly through
aerosol absorption, the temperature differential between the
surface and the aÈmosphere is reduced which in turn lov¡ers
the degree of heat transfer. Thus surface temperature
variability is lessened (Viskanta et al., 1977).
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conditions. Important points references are:

(1) the absorption indices of carbonaceous aerosols are
unsurpassed with respect to those of other
aerosols. Spec i f ic indices, however , for the
carbon-ash haze that engulfed the research zone
from JuIy 1976 to May 1977 were not determined
(personal communicationrDon BudeskyrÀir Pollution
Control SectionrWinnipegrEnvironment
Canada,1977).

Indirect evidence of the magnitude of haze influence
upon the radiative balance of the city, acquireable
through the comparison of thermal infrared air
photographs of similar grid sections of Winnipeg
taken during similar synoptic conditions prior to
and during the engulfment period,was not brought
forward because no thermal infrared remote sensing
of the city was undertaken during the engulfment
per i od ( personal communication, Su-Ànn
Bolette,Remote Sensing, Surveys and Mapping
Branch,Government of Manitoba, l 980) .

Even though data for coefficient of haze (COu) and
total suspended particulate data has existed from
197A for each of the four NAPS statíons located at
various sites throughout the city,the erratic and
haphazard manner in which the data has been
collected and logged renders the data's validity
questionable. For example,although the actual
percentage varies per station and per time sampling
periodrin many cases,less than 75% of. the required
COH data was available to calculate daily,weekly
and monthly hourly mean values.

Total suspended particulate data for each monitoring
station might have yielded useful information if
long term average geographical monthly ambient
suspended particulate data distributions for the
western Prairies and the Northern United States
Plains and the terminal velocity of the particulate
components of the haze h'ere known. l s From the above

1s The actual terminal velocity of' the carbonaceous
aerosols of the carbon-ash haze could not be determined
as neither the radi i nor the densities vrere
known. Howeverrby substituting the average urban sooty
dust density estimate of 1.69/cn3 as determined by
Volz (1972) and using the peak carbon particle radius
curve value of 0.07 microns (twitty et aI.,1977), the
terminal velocity for a carbon based particle of the
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dataran approximate proportion of the relative
contribution of haze particulates to the total
volume could have been determined and compared with
the normal Þarticulate contribution.(Ð reflectivity increases with increased wavelength to
a specific threshold length for most homogeneous
surfaces, both naturaL and anthropogenic, âs weIl
as for bare dry and saturated soils.(3) wavelengths less than 0.45 microns and greater than
2.5 microns are totally absorbed by the leaf.
OnIy radiation within the above wavelength Iimits
will be reflected or transmitted downwards by the
Ieaf.(4) canopy reflectance, both ground based and upper
Ieve1, dominates ground reflectance. The degree
of dominance varies with season, climate and
physiological stimuli. For upper level
canopies, the degree of influence is not dependant
on season. The magnitude, however, diminishes
with leaf faIl, though it is always greater than
that of grass and herbaceous plants.

Placing the above points in

hypothesis may explain vrhy no

urban and rural points during

occurred.

perspective, the following
parameter variation between

haze conditions in autumn

The carbon-ash haze over Winnipeg, in addition to gross
depietion of shortwave radiation, altered the spectral and
directional character of solar beams to a greater extent
than that under normal conditions. Higher energy
wavelengths were filtered more readily while the proportion
of diffuse beams increased.

above characteristics suspended in a 50oN. Latitude
NÀCA standard atmosphere would be O.OOlcm/sec. ?he
time required for such a particle to sedimentate is far
greater than the tine required for that particle to be
transported from any of the peat bog fires surrounding
the research area (see footnote 18). For the required
computation formulas,see wi11iamson,1g73
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In the rural sections of the research zone, the diffuse
radiation penetrated groundwards 'unhindered' while in urban
Winnipeg, with the exception of the C.B.D. and several
industrial sectors, tree canopies further decreased the
quality and quantity of solar radiation. Temperatures
therefore should be lower under vegetative canopies than
over rural surfaces. However, within the residential
sectors, anthropogenic aenerated heat aided in maintaining
egual to higher temperatures.

Àlthough albedoes for aII surfaces and the degree of
multiple reflection between surfaces remained lower than
normal- because of the diffuse characteristic, the highest
values were found within the C.B.D. and sectors not within
the infLuence of vegetative canopies. Thus, more shortwave
radiaÈ i on vras Iost . Ànthropogenic heat sources, once
again, aid in maintaining slightly higher temperatures.

Other hypothesis wiII be discussed in future chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

Àlthough numerous studies of the climatological
properties of urban heat islands and the relationships of

heat island intensities to city size have been reported for

various cities of the world,the results are, to a fair

degree , con f 1 ict ing . For instance,even though it is
generally conceded that the annual cycle of heat island

intensity is weak, r results differ concerning the diurnal

and seasoning timing of the maximum and minimum

intensities. Goldreich (1970 ) , for example,has shown that

the urban factor of Johannesburg, in contrast to studies by

Sundborg( 1 950 ) ,Chandler ( 1 965) ,and Oke and East (1971) , to

name only a few, is greatest by day, Ieast by night, in

summer. These findings provide empirical proof for Myrup's

numerical heat island model. Yet studies also have shown

that the maximum temperature change during winter in the

city is less than that experienced in summer. The latter

statement is in agreement with Chandler(1962) though in

complete disagreement with Mitchell ( 1 961 )

Landsberg( 1 956) .

and

I The annual mean urban factor for Chicago and glashington is
0.6oC.. For Los ÀngeIes, Paris and Moscow it is 0.7oC..
For Philadelphia, Berlin, New York and Vancouver, respective
values are 0.8oc.,1.1oc.r1.1oc.
(Landsberg,1960;Hay et â1., 1970) .
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Rather obvious disagreements also exist with the concept

of heat island intensity in relation to city size.

Chandler(1976) has consistently rejected the hypothesis that

a Iinear relationship between the urban factor and the city
area is possible even though Oke(1973) and Eagleman(1974)

have shown otherwise.

Similar incongruencies are evident in studies examining

possible reasons for heat island occurrence. It has been

seen in the previous chapter that the differences in heat

capacity between urban and rural fabric can not by

themselves explain the obvious day-time patterns. Àn

explanation based on radiative effects leads to bettér

agreement with the observations than do the r-hermal mass

arguments (iudwig, 1970) . Thermal lag however, has been

quoted as fundamental to the genesis of heat islands
(Chandler, 1976) .

Inconsistencies in research findings,such as listed
above,have not, neverthelessrhindered the estimation and

tabulation of the relative urban contributions to local

c I imate alterat ions. TabIe 3.1 .1 , after
Oke( 1977 ), illustrates the average change of various

climatic parameters resulting from urbanization. Values

are expressed as percentages or magnitudes of rural

conditions.
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TÀBLE 3.1 .1

WEATHER CHANGES RESULTING FROM
( penceNrace )

URBÀNI ZATION

PÀRAMETERS

SOLAR RADIATION
ÀrR TEMPeRatuRe( oc)
RELATTvE HUMTDT rY ( f reguency )
vr sr Br Lrry ( f requency )
rOC(frequency)
WIND SPEED
CLOUDI NESS ( f reguency )
RÀINFALL ( amount )
SNOWFALL ( amount )
THUNDERSTORMS ( f requency )
POLLUTION ( volume )

SOURCE: Oke, 1977

ÀNNUÀL

¿¿
+l

6
¿5

+60
-25+8
+ 14
+ 10
+ 16
+1 000

WINTER

34
+2

2
34

+1 00
20

+ 13
+ 10
+5
+2000

STJMMER

20
+ 0.5
-8
-17
+ 30

30
+ 10
+ 15

+30
+500

The values attributed to the above air temperature and

relative humidity parametersrshould only be regarded as very

crude estimates. These figures have been deduced on

calculations derived from various research conclusions

regardless of the particularities prevalent to each

analysis. The prevailing synoptic conditions,the number of

samples taken, instrument type, research procedures and the

possible geographic topographic influences are major factors

neglected in such relative cornpilations.

Furthermore,urban-rural differences stem from the integrated

contrasts between town and country in each term of an energy

balance equation, each undergoing diurnal, seasonal and

synoptic changes through time and space. OnIy when the

above influences are considered and only when research
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findings are then grouped according to these influences can

values such as those tabulated in Table 3.1 .1 have

meaning.

Às stated in Chapter 2,voluminous literature has been

directed towards analyzing,explaining and comparing the

formation and retention of urban heat islands.

Kratzer(1937) listed references to 533 works.

Àpproximately 250 were added by Brooks(1951). Books by

Geiger(1965) also refer to a number of other urban

studies. Under the auspices of the r.rorld I'feteorological

Organízation,Oke (1974) further referenced 375 articles while

Chandler (1976) compiled bibliographys on urban climate with

well over 1000 articles. It therefore becomes quite

obvious that some sort of selection procedure must be

developed when discussing the literature pertinent to this
thesi s.

Àfter considerable thought,it was decided that the

research techniques adopted by the various authors were far

more impoitant than their qualitative conclusions.

Extensive summaries of their analyses have been adeguately

documented by Oke( 1974) ,voshino( 1 976l,Bach( 1 976) and

Chandler (1976) , to name only a few. These

aspects,thereforerneed not be mentioned here.

The literature review, hereto, sha1l concentrate upon the

comparison of data collection and analysis technigues
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employed by only those researchers who have acquired

temperature and humidity data via automobile traverses. To

this selection,the classic studies of Middletown et

aI.(1936), Sundborg(1950) and Duckworth et aI.(1954) wiIl

also be added. Examination of research technique

progression and/or digression with time necessitates their
inclusion. By so doing, the present investigation

techniques can be categorized within the sampled Iiterature
r].ero.

3.! the Evaluation of the Literature Sample

!.2.! Introduction

The following systematic analysis of the various research

methods referenced in the selected literature sample is

based upon procedures adopted from Catchpole et aI.(1976)..

The results are tabulated and given in Table 3.2.1. The

authors of Èhe selected articles and the date of publication

are Iisted vertically while along the horizontal axis are

the classification and distribution of information

statements. The general topic headings of the latter are

represenled as Roman numeralsrwhereas their identification

statements are noted in Arabic form. The above coded system

has the following interpretations:
I Site Physique

( 1 ) the maximum est imated elevat ion di f ference, in
meters, between areas traversed by the
itinerary(ies) or between cities in which traverses
were conducted. À blank indicates that information
was lacking and topographic maps of the research
zone could not be obtained.
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(2) as elevation differences guarantee a range of
temperature and dew point of some magnitude at all
times and may also mask or nodify the effects
caused by other factors,particularly those
associated with locaL variations in urban land
userall logged data htas reduced to their potential
values at sea level pressures.

Itinerary Choice

the itinerary vras selected to traverse areas
associated with varied urban-rural morphologies
within,through and outside of either the heat dome
or heat plume in all the major compass

II
(1)

directions.
(2) the route(s) crossed at

providing a means of chec
time.

several points thus
king data variation with

III

(1)

(2)

(3)

Synoptic Conditions Underwhich Traverses Were
Conducted

traverses yrere conducted only on nights favoring
radiational cooling.
traverses were conducted during the times of
minimum and/or maximum sensible heat generation.
traverses were conducted on randomly selected days
and/or nights under varied synoptic conditions.

General Traverse Information

if either more than one city was designated as a
research zone or if there were more than one
itinerary chosen per city,each t,raversed by a
compatible mobile unit, traverses r¡rere undertaken
simultaneously with respect to commencement time
and synoptic conditions.

Instrumentation

the accuracy and precision of the measuring
equipment vrere either noted in the article or
referenced to another articlerreport or circular.
where simultaneous measurements of temperature and
a hurnidity parameter were takenrsensor lag was
noted.
radiation shielding was present in order to either
eliminate or minimize errors arising from solar
heating at aII radiation levels.
sensors yrere automatically aspirated.

ÏV

(1)

V

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(s)

(6)

(7)

VI

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

vïr

(1)

(2)

the instruments were placed on the automobile in
such a manner as to eliminate or minimize engine
and other foreign heat influences.
in the case of manually operated apparatus,special
error minimizational procedures yrere initiated and
employed to insure that the data collected was
representative of that particular site for that
specific time.
all data was automatically logged on some form of
continuous recording apparatus such as strip charts
or ticker tape units.

Control Site Establishment and Location

instrumented control sites independent of first
order meteorological stations were either
established along the itinerary or within the
research zone,
the positioning of apparatus at the control sites
were discussed in terms of possible microclimatic
influences as weIl as opeational-maintenance
procedures and probable problems.
first order meteorological stations yrere employed
as control sites.
first order meteorological stations provided
supplementary data only.

Edi t ing, Standardi zat ion
Procedures

dat,a editing and sorting
sucb as air mass type or
were discussed.
standardization of traverse data to a particular
time ylas indicated by the researcher(s) to be
fundamental for unique synoptic conditions only
although no background information or references
were given.
standardization of traverse data to a particular
time was based upon the linear interpolation of
first order meteorological station data logged
during the traverse time period.
standardization of traverse data to a particular
time was based upon the linear interpolation of the
overall data variation occurring during the
traverse as registered on strip charts or ticker
tapes.
standardization information v¡as not noted or
referenced to other reportsrarticles or
c i rculars.

and Statistical Ànalysis

to particular categories
wind direction and speed

(3)

(4)

(5)
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(6) standardization formulas l¡ere either noted and/or
explained in detail.

(7) statisticaL tests vrere employed in the analysis of
data.

When information pertinent to the expJ-anation of a

particular identification statement has been found or

referenced in a specific article,the number of that

identification statement is listed in Èhe corresponding

article rovr position.
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TABLE 3 .2 .1

DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMÀTION IN

ÀUTHORS

SELECTED LITERATURE SAMPLE

Chandler,T.J. (1962)
Chandler,T.J . (1967)
Conrads,L.A. et al. (1971)
Duckworth,F.S. et al. (1954)
Einarsson,E. et a1. (1954)
Eagleman,J.R. (1974)
Fonda,R.W. et aI. (1971)
Garnett , À. et aI. ( 1 963 )
Go1dreich,Y. (1970)
Goldreich,Y. (1974)
Hannell,F.c. (1976)
Hartley,M . (1977)
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TÀBLE !.2.1_ (cor¡'r)

DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION IN SELECTED LITERATURE
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Chandler,T.J . (1962)
Chandler,T.J . (1967)
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!.2.2 Literature Sample Analvsis

Àt a glance, it appears that Iitt.le comparative

information can be extracted from the 31 selected

articles. Information deemed essential for the analytic
progression of this thesis is to a fair degree absent from

the selected Iiterature. Howeverra systematic analysis of

the selection allows broad comparisons to be made.

Since considerable differences in height and hence

pressure existed between fixed point locations and/or

control sites along the itineraries in aIl the research

zones with the exception of the City of Utrecht, see Conrads

et a1.(1971),temperature data should have been transformed

to its potential values at sea level pressure. This would

aid to differentiate urban-ruraI land use variations from

relief factors. However,only three authors,Garnett et

a1. ( 1 963 ) ,Millward et aI. ( 1976) and Sisterson ( 1978 ) deemed

the procedure a necessity. The foremost author's article
was the first in which potenÈial temperature assessment had

been used in interpreting traverses of this kind.

Oke(1967 ) states that the use of potential temperature could

eliminate altitude effectsrhowever,nowhere in his
publications is there an explicit statement indicating the

procedure's use. In many articles,statements expressing

the idea that either relief is of small overall
conseguence,see Chandler (1967) ,
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vrhen below a specific levelrsee Duckworth et al.(1954)rwere

presented as arguments against reduction to potential

values. Ludwig(1968) goes as far as to state that an

elevation difference of 101m is of littIe consequence.

The question of whether humidity parameter data should be

reduced to standard sea leve1 pressure vras not discussed in

any article. This is rather unfortunate because there has

been extremely heated debates about its use. European

investigators choose to reduce the data to sea level whereas

the Àmerican investigators choose to present the data for

the levels at which they are obtained (ooaa,1964) .

Information regarding itinerary choice can best be summed

up as being totally obscure. Àlthough 11 authors state

that the urban-industrial-ruraL complex was sampled ,only
Sundborg(1950) actually discusses the grounds for making the

final choice. That is,the author declared that the primary

investigation problem encountered was to find points within

the research zone that can be expected to give

representative values for the city when located in the city

and representative values for the surrounding countryside

when situated within a rural or open landscape. By

comparing standard deviations of temperature data collected

during a number of preliminary irregular
traverses, transitional transitory locations within the

research zone where located. The final observation route
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chosen by Sundborg

calculated standard

encompassed only those points

deviations less than 0.3oC.

with

Whether or not energy requirements played an acÈive

restrictive roLe in determining the route chosen,can not be

determined for this aspect was not discussed in any article

examined.

In each article,with the exception of Garnett et

aI.(1963),there was adequate information proving thaÈ each

route had sufficient crossings and repeated measurements in

order to calculate regional temperature and humidity

variations during the period of the traverse. Of the

total,14 authors use this information to aid in the

standardization of data while four,Kopec (1970,1973),Fonda et

aI. ( 1971),Hutcheon et aI. ( 1967 ) and Einarsson et a]. ( 1 954 )

use the information as arguments against standardization.

Adjustments were not required for the latter group of four

because temporal temperature and humidity parameter change

was minuterusually less than one or two degrees and even

these contrasts were seldom experienced.

Although 9 authors have indicated that research was

restricted to nocturnal situations favoring adequate intense

heat island formation, only Oke et aI. ( 1975) define what

constitutes a favored nocturnal condition. Calm and cfear

data sets were those in which winds were <1 .3m per sec. and

the cloud cover h'as less than two-thirds Cirrus. Light
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winds and scattered cloud vrere referred to conditions with

winds <3m per sec. and a discontinuous Cirrus c.Ioud cover of

less than five tenths. Oke et al.(1975) further restricted
the analysis to essentially steady state conditions. That

isrno marked cloud and wind conditions must occur during the

entire traverse period. If the latter condition was not

met,the entire traverse was discarded.

Hannell (1976),t'ti1lward et aI. ( 1976),Eagleman( 1974) and

Goldreich( 1 979,1974) conducted measurements during the early
morning and afternoon hours corresponding to the time of

maximum and minimum temoerature. The foremost researcher

confined his traverses to within 1.5 hours prior to and

af ter sol-ar noon. Goldreich expanded upon this sarnpling

procedure by only concentrating upon the daily extreme

temperatures registered during December and Junerthe months

when the earth's axis lean at a maximum inclination of 23.5o

with respect to a line drawn to the sun.

Inspite of the fact that 20 researchers clearly indicated

that in order to avoid a subjective preference for any

particular weather typerobservations would be conducted at

different times of the day, under different weather

conditions,closer examination of their case studies

indicated that the true statistical definition of randomness

h¡as not adhered to in the majority of cases.

Hartley( 1977 ) ,Fonda et a1. ( 1971),Chandler (1969) and
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Duckworth et aI.(1954) concentrated on nocturnal conditions

while Sisterson(1978) confined his analyses to daylight

hours. Moreover, three aut,hors, Landsberg(1975),

Kopec(1970,1973) and Kingham(1969) had indicated that there

was a bias towards those nights that might optimize

information on the development of the heat island.

In an effort to determine the nature of temperature and

humidity variations within and between urban areas,an

extensive program of measurements were undertaken in a

number of cities by Eagleman (1974) ,

Ludwig(1967,1968),McBoyIe(1970) and Duckworth et

aI. (1954). The conclusions brought forth,however,are

debatable. Simultaneous and sequential traverses in each

research city were not conducted by any of the above

authors. Duckworth et al.(1954) directs attention to the

fact that traverses lrere only undertaken under similar
synoptic conditions though what parameter values constituted

a similar condition classification were not discussed or

referenced. Ludwíg(1967 ) compared the results obtained

from San Jose,CaIifornia, Albuquerque,New Mexico and New

Orleans,Louisiana:cities,not only having different climatic
classi f icat ion codes but also di f ferent geographic

topographic influences. Though each urban area traversed

by McBoyIe (1970 ) is relatively free from any major

altitudinal variation,each experiencing the same elements

associated with a humid temperate climaterthe traverse time
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seguences vrere all erratic. Better planning would have

eliminated the above unfavorable situations.

À breakdown of the type of instrumentation employed by

the various researchers shows that 1 0 authors used electric

resistance thermometers while 1 1 employed thermistors of

various makes. Thermocouples were used only by a single

examiner whereas 6 obtained data with the aid of various

psychrometers. l'lercury-in-gIass thermometers were used by

4 authors. If the accuracy of the only data acquisition

instrument used in this study,a Cambridge Systems Modet

'1 1OS-M Automatic Meteorological Temperature and Dew Point

Measuring Hygrometerris set as the base for comparison

purposes,see Chapter 5,t.he E.G.&.G. Model 880 Dew Point

Hygrometer employed by Kopec (1973 ) is the only apparatus

used by any researcher whose article(s) has been sampled

which has an operating efficiency greater than 90 percent of

the base. Based on the information present in each

articleroperating efficiencies greater than 85 percent of

the base value have been calculated for the instruments

employed by Sisterson(1978) and Ludwig(1967). It should be

noted that where adequate information regarding apparatus

accuracy and precision was lacking,statements connoting that

instrument sensitivity was well adjusted to the scale of the

investigationrbeing neither so sensitive as to register

unrelated short-period fluctuations or so slack to smooth

out significant IocaI differences'vtere present.
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Less than two-thirds of the instruments had radiation

shielding while in approximately 68 percent of the

studies,automatic sensor ventilation was absent.

Furthermoreronly eight researchers indicated in their
articles that data collected was automatically Iogged on

some sort of recording device.

Virtually every author has taken several precautions to

minimize outside heaÈ influence. However,no set of

precautions were similar. Data has therefore been obtained

from several microclimatic layers above the ground.

Instrument positioning above the ground has varied from a

minimum of 0.3m to a maximum of 2m. Only four

authors,Einarson et a1. ( 1954) , Chandler (1967) ,

Kopec (1970,1973 ) and Sham Sani (1973) have obtained

measurements by positioning apparatus such that it would be

at meteorological instrumentation screen leveI.

The establishment of control sites either independently

operated or under the auspice of federal agencies were

neither set up or sölicited by half of the researchers whose

articles have been sampled. Unfortunately, information

explaining why control sites were not established were not

cited in the articles.

OnIy Landsberg(1975) adequately describes the problems

associated with control site usage. The considerable

outlay for instruments and installation as welI as the
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requirement of a number of dependable observers were some of

the problematic aspects discussed in the article. In

fact,Landsberg has devoted several paragraphs to illustrate

the vandalic nature of the anti-science element present in

aIl research areas. The latter group deliberately
inactivated instruments thus rendering data,Iogged over a

period of one yearruseless.

As can be expected,supplemenÈary information was acquired

from first order meteorological stations by the majority of

authors.

When a researcher undertakes a particular study and is

faced with a specific problem such as the standardization of

data to a particular time,an adequate and precise

description of each technique encountered in the literature

bears more weight than the number of vrays the problem can be

remedied. Unfortunately, in the literature sampledronly

Ludwíg(1967 ) and Goldreich(1970) have painstakingly supplied

sufficient information regarding data editing and

standardization so as to enable the duplication of their

unigue procedures elsewhere.

with reference to standardization of data to a particular

time,only Goldreich(1970) has provided his formulae and

schematically explained his procedures. Ludwig(1967 ) has

concentrated on the verbal aspects of his technigues.

Àlthough the latter author supplies a computer flow
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3_.¿.3_

chart,duplication of the technique requires

debugging.

a great deal of

It should be noted that eight authors have not provided

any information what so ever on the topic of standardization

while five have stated that this procedure was of little

conseguence in aiding to fuIfill the research objectives.

Conrads et al.(1971) were the only researchers in the

sample to use a statistical test to determine whether or not

a particular difference between observation sets was

statistically significant at a precise alpha leveI. The

statistic employed was the non-parametric Sign Test.

Summarv

The above discussion adequately illustrates the fact that

there is no precise standard analytic format from which a

researcher entering this specific field can formulate or

derive a model. Each analyst composes his ov¡n research

methods. Referencing other studies is in reality a mere

formality. The conflicting conclusions obtained are the

consequences of this approach.

3.3 Conclusion

It becomes apparent from the lack of investigations

showing humidity variations in urban areas and the vagueness

of the information found in these limited investigations

that a number of problems will arise and be encountered by
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researchers preparing dissertations in this specific

fieId. OnIy after the conclusion of the research

undertaking can the author examine,evaluate and suggest

improvements. Only further research can eliminate prior

di sc repanc ies .
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The

CHAPTER

Climate of

!.! Record Lenqth

Outside of numerous references to the weather along the

Red River in journals of explorers and letters of early
settlers (LabeIIe et al., 1967), the earliest continuous

records of daily observations of standard climatic
parameters in the Winnipeg area were logged from 1875 at St.

Johns College, then situated on the west side of the Red

River approximately 3.2km. north of its junction with the

Assiniboine. Since then, the observation station has been

relocated four times. Even though there $ras no effective
overlapping of records during changeovers, comparisons of

average annual temperature show no large affects. An

increase of 0.6oC. was calculated over the 101 year span

1875-1976. The present station is located at the Winnipeg

International Airport , 49o54'N., 97o15'w.. The observation

site is located on the west side of the Àirport,
approximately 2.8km. directly north of Portage Avenue and

7.Zkm. from the downtown corner of Portage and Main

Street. Ground level observation is 235m. above mean sea

Ieve1.

t-.!.1 Topooraphv and Location

Winnipeg is situated at Latitude 49o54'N., Longitude

97o08'W. , midway between the Pacific and Àtlantic

4

Winnipeq
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Oceans, at the confluence of the

Rivers , 231m above sea level.
Red and Assiniboine

The Red River Plain, on which the city has been

Iocated, is composed of deep deposits of lacustrine clays

and alluvium, remnants of glacial Lake Àgassiz. The plain

varies in width from 24km. at the 49th Parallel to

approximately 160km. near Winnipeg and is prone to lengthy

inundation for the land slopes upwards avray from the river
at 38 57cm. per km.. It is probably the flattest area of

its size in Canada (weir, 1960). There is not a single

topographic feature greater than 7.5m. above the surrounding

countryside nor is there an increase of elevaLion of more

than 90m. within an 8Okm, circumference of the city.

Owing to the flat terrain, locaI effects have been

minimized to: channelling of winds along the Red River

Valley; a slight warming and drying in subsiding

southwesterly winds, and a slight increase in temperature

and cloudiness in late summer and fall after winds from the

norÈh and northwest pass over the Manitoba lakes.

L.1_.2 Geoqraphic Influences

By virtue of its centrality on the conÈinent, Winnipeg's

climate is typically continental, marked by Iarge annual,

seasonal temperature variations. Irregularity of rainfall
with an early summer maximum and overall low relative
humidity in summer are other traits.
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The city's distance from the Rockies combined with the

lack of any major west-east oriented mountain barrier or

massive undertying water bodies has resulted in a marked

increase of continentality. Along Latitude 50oN., average

v¡inter temperatures decrease rapidly eastward. Winnipeg is

10.9oC. colder than Lethbridge;5.0"C. colder than Swift

Current; 1 . 1 oC. colder than Regina, and 0 . 1 oc. colder than

Brandon. Due Èo more or less similar radiative fluxes

along this latitude during summer, maximum mean temperature

difference between Winnipeg and Lethbridge is only 1.2"C..

Being situated on the 50th Paral1el, the Winnipeg area is

in the middle of the belt of the strongest prevailing

Westerlies. Variation in the average path of the

Westerlies cause variation in seasonal weather from year to

year as well as large variation each season. Cyclonic

storms developing or reforming in troughs associated with

direct west trans-Cordilleran rouËes or indirect west routes

via the Columbia River-Snake River-Wyoming Gap in the south

or Èhe Liard River Cordilleran Gap in the north, cause day

to day variations.
4.2 Fronts and Air Masses

Through the work and findings of Crocker et at.(1947),

Anderson et aI. (1955), and Penner(1955) on models for

synoptic frontal analysis derived from

frontal-contour-charts, the following fronts and the air
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masses which they separate have been recognized by Canadian

Meteorologists to affect the research area:

( 1 ) the Polar Front separating maritime Tropical (rnT)
from maritime PoIar (mP).

(2) the maritime Àrctic Front separating maritime Polar
(mP) from maritime Artic (me) or wmP (mP moving
over a warm surface) f rom cmP (rnP moving over a
cold surface).

(3) the continental Àrctic Front separating maritime
Àrctic (mÀ) from continental Àrctic (cA) or cold
maritime Arctic (cmA) from continental Àrctic (cÀ).

During the summer months June-Àugust, cA has been

modified to mÀ over North Àmerica and hence only the prior

two f ront s exist. Dur i ng auEumn

(September-November), maritime Àrctic air crosses the

Cordillera through the Liard River Gap and ridges with

modified cA hence all three fronts may exist.

Bryson (1966) suggested a nelr air mass classif icatory

system while investigating climatic-biotic relationships

within the tundra-boreal forest. By analyzing the

frequency distribution of July daily maximum

temperatures, compiled from a total of 120 Canadian and

American stations for the ten year period 1948 through

1957, Bryson, using partial collective methods, delimited

ten air mass categories. Relative frequency of occurrence

of JuIy air masses affecting the Winnipeg area show only 5

dominant, however. These, in order of importance, are:

(1) North Rockies Pacific (xR)-westerly air masses
crossing the Cordillera through the Columbia
River-Snake River-Wyoming Gap. This air mass has
an occurrence frequency of 39%.
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(2) Canadian Rockies Pacific (Cn)-direct
trans-CordiIleran routes near Latitudes
45"-50oN., due to increased Westerly
velocities. CR has a frequency of occurrence of
24%.

(3) lfaritime Tropic (mT)-standard definition, mostly
from the Gulf of Mexico. mT has a frequency of
occurrence of 15%.

(4) Yukon Pacific (y)-westerlies that cross the
CordilLera through the Liard River Gap. The
frequency of occurrence is 15%.

(5) Eastern Àrctic (ae)-develops over the Canadian
Àrctic Àrchipelago, modified as tracks
southward. It has a freguency of 6%.

Continental Tropic (cT) air masses only affect the

research area if the Colorado Plateau High, a small high

with moderate variation in size, versatile in that it can

change into a nunber of other features, intensifies moving

northeastward to the Middle Plains. It must be associated

with either upper level meridinal ridges or closed upper

Highs of high stability (Sands,1966). The latter's warm

air inhibit cumulus and cumulonimbus cloud development.

This in turn alIows maximum ground heating through increased

insolation. Northern migrat.ion of the above synoptic

features triggered the intrusion into Southern Manitoba of

the drought area centred in South Dakota by JuIy 1976.

Bryson correlated the existence and location of mean

fronts of the above air masses by constructing resultant

streamline charts of surface wind for each month using data

for 1930-1945. It must be noted, however, that these are

the mean or resultant flows and as illustrated above, other
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varieties of air clearly are quite frequent. Similar
research urrdertaken by Barry(1967), Krebs et â1., (1970),

and Larsen(1971) resulted in conctusions complementary to

those of Bryson's. The following discussion of Winnipeg's

relationship to frontal position is based on Bryson's

f indings.

From November to January, the research area lies in the

Pacific Àir Wedge. The Po1ar Front lies deep south in a

curve from Fort Co11ins, Colorado, through Missouri, then

across Southern Ontario to Central Maine, while cold air
converges with Pacific air along a broad sweeping line from

the Yukon, through Central Saskatchewan, to the Great Lakes

and then oarallel- 40oN.. Even though mP and cA alternate
at irregular intervals, âs the fronts shift around their
mean location, the former dominates, generally in the the

form of NR air masses.

The relaxation of pressure gradients attributed to the

weaken.ing of the heat sources along the coast lines as the

temperature difference from land to ocean

diminishes, results in the gradual dissipation of the

Pacific Air Wedge in February. Alaskan (ef) air masses

entering the northern Mackenzie VaIley through the PeeI and

PeIly River VaIIeys, ridge out the Àthabascan High and

displace the Pacific Wedge and its associated cyclonic sLorm

tracks south of the research area during February.
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Eastern Arctic (ee) air masses replace Al in March while

mT air from the intensified Bermuda High has replaced the

modified mP or cA of the southern anti-cyclonic zone. The

wedge of Pacific air between these two fronts reaches its

maximum eastern extent to Northern Illinois during this
period. Àir flows north of cyclonic storms of the

Central-Eastern Wyoming and the expanded northerly

positioned Trinidad Low type carry moisture into the

research area resulting in heavy snow fa11 accumulations

(LongIey, 1972).

During the time period April-June, Pacific air is

gradually pinched out between the southward expansion of the

Arctic air stream and the northward expansion of the

Tropical airstreams. By May, the latter has bulged into

the former in the Southern Minnesota-Lake Traverse, N.D.

area. The gradient of net radiation from the tropics to

the Àrctic and the limited heat transfer from soil to

air, however, ßôintains sufficient slope to the isenthropic

surface so that mT air continues northward aloft (Bryson and

Hare , 1974). Infrequent surface penetration occurs from

mid-June to Àugust.

Due to the changing inclinat

area of net radiation cooling

July. The Arctic Front is now

Ice Caps. A wedge of Pacific

ion of the sun, the Polar

has reached its minima in

situated over the Northern

air once again extends
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eastlrard south of the Arctic airstream, I ts maritime

Front sweeps from east of Àklavik, District of Mackenzie

across the eastern tips of Great Bear Lake and Great Slave

Lake to the southern coasts of Hudson Bay and into Northern

Quebec, approximately 400-500km. north of Winnipeg. The

Tropical Front is approximately 160-240km. north and

northeast of the research area. This is far north of the

main Westerly jet, thus implying extreme instability that

expresses itself in the form of extensive spring and early
summer storms, violent thunderstorms, and a tornado maxima

( nryson and Hare , 197 4;Mc kay and Lov¡e, 1 960 )

The winter pattern discussed previously commences to

re-establish itself in Seotember. Pacific air masses, NR

and CR, dominate the research area while mT air is replaced

by modified mP and/or cÀ flowing northward from the

southeastern anticyclone.

firmly established

!.3 Svnoptic Climatoloqv

By November, the latter is

Sands(1956) performed a synoptic climatic study of the

Western United States and adjacent areas over the period

1958-53 inclusive. Analyzing two surface charts 12 hours

apart and a 500-mb upper air chart for 75 meteorological

stations, he categorized 105 different but repetitive
circulation features. Sixty vrere classified as upper air
and 45 were classified surface features.
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examination of the synoptic condiÈions affecting the

research area have been documented by BeII (1974) and need

not be mentioned here.

!.4 Temperature

The characteristic traits of a continental climate namely

large annual, daiIy, and diurnal changes in temperature, are

evident in the climatic records of Winnipeg. Under the

normal temperature curve, January is the coldest month (mean

temperature, -18.1 "C. ) with the Lowest temperature being

recorded in the week of the 22nd. The normal monthly

temperature range is 9.8oC while the extreme maximum-minimum

range, based upon records 1872-1976, is 52.2"C. (7.8oC. to

-44.4 0C. ) . The greatest extreme range, however, is
recorded f or March with 62.2"C., (23.2"c. to -38.9oC. ) with

April and November following. Respective extreme ranges

are 61.7oC. for April and 60.6oC.for November. July is the

warmest month (mean 19.7"C.) with temperatures reaching a

maximum during the week of the 25th. The normaL

temperature range is 12.4"C. while that for extremes is
41 .1"c.,(1.1oc. to 42.zoc.). The absolute minimum on

record occurred in December with -47.8oC. while the

absolute maximum was 42.zoc. in JuIy, giving an absolute

temperature range of 90.0oC..

The average yearly temperature over the period 1874-1976

is 2.3"C.. Out of 9490 days (1951-1976) only 169 were
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recorded to have maximum temperatures greater or equal to

32.2"C., a frequency of 0.02. The greatest frequency of .

occurrences, in respective order, occurred in July, Àugust,

and June. Maximum temperatures less or equal to 0.0oC. were

recorded for 3193 days during the time span 1951 76.

Approximately 24.4% occurred in January;22.6% in

December, and 20.9% in February. March and November

f ollowed with 16.2% anð, 12.7% respectivel-v. During the

same time period, 5027 days were recorded to have minimum

temperatures less or equal to 0.0"C. . The months

November-March each had a frequency of occurrence of 0.08.

Àpri1 had 0.05 occurrence frequency;October 0.04;March

0.02, and September 0.01. No minimum, temperatures less or

equal to 0.0oC. were reported for June, JuIy, or August.

Of the November-March span, 78.8% of the minimum

temperatures were also less or equal to -18.0oC.. February

followed with 63.4%iDecember with 58.3%;March with

37 .g%;November with 14.9%, and April with 2.3%.

The above data clearly illustrates that the three core

winter months in the research area are

December, January, and February. June, Ju1y, and August

are the core summer months.

Even monthly means show great variations. The highest

monthly mean for January has been -8.9"C(1913), whilst the

lowest r{as -27 .8oC( 1974) . Corresponding values f or July
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are 28.9"C(197 4') and 1 0. 1 oC (1972) . The greatest range

occurs in December with 22.5"C. (-3.0oC. to -25.9oC. ), the

Ieast in JuIy, 15.7oC..

The records also reveal large daily temperature ranges

with an average of 25.6"C. f or December-February¡24.5oC. f or

Àpri1 and March, and 23.8"C. for September and October.

The month of May has the greatest frequency occurrance of

Iarge daily temperature ranges ¡ 0 .28.

December, January, and April follow with 0.16 inclusive.
The largest diurnal variation occurred on January 25, 1889

when 34.8oC. was recorded.

!.! Hot SpeIIs

À hot speli, defined Iocally, begins on a day when the

maximum temperature of that day is more than 2.8"C. above

the normal maximum temperature for that month and at least

one day within the hot spell time span must be 5.6oC. above

the normal mean maximum. À hot spell is considered to end

on the day prior to the day that the maximum temperature

dropped below the normal mean maximum or on the day prior to

the first of two consecutive days that had or have maximum

temperatures less than or equal to 2.8"C. above the normal

mean maximum (labetle et â1., 1966iJunson, personal

communication). Since neither relative humidities nor any

other humidity indicies are accounted for in the

definition, no differentiation is made between heat waves or

hot wind soells.
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Hot spell data, Table 4.3.

months April-October for the

with that extracted by Labelle

1, has been compiled for the

years 1963-1976 and combined

et al. ( 1966) for the years

TABLE 4.5.1

NUMBER AND LENGTH OF HOT SPELLS ÀT WINNIPEG 1933_1976

ÀPRT L MÀY JUNE

NUMBER PER MONTH

AVERAGE Length
( in days ) ?o

2.4 1.7

FA
J.J J.J

JULY

1.3

4.2

ÀUG SEPT OCT

1.8 2.0 1.7

5.3 s.6 s.9

1933-1962.

No hot spell has ever lasted more than 11 days in the

research area orior to 1976. With the northerly

advancement of the South Dakotan drought and its associated

cT like air masses, hot spel1 duration, in days, increased

over the average length by a factor of 2.2 for the months

Àpril to June, 1976 and by a factor of 1.9 and 3.6 for
Àugust and September 1976 respectively. Associated with

the latter months' heat waves vrere the lowest humidities

since records began in 1913,

Heat waves also brought an early spring and a few record

breaking high Èemperatures in ÀpriI 1977. with the

exception of the first seven days, aII days of the month
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vrere hot speII def ined. Àfternoon

seven degrees Yrarmer than usual.

4.6 Cold Spells

temperatures averaged

À cold spell is defined to begin on a day when the

minimum temperature of that day is more than 2.8"C. below

the normal mean minimum temperature for that month and at

Ieast one day within the cold spe1l time span must be 5.6oC.

below the normal mean minimum. À cold spell is considered

to end on the day prior to the first of two consecutive days

that had or have minimum temperatures less than or equal to

2.8"C. below the normal mean minimum. CoId spell data

compiled f,or the winter season, December 1st to March 1st is
shown on lab1e 3.6.1 for 30 years of records (1947-76).

TABLE 4.6.1

NUMBER AND LENGTH OF COLD SPELLS ÀT VIINNIPEG 1947_1976

NUMBER PER MONTH

ÀVERÀGE LENGTH IN DAYS

Ridges along

t.he Southern

DEC

2.6

10.4

the eastern front of

Plains combined with

JÀN

2.7

1 0.4

the Rockies

ridges from

FEB

2.9

e.7

extending into

Central Canada
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transport very cold Àrctic air southwards into the research

area. These are the major synoptic features that influence

cold spe1l formation and duration. The former is highly
prevalent in December-January r¡hiIe the latter becomes

increasingly prevalent in February (¡ett, 1974)

Twenty-two winter traverses y¡ere conducted during cold

speIl periods. Although the duration of the above

traversed cold spelIs vrere welI below the 20 year

average, temperature minimization v¡as not affected. The

average temperature for traverses conducted during the 5 day

cold spelI February 1-5, 1976 ranged from -24.1"C. to

-26"c.. The latter were 8.4oc. and 10.6oC. below the

monthly normal respectively. Àn average temperature of

-27.zo?. was recorded for Èhe first 3 days of the 9 day cold

spell December 4-13, 1976. The latter average $ras 13.6oC.

below the monthly normal. The second lowest Airport and

traverse temperature of 1976 , -34.7"C. vras recorded on the

8th of the latter cold spell period.

4.7 Drv SpeIIs and Drouqht

There is no precise nor widely accepted definition of

either drought or dry spelIs in Canada (Fraser, 1976). The

latter term is generally defined as a period during which

measurable rain faII is less than or egual to 0.2mm., while

the former is defined as a period of abnormally dry weather

sufficiently prolonged for the lack of water to cause a
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serious hydrological-ecotone imbalance. Potent iaI

evapotranspiration must be higher than the amount that can

be supplied by either precipitation, inflow, or

irrigation. Soil moisture must diminish continuously until

exhausted or be located at such a depth that its usability

for domestic consumption is unsafe and below the root

systems of plants. In terms of precipitation, less than

50% of the long term monthly average constitutes a

drought.

Table 4.7.1, modified from Labelle et aI. ( 1966) , shows

the frequency of dry periods of various lengths at Winnipeg

based on records 1874-1975. There is a general tendency

for dry periods to be longer than 10 days in Àpril and

Octoberrwhile in June and .July,onIy 2% of. the total number

of dry periods experienced during 1874-1975 vtere of

durations longer than 10 days.

The average annual dry spell duration, in days, within

the research area increased by a factor of 2 during the

drought. The greatest increases occurred in the months of

May, November, February, August and October. Respective

dry spell lengths in days were 13.5, 14.5, 9.5, 7.7, 7.7,

and 9.3. The least increase in duration occurred in the

months of June and Ju1y. The latter had an increase of 1.3

days while the former experienced 0.8 more days of dry

spell. The months of March and ApriL 1977 had longer dry
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FREQUENCY OF

rABLE !_.1_.L

DRY PERIODS OF VARIOUS LENGTHS ÀT WINNT PEG

JÀN FEB MAR APR MÀY JUN JUL ÀUG SEP OCT NOVÐURÀTION

( r¡¡ oevs )

1

2

4-6

7-9

10-14

15-19

20-29

AVERÀGES

.32 .29

.19.20

.13 .10

lo lo.lJ .lJ

.10 .11

.05 .07

, 01 .02

. 01 .02

.25 .23

.17 .18

.13 .11

.¿¿.¿¿

.09 .11

.08 .10

.04 .03

.02.02

.29 .40

.20 .20

.11 .13

.25 . 18

.08 .07

.06 .02

.01

.36 .30

.20 .22

.13 .15

.21 .20

.08 .07

.02 .04

.01

.01

.30 .22

.17 .17

.12.12

.¿+ .¿¿

.10 .10

.04 .12

.02 .04

.01 .01

.31 .30

.13 .17

.11 .14

.22 .19

.12 .10

.09 .a7

.42 .03

DEC

3.5 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.5 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.7 4.0 4.1 3.7

spells than did their corresponding months in 1976. The

inverse occurred for January and February 1977.

June and JuIy also have the smallest percentages of dry

months (based upon records 1874-1975). Frequency. of

occurrence of dry months for each is 0.18. It is also seen

from Table 4.7.2 that June, JuIy, and Àugust have relatively

small percentages of months that are wet monthly

precipitation is 50% greater than the normal monthly

precipitation. Respective percentages are 8.9,15.8 and

11.9. thus it may be concluded that precipitation during

these months are relatively reIiable.
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January, Àpri1, and December have the highest freguency

of dry spell occurrencez0.37, 0.28 and 0.27 respectively.
The foremost month also has the greatest wet month

freguency, 0.27 and almost equal range frequencies if
greater than 100% is used. November and October are the

only months with relatively large frequencies in the

50.5-100.5% range. Both months tend to be dry a high

percentage of the time and have the longest dry spe1l

durations. The longest dry spel1s have occurred during

these months:33 days from October 26-November 27, 1904 and

TÀBLE L.?_.2

FREoUENCTES OF MONTHS ETTHER WET OR DRy 1874-1975

% OF NORM

PRECI P

<50.5

50.5-

100. s

100.s-

150.5

>1 50.5

JÀN FEB MAR

.37 .23 .25 .28 .29 . 18 . 18 .27 .25 .26 .21 .27

.37 .37 .31 .34 .38 .41 .43 .33 .31 .37 .42 .32

.05 .25 .25 .20 .21 ,33 .24 .29 .23.20.19.20

.22 . 18 .19 .22.30 .15 .20 .19 .17 ,09 .16 .12

47 days from October 9-November 24, 1976.

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
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The following synoptic conditions are favourable to

drought formation over the research area. During the

recharge season, taken to be that part of the year when

rainfall and snowfall exceeds the amount being lost through

evapotranspiration and runoff (Fraser, 1976), persistent

ridges (features 102-104, BeIL 1974), shift the Maritime and

PoIar Fronts further south than normal, thus deflecting

cyclonic storms further southeastward. Below normal

precipitation occurs. Às the Polar Front migrates

northward in April, an eastward shift of the Bermuda

Ànticyclone or a weakening of the Bermuda Anticyclone can

restrict mT airflow a)-ong the southeastern States

(Hamias, 1955). When this occurs, dry, hot cT air descends

f rom northern Mexico inÈo New l"lexico, Texas, and beyond.

Persistent upper leveI rneridinal ridges anå/or closed upper

Highs of high stability, can block the jet streams

northward, displacing its eastern segment northwestward;its

western segment southeastward. Its sinking circulation
draws cT air northwards and dry norÈhwestern air
southeastwards. Cumulus and cumuloniñbus cloud development

is inhibited. Due to greater insolation, the drought

conditions are perpetuated by increased heat thermals from

the ground.

This classical Dust Bowl pattern reoccurred during the

periods November 1 960-February 1962, and September

1976-ear1y l4ay 1977. Approximately 66% of. the annual
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normal precipitation r.¡as recorded at Winnipeg during the

former period. The recharge season yielded only 89mm. of

precipitation, 75% of the normal. March-May precipitation
totaLled 66mm. or 55.2% of. the normal. June, Àugust and

December received the lowest percentages of the

normal 24.1%, 5.5% and 15.9"/o respectively.

Àltogether, losses over the Eastern Prairies were estimated

to exceed 100 million dollars during this drought period
(tabelle et âI., 1966)

The latter period is the driest ever recorded over much

of the Eastern Prairies and Northv¡estern Ontario
(Fraser , 1977). Àfter a near normal recharge season

(90.2%) precipitation began to show extreme variability over

the Eastern Prairies. Precipitation for the months

April-May was 44.4% of the normal while that of June vras

227 .3%. Similar variations occurred for July and

Àugust 246% and 80% of the normal respectively. By

September 1 st the drought had engulfed all the Eastern

Prairies-Northwestern Ontario regions. There was a slight
recovery in December but a return to suLrnormal amounts in

every succeeding month tilI early May followed (see Maps

4.9 .1-4.9 .17 ) Approximately 80mm. or 33% of. the normal

precipitation was recorded from September 1976 to April
1977. The drought ended in the Winnipeg region on the 4th

of May when thunderstorms released 50.8mm. of rain over the

city
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4.8 Winds

The following mean monthly wind speed frequencies by

direction vrere based upon data 1957-1966 collected from

various Àtmospheric Environment Publications, Canada,

Department of the Environment.

The primary wind direction is south in all months with

the exception of January, March and April when it is
secondary. Northern winds dominate in the latter month

while northwesterlies dominate in the former two.

Excluding the month of June, all winds of secondary

importance are from Lhe northwestern direction. Secondary

winds of June are from the north, while those

f rom the norr-h-northeast.

of May are

Lov¡est average wind speeds occur from the northeast

14.6km./nr.), east(1s.3*m./nr.), east-northeast (

(15.4Un./nr.) and southwest . (15.5km./nr.) . Greatest wind

speeds based upon the records 1957-1966 occur frorn the

north-northwest (23.3km./Ur.) , south (23.}km./lnr.) ,

northwest (22.9km ./nr.), south-southeast Q1 .3Um./nr .), and

north ( 20.9km ./nr .) . Winds from the northwest-north sector

have the greatest average speeds for aIl months excluding

January and February. In the latter two months, southerly

winds have greater speeds. Approximately 0.94 of 1% of all
winds recorded at I^iinnipeg are greater or equal to

51.Skm.Arr. Winds from the northwest-northeast account for
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68.5% of this amount while those from the

southeast-southwest account for 21.6%. The strongest winds

are from the northwest rrith highest frequency of occurrence

in November-February, and April-May.

The average annual wind speed 1n

I^linnipeg, 19.gkm./]nr., is quite high compared to its Prairie
neighbors to the southwest, west, and northwest. Àverage

speeds for several stations are as f oIIows:9Iilliston, N.D.,

15.9km./nt.;Pilot Mound, Ivian., 18.8kn./lnr.;The

Pas, Man., 16.3km./nt.;

Weyburn, Sask., 17.1km,/nt.;Edmonton, ÀIb. , 14.Zkm./lnr., and

Helena, Montana , 12.7 km . /n, . .

!.! Weather Durinq the Studv Period

The commencement and cessation of temperature and

dewpoint data acquisition for this study closely paralle1s

the invasion of the drought area, from its centre in South

Dakota, into the Eastern Prairies-Northwest Ontario regions

and its eventual dissipation in early May.

The mean hourly temperature and its associated standard

deviation per month and the mean monthly temperature and its
associated standard deviations are represented in Tables

6. 1 . 1 - 6.1' .12, pages 1 38-1 61 . Calculations were based

upon records 1 953-1975, obtained from the Winnipeg

Meteorological Station.
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During the 1976 portion of the data acquisition period,

I months were within 0.5 standard deviations, the remaining

four, February, April, October, and December within 1

standard deviations. February-ApriI temperature means were

within 1 standard deviation while that of May was within 2.5

standard deviations. The latter month's heavv rainfall
(310.7% of the normal) and above normal temperatures (the

mean monthly temperature was 7.zoc. higher than the

long-term normal) resulted from the penetration of mT air at

the 750mb and 500mb surfaces and the penetration of modified

mP and mT air at the surface level. À1I levels were

unstable.

The mean hourly dewpoint temperature and its associated

standard deviation per month and the mean monthly dewpoint

temperature and its associated standard deviations are also

presented in Tables 6. 1 .1 6.1 .12.

based on records 1953-1975.

Calculations were also

During the 1976 portion of the daia acquisition
period, the three months of March, JuIy, and August ldere

within 0.5 standard deviations of the mean. October's and

November's mean dewpoint were within the 2.0 and 1.5

standard deviation ranges respectively, while the remainder

vrere within 1.0 standard deviations. Because monthly means

were used in calculating standard deviations, the fact that
the lowest vapor pressures on record occurred during
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October-November, is not statisÈical1y shown.

portion paralleIs that of the temperature.

The 1977

The Ànnual Meteorological Summaries for Winnipeg, for the

years 1976, and 1977 have been reproduced in Tables 4.9.1 to
4.9 .2. ( etmosoher ic Envi ronment Service

show monthly1976, 1977, 1979). Maps 4 .9 .1-4 .9 .17

departure from normal temperatures and percentage of normal

precipitation over North Àmerica from January 1976-May 1977

(Canada Weather Reviews, Vol. 14, no.1-12¡ VoI 15 no.

1-5:Àtmospheric Environment Service) The latter maps

illustrate that the drought was not isolated to the Canadian

Prairies but also occurred in the areas of the Mississippi
Valley and Western Great PLains of Àmerica. This fact must

be considered for any air mass trajectory over these areas

wiIl be modified temperature wise to a greater extent than

moisture wise. It will be shown later that mT air masses

over the research area during the data acquisition period

had similar 1ow mixing ratios yet extreme temperature

variations, even though the trajectories were similar in

most respects.
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MAP 9.h.7 : PRECIPTTATION AI{D TB4PEBATURE A3NoR¡{ALITIES FOR JI.J¡.Y, T9T6
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},TAP 9.h.8 : PRECIPITATTON AND TB{PERATIJRE ABNORMATITIES FOR AUGUST, T976
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MAp 9.h.9 : PRECTPITATION AND Tm.æEBATURE ABNOB¡4ALITIE$ Fon SEPTÐ4BER, 1976
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MAP g.h.To : PREcIPTTATTQN AND TM4PEBATUBE ABNORMALITIES FOR OCTOBER.- Í976
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MAp g.h.rr : pBECïPITATTON A¡rD Tm{PEnATURE ASNORMALrTIES FOR NOVEIJIBER' f976
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M/[P 9.1+.12 : PRECTPITATION AN TEß4PEBATURE ABNORMATITIES FOR DECU{BER ? Í976
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MAP 9.1+.15 : PRECIPITATION AND TII4PERATUBE ABNORMATITIES .FOB MABCH, 1977
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CHÀPTER FIVE

Methods of Investiqation

5. 1 Introduction

With a population of 586, 486 or 55% that of the province

(u.tt.S.C., 1977), winnipeg exists as an island of

urbanization in a rural setting. The nearest centers with
populations greater than 5000, âs defined by Census Canada

are Portage la Prairie, 83km. WNW.;SeIkirk, 3Skm. NNE., and

Steinback 64km. SE. of the city. Of the above, only

Selkirk has heavy industry associated with its economy.

Winds from the north-northeast, the main anthropogenic heat

and moisture carríers from Selkirk into the research

area, are infrequent, averaging an occurrence frequency of

9.67 annually out of a cumulative frequency of 100. Those

that do penet,rate into the city have mean speeds of

19km.firt. The latter speeds encourage considerable mixing

within surrounding air. The city's isolation thus

indicates that anthropogenic heat, ffioisture , and pollutant
production must be internal with little or no external

inf Iuence .

Due to the lack of topographic obstacles, Winnipeg has

expanded horizontally rather than vertically, covering a
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land area of 571km.2. Of the latter figure, 68% is either
undeveloped, vacant or under crop¡16% is residentíaL¡5% is
devoted to parks, schools, cemeteries, etc.;4% is under

industrial land use classifications;5% is owned by public

utilíties;2% is commercial , and 1% is devoted to

churches, hospitals, and other public buildings (r.

LorethrDepartment of Environmental Planning,The City of

Winnipeg,personal communicationiThe City of Winnipeg,1977) .

Spacing between buildings can be classified as "tight"
within the C.B.D.. Multiple reflection will be greatest in
this area. Maximum heating through direct or indirect
absorption of solar radiation will nevertheless occur at
ground level throughout most of the traversed research area

rather than aloft in areas of packed tal1 buildings and at

ground levels in regions outside these areas. I f these

factors are not taken into consideration, misinterpretation

of urban-rural temperature differences is quite possible

(r,udwig, 1968 ) .

Vegetation growth within the research area is profuse.

EIm trees number 273 ,000;poplars 81 9,000 (C.;.

Kuta,ForestryrRegional Parks & Operations,The City of

Winn ipeg, personal communication ) . These figures do not

include 144km of natural river frontage. Tree density per

square mile is greater in the research area than in

Ottawa, Toronto, London, Windsor, and Saute Ste. Marie, to
mention only a few (C..:. KutarForestryrRegional Parks &
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OperationsrThe City of Winnipeg,personal communication. ) .

Transpiration therefore plays an important part in the

formation and in the maintaining of the research area'

humidity island(s) within the temperature range -1.4oC.

40 0C. .

The city's ideal site in the centre of an "infinite"
plain weII removed from lake and valley effects, and an

immense vegetative ecotone combined with the previously

discussed climatic conditions are unique characteristics not

noted in any of the relatively few comparative urban-rural

heat island-moisture studies. The City of Winnipeg is
therefore an ideal research zone.

!.! Choice of Route

2.?.1 Introduction

s

to

Comparability of analyzed

placed upon the batteries by

governed the final selection

this study.

data and the power restraints
the data acquisition equipment

of the itinerary to be used for

The route, totalling 86.3km., is almost exactly the same

as that chosen by BeIl during his 1972-74 studies of the

Winnipeg urban cl-imate. ÀI1 possible areas associated with

varied urban-rura1 morphologies

residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, agricultural, and

natural land, rrithin aI1 the eight major compass directions
are included in the itinerary. This ensured that data
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gathered would be representative of those areas

within, through, and outside of the urba.n heat dome or the

boundaries of the city's heat plume. The traverse

commences and terminates at the same location and crosses

itself at several points thus providing a means of checking

temperature and dewpoint variations with time. This is
fundamental for the reduction of readinqs to a constant

t ime.

Visibility rather than egual distance between points was

the main criteria for choosing fixed point locations at

which measurements would be recorded. Preliminary

traverses underLaken in November 1975 proved that

equidistant points were often obscure points almosÈ

impossible to recognize after dark. Street intersections

and illuminated sign posts lrere the major fixed point

reference locations. In total, the latter numbered 127.

Map 5.2.1 shows the itinerary with reference point

Iocations.
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Map in pocket at back of thesis.
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2.2.2 Power Restraints as a Limitino Factor

The poyrer reguirements of the data acquisition

equipment , 1 1 svÀc (!10%) -50/60cps-1 0OvAmax, were supplied by

a 12vo1t, 90 plate car battery which has a maximum life of

4 hours. The route, therefore, had to be short enough so

that no errors result from an inadequate energy supply.

Unexplainable extreme variations in the dewpoint trend on

the stripchart, generally in the form of arcs of increasing

amplitude with rapid drop-offs after each cycle,constituted

error. Preliminary runs showed that traverses of 3-3.5

hours duration registered no such occurrence. Three hours

also corresponded to the maximum amount of driving
undertaken prior to engine overheating, therefore, a 3 hour

Iimit was placed on each traverse.

Traverses commenced at 0900hrs. , I 300hrs. , 1 70Ohrs. , and

2 1 00hrs. C. S. T. on randomly selected days. Average car

speed was 36km./¡t.. ApproximateJ-y 80% of. the time v¡as

devoted to continuous cruising while 20% ytas taken up in a

stop-go flow. The latter flow type occurred in the C.B.D.

and at major intersections.

Table 5.2.2 lists the location of fixed points on the

itinerary, the difference in kilometers between adjacent

points and the time required for passage between two

adjacent points. The table is located at the end of the

chapter before the List of References.
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s.2.3 Control Site Location

UnIike Goldreich(1970), Conrads et aI.(1971) and Lyons et

aI.(1975), the establishment of control sites along the

itinerary could not be undertaken. Companies which

maintained automatic temperature and relative humidity

monitoring devices showed IittIe interest in the project

while those which desired to co-operate, notably the ESSO

refinery in East St. Paul, ceased to function at the

commencement of the study. Others wouLd unfortunately take

readings only when adjustments of their air-conditioning
systems demanded them or when requested by me at a

particular time and day.

The first order meteorological station at the Winnipeg

International Àirport would not be designated a control site
for this study because the representativeness of the

observation site with its surroundings has noÈ yet been

adequately examined. Simultaneous monitoring of

temperature and other parameters at various radii from the

observation siter âs described by Hoehme(1971) would aid in

determining the diurnalrseasonal and annual variations in

micro- and mesoclimatic influencing parameters,but i.t was

beyond the economical feasibility of this research project

to initiate such an analysis.
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5.3-

5.3

Instrumentation

.1 Introduction

À Cambridge SysÈems ModeI 110S-M Àutomatic Meteorological

Temperature and Dew Point Measuring Hygrometer ¡¡as the only

data acguisition instrument employed during this study.

Its accuracy of 0.28oC. within the operating range of

-62.2oC. to 48.9oC. and its precision of 0.05oC. between

-50.0oC" and 40.0oC. ensures that temperature and dewpoint

data will be welI within the I^forId Meteorological

Organization accuracy requirements of t.1oC. and t.5"C. for
surface observations of temperature and dewpoint

respectively. Response and cooling rates for both

parameters are 2.OoC./sec.

À photoresistive, condensate-detecting optical system

automatically maintains a Peltier-cooled mirror at true
dewpoint. Both the mirror temperature and the ambient air
temperature are determined with 3 wire platinum resistance

temperature sensors. The former is embedded in the mirror
while the latter is mounted in a thermally shielded and

aspirated thermometer welI. The resistance changes of both

thermometer elements are converted to mi1livoIt output by

means of zener-regulated bridge circuits Located in the

control unit. Output is linear, following the

CaIlendar-vârì Dusen equation for platinum. The three r
of the equation are determined

ts

of
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the wire at the temperatures 0oC., 100oC.and -'18.51oC..

The lattermost value is the sublimation point of COzz.

Errors arising from solar heating at all radiation levels
have been eliminated by enclosing the independent sensors in

a double-walIed, thermally insulated, aspirator located

within a transmitter unit finished in tough baked on white

enamel. The control unit containing the transducer

amplifier and signal conditioning equipment is similarly
finished. Exposed hardware is aluminum or stainless steel

so as to minimize corrosion.

The system's built in automaLic test cycle and manual

initiated test cycle permits the operator to check whether

or not the thermoelectrically cooled detecting dewpoint

mirror is at dew (frost) point at all times. During the

cycles, the mirror is heated above the ambient temperat,ure

(maximum heating is 50oC. under automatic control) causing

the devr layer to evaporate, thereby cleaning the mirror.
At the end of the balancing cycle (about 15 minutes duration

automatically), the mirror supercools so that a new dew

layer can form and then returns to the true ambient air
temperature's dew point. À mid-scale indication on the

control condition meter located on the control unit
indicates that the system is properly balanced.

Resistance voltage dividers connected the 110S-M to a 2

pen Hewlett-Packard Strip-chart Recorder with event
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marker. Both temperature and dewpoint sensors were zeroed

prior to traverse commencement. After zeroing, the base

temperature vras registered at 50mv while the continuous

offsets during the entire traverse vrere registered at

20mv. By closing an electrical circuit, the event marker

marked the location of each itinerary point on the chart.

AIl chart speeds were one inch per minute. Car vibrations

did not influence recordinqs.

The 1 1 OS-M control unit, the energy supply, the

the strip-chart recorder were sheltered withininverter, and

the traverse

5.3.2 Sensor

vehicle.

Laq Respor¡€e Est irnat ion

The response lag between the temperature and dewpoint

sensors vras monitored on a monthly basis during the research

period. In order to facilitate the need for a great

quantity of pressurized steam, defroster tubing of diameter

1.75 inches was clamped (gear type) to the spout of an

electric steam kettle. À Peterson grip-clarnp secured the

opposite end until testing was to commence. Testing took

place in the basement of the researcher's home, âs

temperature and relative humidity remained constant at 20oC.

and 70% respectively. The 11OS-M was allowed to run for 30

minutes prior to testing. The Hewlett-Packard

strip-chart, to which the dewpointer was attached, was set

at 20mv at a speed of 1 inch per minute after zeroing. The
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chart speed vras altered to 1" /sec when measurement was to

commence.

When the steam pressure was great enough to begin to

deform the defroster tubing, the kettle h'as brought to

within 15cm. of the transmitter air intake. the grip-clamp

$ras released for 30 seconds. The process vras repeated a

number of times. Response lag between sensors vÍas noted

and averages srere calculated.

Sensor lag over the two year research period was minimal

ranging from 0.013"/mín.-0.12"/nin. at 2Omv settings. In

other words , there vras an overal-I Esec di f f erence in

response rates. This corresponds to 80m. on the ground at

vehicle speed. Therefore, the temperature and dewpoint

measurements taken simultaneously at each specific location

are representative of that specific location.

5.3_. 3 Pr inc iple of Operat ion of Model 1 1 0S-M

The basic concept of the Peltier-cooIedl dewpoint

hygrometer is shown in Figure 5.3.3. 1 . I t must be noted

that the sensor mirror is thermally bonded to, but

electrically insulated from the thermoelectric cooling

1 In the Peltier effect when a direct electrical current
flows through a circuit made of 2 different conductors or
semi-conductors, one junction between the two materials is
cooled while the other is heated, depending on the direction
of the current. The degree of cooling depends upon the
thermal conductivity and resistivity of the conductor or
semiconductor used.
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module2. Air flow across Èhe plane of the rhodium-plated

mirror and temperature thermometer well is regulated by a

pump at a rate of 1-10cc/sec( 0.Z-Zcn/sec). Changes in

flow rates over this range do not effect the measurement.

(uodel 110S-M Instruction Manual). Heat rejected by the

hot side of the thermoelectric module is displaced by a

blower ar.ray f rom the mi rror.
follows.

The system operates as

2 À module is composed of several thermoelectric couples
arranged either paraIleIly to provide increased heat-
pumping capacity or connected electrically in series to
increase the overall impedance level. In the 11OS-M, each
thermocouple is composed of 2 rods of semiconducting bismuth
telluride, one classified p-type (given an excess of
positive charge), the other n-type (given an excess of
negative charge), bounded by a flat copper bar to produce a
heat transfer surface as well as an electrical conducting
medi um.
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FIGURE 5.3.3.I : GENERAL
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An incandescent light source illuminates the mirror

surface while separate cadmium sulfide photoresistors

compare the direct reflected light of the scattered light
when dew forms. If the optical sensing bridge is

unbalanced, sufficient signal from the bridge is supplied to

an amplifier which converts the signals to pulses for

operating silicon controlled rectifiers. The Iatter
controls DC power supply output and hence regulates the

cooling current delivered to the thermoelectric module. Às

the mirror cools to the new dew point, formation of dew on

the mirror causes attenuation of the directly reflected

light beam and an increase in the light received by the

scattered photoresistor. This forces the bridge towards

the balance point, proportionally decreasing the current

supplied to the cooler, until a stable current is
attained, whereby a thin dew film is maintained on the

mirror surface. The instrument tracks changes in dewpoint

by increasing or decreasing the DC current about the stable

point in proportion to the thickness of the dew deposit on

the mirror. Should a lower dewpoint sample be

encountered, the thinning dew formation on the mirror causes

an increase in the cooling current and a lowering of the

mirror temperature to the new dewpoint. In the like
fashion, should the dew layer tend to thicken due to a

higher dew point sample, decreasing current results in the

mirror heating to a higher dewpoint.
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control of the dewpoint mirror is
this fashion.

obtained at aII times in

5..3_.4 Maintenance of Esuipment

Ðue to the drought conditions which prevailed during the

data acquisition period, weekly removal of particulate
matter from the mirror vras necessary as individual particles
can act as nuclei in dew-frost formation thus contributing
to higher dew-frost point measurements. Di st i lIed vrater

and Q-tips vrere the general materials used. To insure

correct sampling flow, the small slit at the dew point

sensor wall which controls the air flow rate yras also

c Ieaned.

Prior to the commencement of each traverse, the dew

pointer was placed on automatic ba-Iance and allowed to
operate outdoors for half an hour so that a new thin
evaporation film could form. After the initial film has

formed, deposition of additional film has only a slight
ef f ect (l¡odeI 1 10S-M Instruction ManuaI ) . During winter

traverses, the warming period was extended. Traverses did
not commence until stabilization was achieved.

5 . 4 Error Min irni zat i on

The transmitter containing the aspirated thermometer and

dew point transducers was screwed ont.o a horizontal, sguare

15.2cm., metal base, which in turn was bolted to the arms of

an extended trailer mirror. When mounted over the right
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front bumper of the traverse vehicle, the base of the

transmitter was approximately 1.25m. from the road

surface;1 1 .5cm. from the side edge of the bumper, and

25.3cm. from the car hood. Being 25cm. above the

horizontal car hood leve1 also, one can be assured that

engine heat influence rras non-existent.

To minimize exhaust influences, the vehicle's dual

exhaust system was altered to a driver side single. At

least two car lengths were maintained from preceding

vehicles (doubled in cases of buses), so that exhaust from

them would minimize interference.

!.! Ðata Conversion

Conversion of temperature and dew point miIIivolt strip
chart data to degree Celsius data was mechanized using a

Hewlett- Packard Programmable Calculator and Digitizer.
Constants for the 1 1 OS-M linear equation for platinum were

computed by 8e11. The linear equation employed was:

TOF

where

T"F = temperature 'in oF.

mv = miIIivolt outcut(basetoffset)

For reasons previously discussed, reducLion of traverse

data to the commencement time of each traverse lras based
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upon the overall temperature and dew point temperature

change during the traverse, âs registered on. the

strip-chart, rather than adding or subtracting interpolated

estimates based upon hourly readings taken at the airport.
It vras assumed that the general temperature and dewpoint

Ti, c = Ti, t (ttt, i ..( Te))

where

Ti-= the temperature or dew point temperature at the
location, i, at the constant time, c, to which
the whole traverse is reduced.
the measured temperature or dew point
temperature at the location, i, at the
time, t, as calculated from the strip chart.
cumulative time in seconds required for the
research vehicle to proceed from the starting
Iocation to aojacent locations

Ti l- =

Kt, i.=

Te = overall temperature or dewpoint temperature
change in a traverse as determined by summing
the individual linear interpolations betvreen
f uIl-hour t rave r se va Iue s
(s+1-c, c+2-c+1, c+3-c+2) and dividing that sum
by the overall traverse duration time in
seconds.

Following standardization, the following parameters were

computed using formulae referenced in the Smithsonian

Meteorological Tables(1968),page 350.

change on the strip-chart y¡as 1inear3.

formula is:

3 rn the case of dew points, conversion
value Èo its associated vapor pressure
versa, after averaging, was required.

The conversion

from the dew point
and vice
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e = Exp 2.302585 -7.90298(rs/t-l )+5.028081o9 Gs/T)
w 10

-7 11 .344 (1-r/rs)
-1 .3816't10 ( 10 -1 )

-3 -3.49149Gs/r-1)+8.1328t10 (lO -1)+1og e
10 ws

e = Exp 2.302586 -9.09718$o/t- 1 ) -3.56654Lo9 $o/t)
i 10

+0.876793(1-r/to)+Log e
10 io

where

e = saturation vapor pressure over a plane of pure
w ordinary Iiguid water.

e = saturation vapor pressure over a plane of pure
i ordinary water ice.

T = absolute thermodynamic temperature ( o¡t. 
)

Ts = steam point temperature ß73. 15"K. )

To = ice point temperature (273 ..1 5 oK. 
)

e = saturation pressure of pure ordinary Iiquid
ws water at steam-point temperature at one standard

atmosphere ( 1 01 3.2a6mb) .

e = saturation pressure of pure ordinary water ice
is at ice-point temperature at 0.0060273 standard

atmosphere ( 6. 1 07 1 mb) .
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Saturation deficit (Sero), relative humidity (U), mixing

ratio (r), and absolute humidity (dv) where computed for

each location, i, as

follows:

satd=e(t) e(ra)
tfw

u = (e ßa)/e (r))*1oo
ww

r = (((0.62197,re (ta))/(p-" (ra))*1000.)
vl

dv = (217 .t e (ra) ) /t"t<.
vt

where

e (t) = saturation vapor pressure over a plane
w surface of pure liquid water at the ambient air

temperature in oK.

e (rd)= saturation vapor pressure over a plane
vr surface of pure ordinary liquid water at the

ambient air temperature's dew point in oK..

p = station pressure in mb.

The subscript for saturation pressure of pure ordinary

liquid water is replaced by that over a plane of pure water

ice if the temperature is less than 0.OoC..

In aII, 257, 048 values to the 3rd decimal place were

calculated. The data were edited several times and then

put on tape. The entire process of editing took a

considerable amount of computer time and over half a year of

fuII time work.
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Regular hourly synoptic observations for traverse days

r1'ere obtained f rom the Airport and merged with the computed

data. Air mass classification vras based upon Penner(1955)

and checked against streamline flow methods used by

Bell(1974). Both methods yielded the same results. The

data base was l-abelled according to air mass and season

crrE.erra. Further stratification into wind direction
guadrants followed. SeveraÌ statistical methods vrere used

in the analyses of the readings, the results of which are

oresented from Chaoter I onwards.
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TABLE 5.2.2

DISTANCE AND TIME I NFORMATI ON

POINT

POINT LOCATION,

LOCATION

Home Driveway
Dr i veway-Kennedy
Kennedy-Sargent
Sa rgent -Ba Imora I
BalmoraI-EII ice
CoIony-Portage
Por tage-She rbrook
Portage-MaryIand
Portage-Ar1 ington
Portage-She rburn
Portage-Wa11
Portage-Valour Rd.
Por tage-TyIehur st
Portage-onto Cloverleaf
Clover Iea f -Century
Century-mid Bridge
Kenaston-Academy
Àcademy-WeII ington
WelI ington-Chataway
Wellington-Park Bd.
f{el1 ington-Conservatory Rd.
Conservatory Rd. -Corydon
Corydon-Zoo Entrance
Robl in-Waxford
RobI in-Alc rest
RobI in-Batchelor
Robl i n-Grant
Roblin-Pepper Loaf Cr.
RobIin-Community Rd.
RobI in-Da1e
RobIin-Hwy. 1 01
Hwy . 1 01 -rnid Br idge
Hwy. 101-mid Portage Overpass
Hwy. 101-Downs Entrance
Hwy. 101-Saskatchewan
Hwy. 101-on to Hwy. 221
Cloverleaf-Hwy. 221
Hwy. 22
Hwy. 22
Hwy. 22

-Grain Elevator
-Sturgeon Rd.
-Hwy. 7

D
( km)

0.00
0.03
0.13
0. 10
0.3s
0.29
0.60
0.01
0.58
0.48
0.24
0.24
0.81
0.63
0.48
0.45
0.32
0.28
0. 68
0.50
0.77
0.48
0. s6
1 .61
0.48
0.97
0.81
1 .29
0.64
0 .97
0.74
0.48
1 .24
1 .29
0.74
6.28
0.48
2 .41
0.97
0 .97

T
(sec)

0.0
3.2

12.8
9.6

35.2
28.8
59.2
9.6

67 .2
48.0
24.0
24.0
80.0
62 .4
48.0
44.8
32.0
25.6
67 .2
49.6
96. 0
48.0
56.0

160.0
48.0
96.0
80.0

128.3
64.0
96.0
73.6
48.0

123.3
128.3
73.6

624.2
48.0

240.0
96. 0
96. 0

1

2
I

+

6
7
I
9
0
1

2
I

4
5
6
7

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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TABLE 5.2.2 (CON'T)

POrNT LOCÀTrON, DTSTANCE AND TrME TNFORMATTON

POINT LOCÀTION D T
(km) (sec)

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
trR

56
57
58

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Inkster-Drainage Ditch
Inkster-King Edward
Inkster-Keewatin
Keewat in-Church
Keewat in-TyndaIl
Keewatin-setkirk
Keewat in-Logan
Keewatin-Notre Ðame
Notre Dame-Dub1in
Notre Dame-Wall
Notre Dame-Sherburn
Notre Dame-Àrlington
Notre Dame-Maryland
Cumberland-Sherbrook
Cumber land-Balmora I
BaImoral-Sargent
Balmoral-EIIice
CoIony-Portage
Memorial-St.Mary
Memor iaI-Yor k
York-Vaughan
Vaughan-St. Mary
Vaughan-Portage
Por tage-Edmonton
Portage-DonaId
Portage-Smi th
Portage-Fort
Portage-Ma in
Por tage-We stbrook
Westbrook-Water
Water-mid Bridge
Provencher -Alneau
Provencher-Des l"leurons
Provencher-mid Bridge
Provencher-Àrchibald
Archibald-PIinquet
Plinquet-Dawson Rd.
Dawson Rd.-Dugald Rd.
Dawson Rd.-Maion
Dawson Rd.-Hwy. 59
Hwy.59-Maginot

2.41
0 .71
0.84
0.55
0.58
0.48
1 .03
0.60
0.87
0. 68
0.53
0. 50
0. 64
0.16
0.48
0.19
n ?q
0.29
0.21
0.16
0.10
0. 15
0.26
0. 10
0.29
0.10
0.19
0.10
0.37
0.1s
0.63
1 .03
0.60
0.23
0.39
0 .42
0.32
1.16
0. s8
0.97
0.4s

240.0
169 .7
83.2
54 .4
57 .6
48.0

102 ,4
aa.¿
86.4
67 .2
J¿.ö
49 .6
64.0
16.0
48.0
19.2
35.2
28.8
20.8
16.0
9.6

16.0
25 .6
9.6

28.8
9.6

19.2
9.6

36.8
14 .4
62.4

102 .4
59.2
22.4
38.4
41 .6
32 .1

115.3
57 .6
96.0
44.8
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POINT LOCATION,

TÀBLE 5.2.2 (CON'T)

DT STÀNCE ÀND TIME INFORMATION

POINT LOCATION

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
tl
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
00
01
02

103
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Hwy.59-Botournay
Hwy . 59-Cottonwood
Hwy.59-Paterson
Paterson-Lochmore
Pate r son -We stmount
Westmount-Hwy. 1

Hwy.1-Lakewood
Hwy.1-Àrchibald
Hwy. 1-mid Bridge
Hwy. 1-St. Ànne's Rd.
Hwy. 1-St. Mary's Rd.
St. Mary's Rd.-Glenview
St. I'fary's Rd. -Poplarwood
St. Mary's Rd.-Dunkirk
St. Mary's Rd.-Bay Àvalon
St. Mary' s Rd.-Woodlawn
St. Mary's Rd.-Riverside
St. Mary's Rd.-Hwy. Exit Sign
St. Mary's Rd.-Hwy. 101
Hwy. 101-mid Bridge
Hwy. 101-on Cloverleaf
Cloverleaf-Pembina
Pembina-Ki Ilarney
Pembi na-Mather son
Pembina-Markham Rd.
Pembina-University Cres.
Pembina-Chevr ier
Pembina-McGi 1l ivray Bd.
Pembina-Point Rd.
Pembina-Underpass
Pembina-Staf ford
Pembina- Grant
Pembina-Corydon
Donald-S t radbrook
Donald-mid Bridge
Smi th-Yor k
Smi th-st .Mary
Smi th-Portage
smi th-81 1 ice
Snith-Notre Dame
Notre Dame-Edmonton

D
( km)

1.13
0.97
0.81
0.39
0. 16
0.27
0 .93
0.68
0.81
0.90
0.66
0.32
0.48
0 .71
0.97
0 .64
0.97
2.15
0.81
t.bl
1 .61
0. 16
1.29
0.97
1 .29
1.13
1 .45
1 .00
0.64
0.90
0.48
1.0
1 .22
0.74
0.50
1 .03
0. 19
0.37
0. 10
0.06
0.55

T
(sec)

112 .3
96.0
8.1

38.9
1 6.0
27 .2
92.8
67 .2
80.0
89.6
65.6
32.0
48.0
70.4
96.0
64 .0
96.0

214.4
80.0

160.0
160.0

1 6.0
128.3
96.0

128.3
112 .3
144.2
99.2
64.0
89.6
48.0
99.2

121 .3
73.6
49.6

102 .4
19.2
36.8
9.6
6.4

54.4122
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POINT

TÀBLE 5 .2 .2 ( CON' T )

POINT LOCATION, DTSTANCE AND

LOCÀTION

Notre Dame-BaImoral
Ba lmora 1 -Cumbe r land
Cumbe r land-Kennedy
Kennedy-Home Driveway
Home Driveway

TIME INFORMATION

Ð
( km)

0.21
0.10
0.06
0.02
0.03

T
(sec)

20.8
9.6
6.4
1.6
3.2

23
24
25
¿õ
27
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6.1

CHÀPTER SIX

Classification of l{i nn ipeq ' s Devr Point Reqimes

Introduction

Average hourly temperature and dew point temperature data

per month from the 1 953-1975 records for Winnipeg $rere

subjected to the climatic parameter formulas mentioned in

the previous chapter. Tables 6.1.1-6.1.12 list the

ÏrourIy, daily annual, and monthly annual averages, while

Figures 6. 1 . 1 -6.1 .12 translate these values into graph form

for rapid interpretation.

Q. Z Classification

The months January-Àpri1 and October-December have Type I

(humid) dew point regimes. Dew point trends vary almost

directly with those of temperature. Lowest average values

of both parameters, temperature and dew point, occur in the

morning prior to sunrise (0700-090Ohrs.) while the highest

occur in the afternoon during the hours 1500-1700. Trend

parallelism is greatest in winter, Ieast during

March, Àpri1, and November. March registers the greatest

monthly average dew point maximum - minimum change during

the year with 5.4oC.;the time when Eastern Arctic air masses

are pinching out Pacific air masses as true mT air flows

northward. All the above air masses are being modified

moisture wise through snow melt. November, the month with

the longest dry spelI duration and a relatively large
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irregular precipitation pattern, has the

maximum-minimum dew point change at 1.9oC..

Ieast

Ðry Pacific

air masses dominate the research area during this period.

Rate of increase in dew point temperature from minimum to

maximum is at its lowest in Àpril with 0.21"c./nt..

Àpri1's decreasing rate (maximum to minimum) is second only

to November's 0.12"C./hr . , registering 0.17"C,. . Both Àpril

and November have dew point trends showing transition from

Type I to lype II (modified humid).

The remaining months of

Type II dew point regimes.

the year, May-September, have

The primary minimum occurs in

the morning at the time of the minimum temperature while a

secondary minimum occurs during the day between

1100-2100hrs. JuIy has the highest average dew point of

the year, 14.1oC., while the minimum for Type II, 1.9oC.

occurs in May. The former also registers the greatest

annual hourly and monthly mixing ratios. Modified Pacific

air masses, CR and Nr with mÎ, as well as mT air, make up

78% of. July's air masses. July also has its primary maxima

dew point occurring in the evening. The latter

characteristic can only be found in the more humid eastern

areas of Canada and the United States, where mT air masses

in pure form dominate (ooaa, 1964).

Dew point variation in the Type II regime, unlike Type

I, is quite minute with a minimum of 1.25oc. being recorded
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in Mayia maximum of 1.92"C. in July. Àugust followed by

September have the largest dew point dip between dew point

maxima;0.88oC. and 0.86"c respectively.

Figure 6.1.13 shows that Winnipeg's annual dew point

regime is of Type I. This indicates that the incoming

radiant energy during the day is not sufficient to cause a

day time decrease in dew point due to turbulent mass

exchange especially during Iow sun months.

Q.3 Dew Point Reqimes Durino the Studv Period

The more than twice the normal rainfall of

June, 1976, was sufficient to alter the normal dew point

regime from Type II to Type I (oceanic). À ready

availability of water at the surface for evaporation into
the air during the day continued ti11 September giving

Winnipeg insular or coastal dew point regimes. The

intensification of the drought during September and further
plus the lack of intense insolation, allowed Type I (humid)

regimes to be established after Àugust.

It may be noted that during the drought period, the

average monthly and hourly dew points averages did not

register a Type III (dry) regime. The lowest dew point on

record occurred in October and was of Type I (humid).
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TABLE 5.1.1

HOURLY AND MONTHLY PARÀMETER MEANS FOR JANUÀRY

ïcsrl

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900

HOUR T('c)

19.2
19.4
19.7
1 9.8
19.9
20.0
20.1
20.2
20.2
20.0
19.3
18. s
17 .8
17.1
16 .6
16 .4
16 .6
17 .3
17 .8
18.3
18.6
18.9
19.0
1 9.3

18.7

TD
( EE) U

(%)
SDESDE RDV

(gÆg) (gÃ3)

000
100
200
300

5.8
5.8
Ê, '7

5.8
5.7
5.7
Ãq
tro
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
b. I

6.1
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.8
5.8
5.8
qq
tro

6.0
6.0
6.
6.
6.

22 .1
_ 22.3

22.3
22.5
22.6
22.7
22.8
23.0
23.0
22.9
22.3
21 .7
¿1. I

20 .4
20.0
1q R

t>.>
20. s
20.9
21 .3

- 21 .6
- 21 .7

6.0
6.0
Þ. I

Þ.l
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
5.3
6.2
6.3
6.4
o.¿
ô.¿
6.0
6.1
6.1

0.265
0.262
0.236
0.244
0.240
0.239
0.235
0.240
0.239
0.251
0.280
0.312
0.342
0.373
0.396
0.403
0.389
0.350
0.327
0.305
0.293
0.277
0.279
0.268

76.1
7 6.0
I t.ö
7 6.9
77.0
7 6.9
77.0
76.3
76.3
75 .6
7 4.7
73.8
73.0
72.7
72.2
72.3
72.8
73.8
74.3
7 4.9
75.2
7 6.0
75.3
75.8

0. s32
0.522
0.520
0.512
0.506
0. s00
0.494
0 .488
0.485
0.490
0.520
0.553
0. s82
0 .624
0.647
0.661
0.653
0.621
0.s96
0.573
0. ss8
0.550
0.537
0. s28

0.722
0.709
0.707
0.696
0.688
0.681
0.674
0.665
0.661
0.668
0.706
0.749
0.786
0.840
0.869
0.888
0.878
0.836
0.804
0.776
0.756
0.746
0.728
0.718

1 400
1 s00
1 600

700
800
900

2000
21 00
2200
2300

ÀVER s.9 21 .8 6.2 0.295 74.7 0 .547 0 .7 41
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TABLE 9-.1_.?

HOURLY ÀND MONTHLY PARÀMETER MEANS FOR FEBRUÀRY

SD
% (gÆs)

HOUR
I csr

T('c)

1 6.5
16.8
17 .0
17 .3
t/.þ
17 .8
17 .9
18.2
18.2
17 .5
1?^to.¿
15.1
14 .2
13.2
12 .6
1^ 

^t¿.¿
14 

^t¿.¿
12.7
IJ. þ
14.4
14.8
15.3
1q 1

16.0

15.5

TD(t) RU
(%l

SÀTD-(mEl-SDõc
DV

(gT^')

0000
01 00
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1 400
1 500
1 600
1700
1 800
1 900
2000
21 00
2200
2300

AVER

RA
tro
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6

5.6
qR

5.6
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8

5.7

9.1
q?
9.6
9.8

20 .1
20.2
20. s
20.6
20.8
20 .1

9.1
8.2
7.4
6.5
6.0
5.6
5.5
5.9

16.6
17 .3
17 .7
18.1
18.4
18.7

6.4
6.s
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.3
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.1
6.1
6.0
qq
tro
tro
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.2
6.3
6.5
6.3

6.2

0.310
0.303
0.295
0.283
0.278
0.269
0.270
0.259
0.269
0.296
0.344
0.404
0.455
0. s10
0.56s
0.570
0. s68
0.525
0.472
0.408
0.389
0.370
0.341
0.340

78.3
78.4
78.5
78 .8
78.7
79.0
78.5
78.9
78.1
77 .5
7 6.7
75.3
74.4
73.8
72.7
73.3
73.5
7 4.3
75.1
7 6.6
7 6.8
77 .0
'7'7 A

77 .5

0 .367 7 6.6

0.706 0.948
0.693 0.932
0.677 0.911
0.661 0.891
0.646 0.871
0.63s 0.8s7
0.621 0.838
0.61 1 0.826
0.603 0.81s
0.641 0.86s
a .711 0. 954
0.774 1.034
0.833 1.109
0.908 1 .203
0.945 1 .249
0.988 1 .304
0.991 1 .308
0.954 1 .262
0.897 1 . 191
0.841 1 .120
0.81 1 1 .082
0.781 1 .043
0.757 1.013
0.738 0.989

0.7s9 1.01518.4
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TABLE 9..1.3_

HOURLY AND MONTHLY PÀRÀMETER MEÀNS FOR MARCH

HOUR
lcsrl

0000
01 00
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1 000
1 100
1 200
1 300
1 400
1 s00
1 600
1 700
1 8C0
1 900
2000
21 00
2200
2300

ÀVER

T('c) SD
( EE)

6.8
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.1
7.2
l.l
6.9
7.0
7.7
6.7
6.6
6.0
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.8

6.8

TD
rEl

12.2
12.4
12.8
13.1
1 3.3
13.6
13 .9
14.0
t<h

14 ?t¿.o
11 .6
10.8
10 .2

q?
9.0
8.7
8.6
8.7
9.1
9.8

10. 3
10.8
11 .2
11.5

11.3

SD
rEl

5.8

6.0
o.¿
6.3
6.4
6.4
b.þ
6.3
6.2
tro
5.6
5.2
5.0
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.7
5.0
5.2
5.4
5.4
5.5
5.7

5.b

SATÐ
(mÐ-

0. s62
0.510
0.488
0 .464
0.446
0 .428
0 .427
0.428
0.478
0.574
0.688
0.804
0.925
1.173
1 . 100
1.166
1 .161
1 .102
1.014
0.830
0.723
0.670
0.641
0. s97

U
(%)

RDV
(gÆg't (gÃ3)

9.6
0.0
0.4
0.8
1.0
1.3
1.6
1.7
t.u
9.9
8.6
7.5
6.7
5.3
3.¿
4.8
4.7
5.0
5.6
6.7
7.5
8.0
8.4
8.9

8.3

79.2
80.4
80.6
80.9
81 .2
81 .4
81 .1
80.9
79.9
78.2
76.5
75.1
73.4
70.1
72.1
71.4
71 .7
72 .6
'7? q

76.1
77 .7
78.4
78.5
79.1

1 .349
1.317
1.279
1.240
1 .214
1.184
1.156
1 .141
1.195
1 .294
1.415

trto
.615

1 .738
1.799
1.838
1 .859
1 .846

.77 6

.667

1.760
1.721
1.674
1.626
1 .594
1 .555
1 .520

.501

. s68

. 691
1.840
1.979
2.083
2.230
2.308
2.354
2.380
2.365
2.280
¿.t51
2.062
1 .986
1 .920
1.8s9

1 .593
1 .532
1.478
1.428

0. 695 7 6.9 1.461 1 .897
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TABLE E_.1_. !_

HOURLY ÀND MONTHLY PARÀMETER MEÀNS FOR APRIL

SD
%

HOUR'(csr 
I

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
08 00
0900
1 000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1 500
1 600
17 00
1800
1 900
2000
21 00
2200
2300

AVER

T
( "õ)

1.0
0.5
nl
0.2

- 0.6
0.9

-11
- 0.2

1.0
¿.¿
3.4
4.4

troJ.J

6.4
6.6
b. /
6.6
6.1
5.0
3.7
2.9
2.2
1.7

2.9

3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.3
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.9
4,9
4.8
4.5
4.2
4.2
3.8
3.7

4.1

TD
rEr

- 2.7
2.9
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.6
<l

3.8
3.4
^-¿. I
2.4
¿. I

2.0
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
t^

1.6
t.Þ

¿qtt

1.9
¿. I

¿.5

2.4

R
(sfxg)

3.101
3.051
3.000
2.957
2.905
2.856
2.844
2.825
2.912
3.093
3. 18s
3.242
3.275
3.3s0
3.361
3.384
3.396
3.418
3.390
3.398
3.361
3.319
3.256
3.202

(gÃ')

4.836
4.7 67
4.694
3.710
3.6s0
3.592
3.579
3.544
4.542
4.801
4.923
4.992
s.030
5.131
5. 139
5.168
5. 180
s.221
s.186
5.221
s. 188
5.138
5.053
4.980

U
<zl

SD(T) SATD
ïmÐ-

1.6s0 74.8
1 .523 76.0
1.410 77.1
.332 77 .8
.219 79.0
.172 79.4
.112 80 .2vv a c

1.540 74.3
1 .984 69.9
2.282 68 " 1

2.784 64.5
3.264 61 .0
3.614 58.8
3.985 57.0
4.280 ss.3
4 .424 54 .7
4.424 54.5
4.337 55.4
4.085 56.7
3.329 61 .7
2.67 5 66.5
2.302 69. s
2.026 71.7
1 .830 73.4

2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
5.1
3.0
3.0
s.¿
3.2
?'l
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1

3.1 2.509 66.6 3.164 4.900
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TABLE 6. 1 .5

HOURLY AND MONTHLY PARAMETER MEANS FOR MÀY

SDtHOUR
( csr

T
('õ)

SD(E)

2.7
2.7
2.8
2.6
2.6
¿. I
2.6
¿.o
3.2
3.2
3.5
?1
3.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.8
5. I
3.7
J.þ
3.4
3.1
3.0
3.1

3.2

TD
( õõ) U

(%)

67 .9
69. 5
72.2
7 4.6
7 6.2
77 .9
76.6
70.9
64.6
57.8
53.7
49.9
46.8
44.8
43 .6
41 .6
41 .4
42.0
42.9
48.3
s3.8
63.2
53. 1

66.2

R DV

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900
1 000
1 100
1200

300
400
s00
600
700
800
900

2000
21 00
2200
2300

8.0
7.5
6.8
6.3
5.8

6.1
7.8
otr
1.0
2.3
3.4

14.2
14.8
15.4
6. '1

6.1
qq

5.4
13.8
12.2
9.8
9.6
8.8

4 .637
4.57 4
4.528
+.al¿
4.47 6
4 .466
4.577
4.782
4.864
4.826
4.885
4.861
4.806
4.802
4.843
¿1 . úJ5
4.809
4.806
4 .771
4.840
4.864
4.864
4.809
4.758

5.625
5. 560
5.s19
5. s09
5.475
5.470
5.592
5.804
5.869
5.792
s.836
5.785
5.704
5. 687
5.725
5.700
5.670
5 .671
s.639
5.753
5.813
5,863
5. 800
5.756

¿.J
2.3
2.1
2.1
2.0
lo
2.3
2.9
J. I

3.0
3.¿
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9
{

5.
3.0
2.8

AVER 10.9 2.8 3. 1

(gÆg) (gÃ3)

3.2 3.453
3.2 3. 1 56
3 .2 2.7 42
3.3 2.434
3.2 2.197
3. 1 1 .997
3.0 2.194
3.0 3.089
3. 1 4.198
3 .2 5. 550
3.2 6.628
3.3 7 .684
3.4 8. s88
3.2 9.319
3.3 9.829
3.3 1 0.645
3.2 10.117
3.1 10.444
3.0 9.998
2.9 8.131
3.0 6.576
3 .2 4 .455
3.0 4.412
3.0 3.817

5.588 57 .2 4.7 41 5 .692
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AND

TABLE 5..1-.6.

MONTHLY PARÀMETER MEÀNS FOR JUNEHOURLY

T
( "c)

HOUR
ïcsrl

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
050 0
0600
0700
08 00
090 0
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1 500
1 600
1700
1800
1 900
2000
2'100
2200
2300

ÀVER

SD TD(õõ) (õc)
U

(%)
SDE (gfuù (gTñ)

7 .524 8.872
7.468 8.828
7 .346 8.734
7.286 8.649
7 .212 8.573
7 .212 8.577
7.468 8.849
7 .811 9.191
7 .966 9.321
8.004 9.320
7 .923 9. 190
7 .795 9.015
7 .737 8.928
7.664 8.827
7.674 8.825
7 .669 8.81 s
7 .685 8.834
7 .669 8.824
7 .732 8.907
7 .848 9.067
7.88s 9 .149
7.853 9.161
7 .790 9.127
7 .695 9.044

7.658 8.938

14.1
13.s
11 .9
2.4
2.0
lo
2.8
4.6

16 .2
17 .6
18.7
19.6
20.3
20.9
21 .4
21 .5
21 .5
21 .2
20.8
lo o

18.7
17 .1
1 5.9
15.0

17 .1

3.3
3.1
J. I

?1
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.7
3.0
5.5

3.6
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.4
J.J
5.J
5.J
3.3

3.4

9.4
9.2
9.0
8.9
8.7
8.7
9.2
9.9

10 .2
1 0.3
10.1
9.9
9.8
9.6
9.6
9.6
>.1
9.6
9.3

1 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
9.9
9.7

9.6

?'7
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.+
3.6
3.6
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.1
4.1
3.9
?q
3.7
3.7

3.8

4.37 4
3.7 64
2 .432
2.962
¿. t ¿5
2.622
3.083
4 .440
s.9s3
7.590
9.246

1 0.690
1.763
2.77 4
3.435
3.678
3. s60
3 .211
2.532
1 .038
9.210
7 .271
5.864
5.042

7.485

72.9
75.6
82. s
7q?
80.5
81 .1
79.1
73.3
67 .6
62.2
Jt.¿
53.¿
50.7
48 .4
47 .1
46.7
46.9
47 .5
49 .1
52 .6
57 .2
62.8
67 .5
70.4

61.s
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TABLE 6 .1 .7

HOURLY AND MONTHLY PÀRÀMETER MEANS FOR JULY

HOUR
Tcsrl

0000
01 00
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900

T('c) SD
( õõ)

3.0
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.7
¿.o
3.5
¿.b
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.1

3.0

TD
( Eõ) SD(E) SATD

ïmEI

2.6 4.047 78.9
2.7 3.467 81.1
2.6 3.129 82.4
2.6 2.816 83.7
2.7 2.555 84.8
2.6 2.444 8Þ.3
2.4 0.761 95.0
2.4 1 .537 90.9
2.3 5.673 73.6
2.4 7 .689 67 .6
2.6 9 .521 62.5
2.8 11.337 58.2
3.0 12.698 ss.0
3.0 1 3.884 52.8
3.0 14.733 51 .2
3.0 14.995 s0.7
3.1 14.858 50.9
3.0 14.719 51.0
3.0 13.826 52.8
2.9 11.5s9 57.8
2.8 8.938 64.2
2.7 6.761 70.1
2.7 5.403 74.3
2.7 4.539 77 .3

¿. t 7.489 67.2

DVRU
(r/")

1 300
1 400
1 500
1 600

16 .9
to.¿
1 s.6
ta.¿
4.8
4.6
5.5

14.9
18.7
20.2
21 .4
22.4
23 .1
23.8
24.2
24.3
24.4
24 .1
23.7
22.6
21 .1
1 9.5
18.3
17 .5

19.6

000
100
200

700
800
900

3.2
2.9
¿.1
2.5
2.3
¿.¿
¿.o
3.4
3.9
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.5
3.9
4.1
3.9
3.7
J.þ

13.4

2000
21 00
2204
2300

ÀVER

1 1 .655
11.516

1 1 .358

(gfuù (gñ3)

9.7 08
9.542
9.378
9.260
q I ?7
9.077
9.316
9.864

10. 169
1 0.283
10.202
10.115
9.949
9.969
9.929
9.877
9.861
9.844
9.903

10. 175
10.310
1 0. 19s
1 0. 048
9.897

9.831

11 .324
1'1 .160
10.991
1 0 .871
10 .7 45
10.681
1 1 .007
11.s82
11 .779
11 .846
11.709
11.s69
11.357
1 1 .352
11 .292
11 .229
11.214
11.199
11 .282
1 1 .630
11 .842
11 .77 6
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FTGARE 8.1.7
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TABLE €..l_. g.

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR ÀUGUST

HOUR
lcsr I

0000
01 00
0200
0300
04 00
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1 200
1300
1400
1 s00
1 600
1700
1800
1 900
2000
2100
2200
2300

ÀVER

T
( "c)

16.0
| 9.5
14.8
14 .1
1 3.9
13.6
1 3.6
15.1
16.9
18.8
20.2
21 .5
22.3
23.0
23"6
23.7
23.8
23.4
22.8
21 .3
19.s
18.2
17 .3
16.s

18.7

TD(E) SD(t) SATD
1mÐ-

2.1 4.155
2.2 3 . 5s5
2.2 3. 1 30
2.2 2.567
2.2 2.557
2.2 2.265
2.2 2.215
2.2 3.094
2.1 4.654
2.0 6.713
2.0 8.846
2.1 10.897
2.3 12.428
2.3 13.837
2 .4 14 .802
2.4 15. 143
2.4 15.313
2 .5 14 .644
2.6 13.464
2.4 10.715
2.3 I .071
2.3 6.330
2.2 s.360
2 .3 4 .640

RDV(gfuù (gTñl'
Ìl

(%)

¿.J
2.4
2.4
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.9
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.6

2.8

12.0
11.8
11.6
11.5
11.3
11 .2
11 .2
12.0
12.7
12.9
12.9
12.7
12.5
12.3
12.2
l¿.
t¿.
l¿.
12.2
12 .6
| ¿.o
12 .6
12.3
12 .1

12 .1

77 .1
79.6
81 .4
84. 1

83.9
85.4
85.7
81.9
75.9
69.0
o¿. I
57 .4
s3.9
50.9
49.0
48.3
47 .9
49 .1
51 .4
57 .7
64 .4
69.7
72.8
75.3

8.949
8.866
8.7 42
8.566
8.544
8.481
8.527
8.985
9.384
9. s60
9.528
9.396
9.296
9.173
9.118
9.045
9.01s
9. 051
9.118
9.3s2
9.359
q ?1q
9.173
9.039

1 0.48s
10.411
1 0.288
10.223
1 0.088
1 0.028
1 0.080
1 0.5s9
10.949
1 1 .083
10.991
0.796
0.653
0 .487
0.407

1 0.320
10.284
1 0.337
0.434
0.752
0.824
0.824
0.696

1 0.570

2.3 7 .408 65.6 9.064 10.517

MEAN HOURLY AND
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%
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TABLE 9_.1_.2

MEAN HOURLY AND MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR SEPTEMBER

SDõE
HOUR
ïcsrl

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1 300
1 400
1 500
1600
17 00
1800
1 900
2000
2100
2200
2300

AVER

T
("c)

10.0
Qtr
9.0
8.6
8.4
8.0
7.8
8.3
qq

11,7
13.4
14.7

16.3
16.7
16.9
1 6.8
16.2
15.2
13.4
12.1
11 .4
10 .7
10 .2

12.0

SDõõ TD
(qc )

6.3
6.1
Êo
5.8
5.7
qq

5.8
6.5

7.2
7.0
6.8
6.6
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.8
6.7
o.¿
6.2
6.3

6.3

U
(%)

78. 0
79 .4
80.9
82.0
83. 1

84.2
85.4
84.2
79.6
73.3
66.2
60. 1

56.0
52.5
s0. 6
49.9
50. 1

s6. 6
64 .4
o>.¿
70.4
73.7
76.7

2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.7
2.6
¿.J
2.6
2.6
2.9
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.6
5.b
21
?'7
3.6
3.4
3.1
3.1
2.9
2.9

3.1

2.6
2.5
¿.4
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
¿.o
¿. I
¿.ó
¿.>
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5

2.7

2.704
2 .443
2 .193
2.012
1 .8s3
1.704
1 .550
1.721
2.482
3 .669
5. 187
6.676
7 .752
8.813
9 .414
9 .619
9.518
8.744
7.509
5.458
4.349
3.979
3.374
2.890

SÀTD
TmEI

RDV(gÆs) (gÃ3)

6. 099
6.006
s.919
s.8s3
5.824
5.7 63
5.759
s.861
6.167
6.412
6.465
6.403
6.293
6 .197
6.141
6 .112
6. 090
6.1s9
6.240
6.284
6.240
6.027
6.040
6. 069

7 .332
7 .234
7 .142
7.073
7 .045
6.980
6. 981
7 .092
7.417
7.659
t.otl
7.568
7.418
7 .287
7 .211
7.173
7 .151
7 .244
7.36s
7.464
7.446
7.212
7 .244
7 .292

4.430 68.4 6.099 7.281

tÞþ
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TABLE 5.1 .1 O

MEAN HOURLY AND MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR OCTOBER

SDE TDõõ SDõE

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900

T('c)

4.8
4.4
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.2
3.0
2.9
5. I
5.0
6.9
8.3
9.3

10 .2
1n 7

10.9
11.1
o'ì
8.4-7 

.1
6.3
5.8
q?
4.9

6.4

3.8
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.2
3.6
4.1
4.6
5.0
5.2
5.4

5.4
5.1
5.0
4.6
4.3
4.1
3.9
3.7

4.2

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
t.Þ

<l

3.0
3.2
J. I

3.0
3.0
2.9
¿.J
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.4
3.5
5.¿
J.J
5.5
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.3
?l
3.1
3.1

3.2

1.945
1.782
1.632
1.510
t.+¿a
1 .341
t.¿t¿
1.213
1.432
1 .865
2.933
3.809
4 .611
5.3s9
s.868
6.078
6.27 6
5.050
4.072
3.228
2.820
¿.41L/.
2.265
2.0s9

U
(%)

77 .3
78.6
80.0
81 .1
81.9
82 .6
83.3
83.9
82.0
78.6
70.5
65.2
60.7
57 .0
54 .4
5J.5
52.5
58. 0
62.9
67 .9
70.5
72.7
74.6
76.2

4.209
4.170
4. 140
4.113
4.07 4
4.030
4.015
4.015
4 .152
4.361
4 .466
4. 531
4.528
4.511
4.450
4 .415
4 .406
4 .431
4.396
4.339
4.289
4.268
4.231
4.194

4.277

5.171
5. 130
s.099
5.071
5.029
4.979
4.965
4.967
5. 120
5.351
5 .442
5.493
5.469
5.432
5.3s0
5.305
5.289
5.346
s.329
5.285
5.238
5.222
s.186
5 .149

5.223

RDV(gfuù (gÃ3)

000
100
200
300
400
s00

1600
1 700
1 800
1900
2000
21 00
2200
2300

ÀVER

¿.
¿.
¿.

t.¿
1.1

1.9
1.8
1.8

.8
'l

.4
1.3

1.3 2.866 70.1
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TÀBLE €..1.11

MEAN HOURLY ÀND MONTHLY ÀVERÀGES FOR NOVEMBER

HOUR
1 csr

T('c)

4.7
4.9
5.1
tr?
¿.J

5.5
5.6
5.7
qR
hx

3.¿
4.3
3.4
¿.¿
2.1
1-t
1.9
^^¿.¿
2.8
3.5
3.9
4.2
4.5
4.7
4.9

4.2

TD
( õõ)

7.1

SD(E)

4.0
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.1
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
?q
?q
?q
?q
4.0
4.2
4.2
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.4

4.1

R

Æ
DV(gft")

z.çø4
2 .657
2.628
2.600
2.573
2.550
2.529
2.528
2.517
2.593
2.699
2.790
2.831
2.912
2.920
2.924
2.918
2.855
2.777
2.721
2.706
2.674
2 .636
2.617

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0s00
0600
0700
0800
0900
1 000
1100
1 200
1 300
1 400
1 500
1600
1700
1 800
1900
2000
21 00
2200
2300

AVER

0.810
0. 758
0.737
0.709
0.689
0. 660
0.668
0 .625
0.639
0.741
0.928
1.131
1 .565
1 .489
1.652
1 .613
1.457
t.¿tt
1.110
1.032
0.934
0.873
0.847
0.814

80.3
81 .2
81.s
81.9
82.2
82.7
82 .4
tts. J
82.9
81 .2
78.3
75.4
69.3
71 .0
68. 9
69 .4
71 .4
73 .6
75.7
76.6
78.2
79.1
79.4
79.9

2.085
2.078
2.054
2.029
2.008
1 .989
1 .971
1.970
1 .961
2.026
2.116
2 .195
2.237
2.302
2.312
2.314
2.306
2.251
2.183
2.136
2.122
2.094
2.063
2.047

SD
rEl g)

U
(%) (g

4.5
4.4
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.0
+. I

+.¿
4.5
4.8
4.9
5.2
5.3
tr?
5.2
5.2

4.9
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.7

4.3

7.3
'7?
7.5
7.6--l.l
7.8
7.9
7.9

- 8.0
7.6

-11
6.7
6.5
6.2
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.4
6.8
7.0
t.l
7.2
7.4
/h

0.968 77 .6 2.116 2.700
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FIGURE 6.'.' I

TTOARLY TEMPERATURE AND DEV POINT
MEANS FOR NOVEMBER
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TABLE 6.1.12

MEAN HOURLY AND MONTHLY ÀVERAGES FOR DECEMBER

HOUR
( CST

T
( "c)

SD(T) TD
(õõ)

16.2
16.3
16.s
16.7

- 16.8
16.9
17.0
17.1
17 .2
17.0
16 .4
1 5.8
1 5.4
14.9
14.6
14.5
14.7
15.2
rÐ.Ð
15.7
1 s.9
16 .1
16.2
16 .4

SÐ(E)

4.1
4.2
4.1
4.2
4.1
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.2
4.2
1.1
4.1
4.1
4.1

4.1

SÀTD
TmEI

0.353
0.349
0.337
0.344
0.330
0.326
0.332
0.332
0.327
0.341
0.379
0 .429
0.472
0.5'17
0.541
0.536
0.493
0.451
0 .420
0.403
0.390
0.381
0.378
0.365

U
(%)

RDV(gfnù (gTñ)

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1 500
1 600
1700
1800
1 900
2000
21 00
2200
23 00

AVER

13 .9
14. 0
14 .2
14. 3
14.5
14.6
14 .6
14 .7
14 .8
14 .6
13.9
13.1
12.5
11.9
11.6
I t.3
I t.>
t¿.t
12.9
13 .2
t5.3
1 3.6
13.7
14.0

6.3
6.3
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.5
Þ.3
6.5
6.5
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.5
6.3
o.¿

80.7
80.7
81 .1
80.4
80.9
81.0
80.5
80.4
80. s
80. 1

79.3
78.2
77 .2
76.4
76.0
7 6.4
77 .4
78.2
79.0
79.3
79.5
79 ,6
79.6
80.0

0. 931
0.923
0.910
0.893
0.884
0.876
0.867
0.857
0.852
0.865
0.916
0.969

.007

.0s3

.080

. 091
1 .0s0
1 .020
0.996
0.975
0.955
0.941
0.932
0.917

.236

.224

.209

.187

.177

.166

. 154

.142

.135

.151

.151

.282

.329

.387

.420

.435

.389

.346

.316

.291

.265

.247

.236

.218

6.
6.
6.
6.i
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.0

1 3.5 6.3 16.0 0.392 79.3 0.947 1.255
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CHAPTER 7

ANÀLYSIS PROCEDURE

Introduction

with reference to the Literature Review,Chapter 3rthe

following two facts become quite evident:

7.1

( 1 ) few intensive studies have been made
influences of urbanization on humidi
distributions in Èowns or on the dif
between urban and rural areas.

Q) what observational evidence there
completely conclusive .

of the
ty
ference

is,is not

Incongruent conclusions have arisen because emphasis

throughout the majority of urban climatic studies has been

placed upon the descriptive analysis of case studies rather

than upon their validity. I ntui t ive reason ing !¡as the

basis for rejecting individual observations which did not

fit the general situation. A coherent pattern was thus

constructed out of, in many cases, incomplete, biased and

somewhat discordant data.

Since objective analysis is an absolute necessity to

check upon the validity of data,this chapter will be devoted

to the discussion of such topics as classification
procedures, tests of normality,and stat i st ical

be directed toapplications. Ernphasis throughout wilI

their applied usage in this study.
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7.2

t_.?

Classification
.1 Introduction

Classification is essentially the identification of

groups of similar objects within the set of objects under

study. It is necessary so that generalizaLions concerning

within and between group similarities and differences can be

made. Such generalizaLions can be purely descriptive or

they can form the basis of a hypothesis which can then be

tested by the use of various statistics, both parametric and

nonparametric.

Two approaches to classification are possible. The

identification of groupings is termed classification proper

and includes clustering methods and ordination. The object

of the former exploratory method is to sort or separate a

sample of cases using the information for each case given by

the p variables into constituent groups such that the degree

of association is high between members of the same group and

Iow between members of a different group. Groups may be

disjoint or overlapping. Its use is appropriate to those

studies v¡here little or nothing is known about the category

structure of the data or whenever the input data matrix

under examination is of such a dimension that manual sorting
using various combination theories become increasingly prone

to error.
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The second approach to classification is termed

discrimination. It is the assessment of the degree of

separateness of groups of individuals which are postulated

either by a classification or by a priori information.

This statistic provides information regarding what variables

are most effective in distinguishing between the groups

under examinationihow best to combine the measurements,and

how successfully the distinction can be made.

function analysis reduces the variables to a

which is comoounded of the oriqinal number.

Di sc r iminant

single one

Both these modern statistics are complementary. They

have been used for a diversity of subjects including

meteorology and climatology. For examples of the use of

cluster analysis in the Iatter two f ields see

BeII (1974),Perry( 1 968) and Gregory( 1964). DiscriminanL

applications in the same f ields are detailed by

MiIIer (1962) , Brinkmann (197C) , and Suzuki ( 1 969) .

l_.2.! Cluster Analvsis

One of t.he most primitive and common pursuits of man is
the act of sorting similar objects, things or variables into
categories. Individual uniqueness must be overshadowed by

mutually exclusive group traits. In this manner, it is
easier to consider and understand relations in Iarge

collections. Hence, efficiency of management is often

increased.
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In the early 1960's, D. Wishart (1978) consolidated the

various dissirnilar cluster analysis methods and their
particular applications in the form of a computer

statistical package and accompanying reference manual.

Clustan-1C2, the latest revised edition, .is noy¡ the most

frequently used classification package in modern research

(Van Ryzin, 1977). The above is also the cluster analysis
package used in this project.

À Clustan-1C2 job usually commences with procedures FiIe

and Correl. The former reads the data deck from cards, disk

or tape and creates the clustan data file on disk. Other

functions include data standardizationl and the computation

of various statistics such as principal component

correlations. À11 the raw incut and comouted results are

stored in the data file.

Procedure population constraints are also defined in

procedure FiIe. In general, the population size N is set

at a maximum of 999 cases,each with no greater than 200

continuous variables, MN. Because of the latter

1 l^lhen columns correspond to variables and the royrs
correspond to individuals, the data is classified as
continuous and should therefore be standardized. If not,
similarity coefficients wiIl be biased towards those
variables with Iarge variances.

To obtain standard-scores, the variable mean is
subtracted from each member and divided by the variable
sÈandard deviation. For examplerthe standard-scores of the
f ollowing wind veloc ities ,1 ,2 ,7 ,9, and 12 with mean 6.2 km
per hour and standard deviation 4.6583 are -1.116, -0.902,
0.172, 0.601 and 1.245 respectively.
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restriction, the total temperature and mixing ratio
observations from each of the 127 fixed point locations per

traverse could not be used. Consequently, this
necessitated averaging those observations recorded at

consecutive fixed point locations which had the least strip
chart variability. This procedure reduced MN from 254 to

194 variables, or in other words, from 127 fixed locations

per traverse to 97. To these variables the climatic
paramet,ers cpacity, pressure, wind speed and wínd direction
were added. Respective units for each are tenths,

millibars, km per hour and 360 degrees. the final edited

cluster data field thus consisted of a 253 x 198 matrix.

For principal components analysis and correlations, MN

was not to exceed 80. The constraint limited the optimum

use of Clustan-1C2 both in terms of analysis and graphical

display. The recommended analysis for Iarge populations

(see Wishart(1978),page 9) therefore had to be replaced by

Ward's Àlgorithm: a f usion procedure f or f orrning

heirarchical groups of mutually exclusive subset.sreach of

which has members that are maximally similar with respect to

specified characteristics. Moreover, graphical procedures

such as Scatter, which plot scatter and cluster diagrams to

scale, had to be replaced by the dendrogram plotting

Procedure Tree. The fuII dendrogram produced by procedure

lree for each 252 cluster job submission was approximately

52 inches long and about 44 inches wide.
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comprehensible result analysis, Xerox reduction of the

original v¡as limited to 0.5. The latter sizes were well

beyond thesis figure measurement restrictions.

Procedure Correl computes and stores on the data file the

similarity matrix and k-Iinkage lists from all or part of

either the raw or standardized data. The results are

essential for the successful execution of procedure

Hi erarchy .

The similarity matrix is a triangular array of N(N-1)/2

coefficients of average distance, error sums of sguares,

variance or information gain such that each element measures

the similarity between two individuals. For each cluster
analysis submitted, the maximum number of coefficients that

could be computed on the data field was 253(252)/2 or

31878.

The k-Iinkage lists are the lists of 5000/N nearest

neighbors for all N individuals from which the similarity
coefficient is calculated. For this study, the maximum

number, KMAX was 5000/253 or 19. If an excessive value is
specified, the program adjusts KMÀX to the maximum

permissible value.

Procedure CorreI also provides variable masking

facilities. When a variable is masked, that variable is
not included in the calculation of a similarity
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coefficient. For example, to examine what effect the

climatic variable wind direction would have on the

clustering of data, MSKN, the number of continuous variables

to be masked was set to one while the following partial-mask

card was coded 0198: the variable's location in the MN

field. The main reason for using t.his facility was that
wind di rect ion i s the only var iable in the data ¡uhich has

the circumference of a circle as a reference. The

Euclidean metric from any fixed point on the circumference

to any symmetric circumference point is therefore equal.

For instance, D2 from 358o to 002o is smaller than from 353o

to 358o, yet the error sum of sguares for the latter is less

than that for the former. By Ward's algorithm, 353o would

be clustered with 358o even though this clustering would be

false

The number of combinations of the 4 distinct climatic
variables, taken r at a time was 4C1, 4C2, 4C3 and 4C4 where

nCr = nl/r ! (n-r) !. Thus a total of 15 cluster analyses

were run on the 253 X 198 traverse data matrix. Fifteen
additional cluster analyses were generated using the 129 x,

94 estimated Winnipeg radiosonde data matrix.

In Clustan-1C2, eight hierarchic combinatorial

transformations of the simílarity matrix are defined in
procedure Hierarchy. l.lard's algorithm is coded 6 and is
possibly the best of the eight options (Wishart , 1978).
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Ward(1963) proposed that at any stage of an analysis the

loss of information which results from the grouping of

individuals into clusters can be measured by the total sum

of squared deviations of every point from the mean of the

cluster to which it belongs. At each step in the

analysisrunion of every possible pair of clusters is
considered. The two clusters whose fusion results in the

minimum increase in the error sum of squares are

combined. The process continues until alI k clusters are

combined to a single cluster which is characterized by the

Iargest error sum of squares.

The error
relat ion ,

sum oI squares is given by the functional

Ess = E(xi2)-( (¡xi)2/n)

where Xi is the score of the ith individual in a sample of

size n.

The minimum number of clusters which are of interest, KA

is usually set at one while the maximum number is set to the

number of cases in the data matrix minus one.

To illustrate the procedure, Iet us consider a small

problem in which five individual wind velocities are to be

grouped. The non standardized values are 1, 2, 7, 9, and

12.
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In step 1 there are 10 possible combinations. They are

(1 ,2), (1 ,7), (1 ,g), (1 ,12), (2,7.), (2,9), (2,12'), (7,9),

(7 ,12) , and (9,12) . The first task is to calculate the sum

of sguares (ss) for each of the above combinations. For

example, the sum of sguares for group (1,2) is (l 1.5)2 +

(Z 1.5) 2 = 0.5 where 1.5 is the mean for the

group, (1 + 2)/2 = 1.5. The results f.or the above

combinations are 0.5, 18, 32, 60.5, 12.5, 24.5, 50.0, 2.0,

12.5 and 4.5. The lowest sum of squares is 0.5 for group

(1,2). LabeIling this group A(1,2), the original 5

combinations have been reduced to four. That is, A(1,2), 7,

9, and 12.

In the second ciuster stage, there are 6 possible

pairings. They are, (e(1,2)-7), (a(t,2)-9), (a(1,2)-12),

(7 ,9) , (7 ,12) and (9.12) . As the sum of squares f or the

Iatter 3 have already been determined, all that is required

are the values for the formost À combinations. The sum of

sguares for (a(1,2)-7 ) is determined from the equation

(1 3.3)2 + (Z 3.3)2 + (l 3.3)2 = 20.89

where the mean for the group is (l + 2 + 7)/3 = 3.3. The

resultant values for step 2 are 20.89, 38.0, 74.0, 2.0, 12.5

and 4.5 respectively. The lowest sum of squares is 2.0 for
group (7,9). Labelling this group B(7,9) , the original 5

groups have novr been reduced to three. That is, A(1,2),

8o,9) and 12.
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There are three

They are, (e(1 ,Z)

Repeating the same

squares calculated

possible combinations in the third step.
-80,9)), (e(1,2)-12) and (s(2,9)'12).

processes as above, the lowest sum of

is 12.67 for group (¡(2,9)-12).

The concluding step is the union of all the original
groups. Here the sum of sguares is the total sum of

sguares, the value being 86.80.

In summation, there were 4 steps. The first clustering
has a sum of squares of 0.5 whilst the final had 86.80. The

change in error term at each union is shown is termed d1. À

sharp value increase suggests that much of the

classification system's accuracy has been lost by reducing

the number of groups by one at this stage.

Because Clustan-1C2 requires the distance metric for the

calculation of Ward's algorithm, the printed output

coefficient value d1 is twice the increase caused by

fusion. The total error sum of squares for any grouping is
obtained on division by two of the cumulative ESS which

precede that grouping in the printout.

Several data matrices were subjected to both the

recommended Clustan-1C2 analysis for large populations and

the Ward's algorithm version discussed above in order to
test the effectiveness of both methods. A system abend

message was generated for the former mode for each run.
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Boosting CPU and I/O to the maximum allowed non-prime amount

did not correct the situation. Ward's method was the only

workable method. On the average,each job submitted

generated 46,000 Iines and reguired 856 t/O, 610K of region

and 20M CPU.

units.

In a11,30

results of the

subseguent stat

Total cost per run yras approximately 350.00

cluster analysis jobs vrere submitted. The

analyses and the dendrogram selected for
istical analysis are discussed in Section

no correlations among the testsrthe
reduced to spheres by standardizing the

8.2.

t.¿.J Canonical Discriminant Analvsis

Discriminant function analysis assumes that each of the

samples is drawn from a separate population which may

differ in their means but do not differ in their
dispersions. By assuming that the distribution of members

of a population about the population mean is multivariate
normal,an ellipsoidal surface whose centre is the population

mean is obtained by joining together areas of equal

density. Thus every sample may be represented as an

ellipse if there are two test axes or an ellipsoid if there

are more than two test axis. The ellipsoids or ellipses
may be of the same shape,size or lie in the same orientation
in the test soace.

I f there are

ellipsoids may be
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variables. This involves division by the within group

dispersion matrix. The canonical analysis of discriminance

is a transformation of the original test space which reduces

the within sample ellipsoids to spheres. The radius of the

sphere,which is the standard deviation within samples, is

set to unity. Each variable provides maximal separation

between the groups whilst being orthogonal to previous

variates. If there are k groups,there are therefore k9z

discriminant functions Der canonical variates.

The canonical discriminant anal¡z5is yields values for

the coefficients or weights I^7ij for each discriminating

variable i on each discriminant function j for each

canonical variate. By multiplying each weight by the

standard deviation of the variable, the degree of

contribution per variable to the discriminant function is

calculated. The s i gn denotes whether t-he var iable i s

making a positive or negative contribution. Graphical

display of discriminant function means illustrates the

discriminating power of each function. The greater the

distance between groups on each function, the more

significant the function is in discriminating between the

groups.

z The stepwise method was selected for the SPSS canonicaL
discrimination analysis. In this method,the independent
non-cor re lated va r i ables , hour , temperature , mi x i ng
ratioropacityrpressure,wind speed and wind direction are
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Canonical discrimination analysis is supported by SPSS2

For stepwise computation formulae and further discussion see

Mather(197 6),Lachenbruch(1975) and Bennett et âI., (1978).

entered into the analysis only if a predetermined tolerance
level is met. The climatic variables listed above are the
same as those used in the cluster analysis.
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7 .2.4 Conc Ius i on

The fundamental purpose of all systems of classification
is to obtain the l-east variability within the groups and the

maximum differences between the groups. Cluster analysis

is useful in the analysis of the relationship between a set

of variables. The variables are in fact the results of

several measures taken on a single group of objects or

locations. In discrimination several groups of objects or

locations are measured on the same set of variabLes. The

principle question to be answered is can the groups be

differentiated on the bases of the measurements obtained

from the set of variables?

ÀIthough both these statist.ics are complementary, the

usage of canonical discrimination in this study is
questionable; Exploratory analysis of the input data

matrix indicated that both temperature and mixing ratio vary

polynomially and in the majority of cases, the other

climatic parameters have non normal distributions. The

critical assumptions for a canonical anallrsis, therefore can

not be assumed. Hence, only cluster analysis wilI be

used. It will agglomerate similar groups from an input

data matrix of 253 x 1 98.

7.3 Tests of Normalitv

Since many of the standard statistical techniques are

based on the assumption of normality,methods for judging the
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normality of

âI. , 197 6\ .

a set of data are of interest (Snedecor et

If a population is characterized by a

significant departure from normality, careful consideration

must be given towards the statistical inference techniques

chosen in order to prevent erroneous conclusions. For

instance, theoretical investigations have shown that

nonparametric procedures are only slightly less efficient
than their normal theory competitors when the underlying

populations are normal,though they can be mild1y and widely

more efficient than these competitors when the underlying

populations are not normal (Hollander et â1.,1973).

To check on the assumption of normality itself,the
multinomiaL non-specific Chi-square Goodness-of-Fit test can

be applied.3 For data that faIIs into categories,this test
examines whether a significant difference exists between the

observed number of cases in each category and the expected

number on the assumption of normality. The test criterion
is ¡2 = (yi-expecrgD ní)2/gxpEcrgD Ei summed over the

c Iasses . If the data actually comes from a normal

distribution,the right hand quantity follows approximately

the theoretical Chi-square distribution with k-3 degrees of

3 chi-square is non-specific as the test criterion is
directed against no particular type of departure form
normality. Two alternative tests that are designed to
detect particular types of departure are the sample
estimates of the coefficients of skewness and
kurtosis,denoted 91 and 92 respectively. For furÈher
discussion and derivation formulae see Snedecor et
aI. , (1976) .
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freedom where k is the number of classes used in the

computing of the test criterion. If the data comes from

some other distribution,the observed Yi will tend to agree

poorly with the values Ei that are expected on the

assumption of normality and the computed X2 becomes 1arge.

The null hypothesis Ho, that there is no difference between

the expected and observed frequencies,is thus rejected.

For an example, suppose v¡e want to test at the one

percent 1eve1, the hypothesis that the 381 temperature

measuremenEs of Table 7.3.24 come from some normal

populat i on .

4 The data was collected on traverses conducted on November
30, 1976 at 0900 hours and on December 6, 1976 at 1700 and
2100 hours. Respective traverse codes are 203, 208 and
209.

ContinentaL Arctic air masses engulfed the research area
during these itineraries. Inversions v¡ere present. The
change in pseudo-eguivalent potential temperature between
the surface and the 950mb level with respective change in
geopotential meter height, dQse/dz, varied from 0.0046 to
0 .01 30. wind veloc it ies v¡ere relat ively constant at 1 1 . 1 km
per hour while wind direction altered from 1 80oto
2 1 0 odegrees. Traverse 203 recorded the greatest
temperature range , 9.8 oC. , whi lst the least ,2.9oC. vras
measured during traverse 208.

Ward's hierarchic algorithm fused traverses 208 and 209
during cycle 5 at error coefficient change 0.003. Traverse
203 vras added during cycle 43. The d1 increased to 0.019
which is still quite negligible when one considers thaÈ the
total error sum of squares for 253 fusions was 150.13.
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TEMPERATURES RECORDED

POINT

TABLE 1_.1.1

ÀT 127 LOCATIONS

203

DURING

208

3cÀ

1

2
J
4

6
7
I
9

IU
11
12
IJ
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

-15.53
-18.29
-20.20
-18.89
-18.29
-18.68
-19.31

I 
^ 

F^- t:r. Ðð
-19.22
-19 .7 6
-¿t.s)
-20.3s
-20.56
-20.83
-21 .31
-21.14
-20 .41
-26.98

1e-¿t. tJ
-27 .25
-27.41
-27.06
-27 .1 1

-26.51
-26.s6
-26.27
-26.22
-26.22
-26.08
-26.91
-26,94
-26.29
-26.02
-25.62
-26 .01
-24.83
-24 .47
-23 .63
-23.21
-23 .1 4

-20.27
-19.91
-20.62
-1 9.53
-24 .1 1

-19.78
-20.04
-20.06
-19.97
-19.69
-19.96
-19.60
-20 .48
-20.s6
-22.04
-20 .7 4
-20.07
-22.03
-22.20
-22.46
-24.05
-22.84
-23.94
-22.1 4

-22.31
-22.93
-22.43
-22.90
-23.96
-21 .99
-23.27
-23.26
-22.93
-22 .7 0
-23.04
-23.85
-26.07
-26.35
-25.45
-27 .31

TRÀVERSES

209

-1 9.43
-20.50
-21.38
-1 9.65
-20 .41
-19.82
-21.66
-21 .24
-21 .7 0
-21.05
-22.01
-21.64
-23 . A7
-23.08
-24.01
-23.05
-22 .1 0
-24.13
-25.03
-26 .1 6
-27 .09
-25 .42
-25.96
-24.54
-24 .61
-24 .64
-24.51
-24.98
-25.65
-24.35
-24.80
-24.38
-23.91
-23 .71
-24.07
-24.86
-25.75
-25.53
-26.82
-25.88
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TABLE 7.3.1 (CON'T)

TEMPERÀTURES RECORDED ÀT 127 LOCÀTIONS DURING 3 cÀ TRAVERSES

POINT 203 208 209

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

-22 .08
-22.18
-21 .90
-21 .69
-21 .29
-20.99
-1 9.85
-19.23
- 19 .97
-19.83
-19.48
-19.41
-1 8.25
-19.04
-16.93
-1 8.89
-18.29
-18.68
-18.10
-1 8.55
-18.99
-19.13
-18.11
-18.52
-18.22
-1 8.09
-17.62
-17.49
-17.60
-17.91
-16.7 4
-17 .24
-17.32
-17.42
-17.66
-16.99
-17.63
-17.91
-17 .72
-18.66

-26.07
-22.98
-23.01
-22 .47
-21 .79
-21 .92
-20.57
-20.97
-21.08
-21 .20
-21 .29
-21 .09
-20.64
-20.86
-20.30
-tv ã<

-20 .1 1

-19.78
-20 .63
-20.27
-¿ | . ¿ |

-21 .07
-20 .1 4
-20 .1 I
-19.43
-1 9.65
-18.58
-19.43
-1 9.56
-19.96
-21 .26
-19 .7 4
-21 .39
-21 .57
-21 .30
-20.00
-21 .35
-21 .89
-¿¿.?o
-23 .49

-25.97
-22.36
-23.09
-22 .1 5
-21.14
-21 .25
-20.30
-20.31
-21.17
-20.96
-20.39
-19 .84
-18.96
-19.62
-19.34
-19.65
-20 .41
-19.82
-19 .47
-19.82
-19.73
-19.60
-18 .17
-18.79
-17.68
-17.80
-1 6 .47
-16.87
-1 8.25
-1 8.38
-1 9.85
-19.98
-19.84
-20.20
-19.93
-20.55
-20 .1 9
-20.94
-22.77
-23.21
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TEMPERÀTURES

POINT

81
82
83
84
8s
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

rABLE 7.!.! (CON'r)

RECORDED AT 127 LOCÀTTONS

203

-18.46
-19.46
-1 9. s1
-1q qq

-19.49
-19.75
-19.41
-18.83
-18.02
-18.9s
-18.91
-28.94
-19.13
-19.42
-19.59
-19.73
- 19 .67
-20.12
-20 .46
-20.90
-21.61
-21.69
-21.61
-19.53
-20.08
-20.06
-18.87
-17 .92

3 cÀ TRÀVERSES

209

-22.50
-23.03
-24.85
-24.27
-23.29
-23.33
-23.87
-23.06
-23.24
-24 .17
-¿¿.v5
-21 .98
^¡ ^^-¿t.¿¿

-22.24
-22.38
-25. 3 1

-24.51
-27.40
-26 .1 5
-27.17
-24.00
-24 .40
-24.22
-22.25
-23.50
-22.78
-22.51
-21 .88
-21 .88
-21 .21
-21 .7 4
-22.23
-21.64
-20 .66
-21.46
-20.20
-19.31
-19 .17
-17.80
-18.86

DURING

208

-16.95
-15.87
-1 6.89
-17.14
-17.43
-17.58
-17 .12
-17 .84
-17 .28
-17 .04
-1 8.09
-17 .87

-22 .65
-23.54
-24.03
-24.12
-23.76
-23.76
-24.25
-23.32
-¿¿.)¿
-23 .68
-20.65
-21 .94
-22 .1 2
-21 .77
-21 .72
-23.01
-22.53
-23.73
-24.04
-23.91
-23 .1 1

-23.33
-23 .42
-23.34
-24.90
-23.38
-22 .7 6
-23 .43
-23.21
-21 .61
-22.28
-21 .48
-20.93
-20 .71
-20.46
-20 .64
-20.25
-20.13
-19.65
-20.15
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TEMPERÀTURES

POINT

TABLE 7 .3 .1 ( CON' T )

RECORDED ÀT 127 LOCATIONS DURING

203 208

3cÀ TRÀVERSES

209

121
122
123
124
125
126
127

We first
note the

shows the

-17 .37
-17.67
-17.11
-16.93
-1 6.91
-17.60
- | 5.55

-20.30
-20.59
-20.78
-20.30
-20 .45
-20 .40
-20.27

8.46
9 .43
9.34
9.34
9.7 4
9.6s
9 .43

sort the

observed

results

data into non overlapping

frequencies Yi per class.

for our 381 sample.

categories and

Tab1e 7 .3.2

CLÀSS

TÀBLE 7 .3.2

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF

MEÀSUREMENTS

ÎABLE 7.3.1 DÀTA

Yi

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

-27 .55
-26.00
-24 .45
-22.90
-20.3s
-18.80
-17.25
-15.70

to -26.00
to -24.45
to -22.90
to -20.35
to -1 8.80
to -17.25
to -15 .7 0
to -14.15

TOTÀL

26
24
59

112
101

42
15

2

38-'î

NexÈ, standardize the class boundaries in order to compute

what probability a normal distributed random variable with

mean -21.31 and standard deviation 2.502 has of falling in
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each of the eight classes represented in Table 7.3.2. For

example, the probability that the standardized variable (x -

-20.31l'/2.502 fal1s between (-24.45 + 20.31)/2.502 or -1.655

and (-22.90 + 20.31) /2.502 or -1 .036 is calculated by

subtracting the tabulated area under the standard normal

curve from -1.655 to -1.036.

0.45104 0.35083 or 0.10921 .

Now we chi-square the observed

against the above probabilities.

class 3 is 0.10921 and the total
381, the average espectation is

observations to fall in class 3.

remaining calcul-at ions.

The result is

frequencies in Table 7.3.2

Since the probability of

number of observations is

381 x 0.10921 or 41.61

Tab1e 7 .3.3 shows the

TÀBLE 7 .3.3

TEST OF NORMALITY FOR DÀTÀ OF TABLE 7 .3.1

pRoBÀBrLrry Ei yi yi-Ei (yi-Ei )'/EíCLASS

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

0.00644
0.03751
0.10921
0.34285
0.23373
0.1 6302
0.0783s
0.02889

]tõõm-

2 .45
14 .29
41.61

1 30.63
89.05
62 .11
29.85
11.01

3 Bil¡õ

23. s5
9 .71

17 .39
-18.63

11.95
-20 .1 1

-14.85
9.01

226.37
6.60
7 .27
2.66
1 .50
6.51
7 .39
7 .39

26
24
59

112
101

42
15

2

38-'T 0.00 265.77
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The degrees of freedom for chi-sguared is determined by

the following equation

d. f . = (¡¡o. of classes) -(Ho. of estimated parameters) - 1

In this example, the number of classes is I and two

parameters, the mean and standard deviation, lrere estimated

in fitting the distribution. The one percent point on a

chi-square distribution with 5 degrees of freedom is
15.09. The calculated value, 265.77, is greater than this,
therefore, the data does not fit a normal distribution
weil. Hence, further analysis of Table 7.3.1 would require

the use of nonparametric statistics.

Although the goodness-of-fit test is supported by

SPSS,excessive modification of the test data is required

prior to the submission of a job specifying this task.

Data must be manually categorized;the expected frequencies

must be computed,and each category must be recoded.

FurLhermore, small expectations are not allowed.

Hence,this statistic will- only be calculated for major

cluster and sub- cluster group data.

Z.! Statistic Applications

7 .4,1 Introduction

The precise classification of a particular test as

parametric, nonparametric or distribution-free is

unimportant. Far more important to the researcher is the
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selection of a test for which the power of rejection is
maximized when the hypothesis tested is fa1se. If the data

adhere to the assumptions required for a classical normally

based statistic,the statistic should be used since it is
optimum when justif ied. OnIy when the assumptions for the

classical tests cannot be satisfied, should one seek out

substitute tests (Marascuilo et âI.,1977).

In exploratory research, such as this thesis, when the

investigator does not know much about the type of

di str ibut ion being sampled, distr ibut ion free or

non-parametric statisticss should first be apptied (Snedecor

et âI., 1976). Otherwise,erroneous conclusions could be

formulated from results generated by statistical
appl i cat i on .

Furthermore, prior to the application of a particular
statistic or group of statistics, the investigator must

understand the fundamental objectives and limitations of the

statistic. One can not assume, for example, that an

insignificant increase in the change of the error term

between Ward's hierarchical fusions is a definite indication

5 ¡ statistical test is distribution free if the sampling
distribution of the statistic on which the test is based is
completely independent of the parent distribution of the
variable. If a statistical test does not test a hypothesis
characterizíng one of the parameters of the parent variabLe
of interest,it it termed nonparametric. Both types of
tests are procedures in nonparametric inference. Their
main advantage over their competitors is that they are more
efficient when the underlying populations are not normal.

iì,,¡i¿
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of normality. In fact, from the example in SecÈion 7.3, we

see that the two have nothing in common. thaÈ is, although

the objective function calculated for the fusions of

traverses 203, 208 and 209 was 0.009, the 381 temperatures

generated a chi-square welI above the critical one percent

level for five degrees of freedom.

Investigations are often designed to discover and

evaluate differences between effects rather than the effects
themselves. With 253 traverses randomly conducted over a

two year period under all weather conditions v¡ithin a weII

defined urban-rural cornplex, 32131 cases of point data was

acgtrired which had to be anal-yzed. As there yrere 127 f ixed

point measurements per traverse, each with a temperature and

mixing ratio measure, it is desirable to learn whether or

not both variables depend upon the location at which they

r¡¡ere recorded. Moreover, do such climatic parameters as

wind speed, wind direction, opacity and pressure influence

the temporal and spatial variability of temperature and

mixing ratio? Is atmospheric stability the key factor?

The analysis of variance is the first step in answering

these queries. For insÈance, with respect to Table 7.3.1

data, the null hypothesis formulated could be, are the

traverse temperatures for each location random samples form

populations with the same mean. In other words,

HO:gl = ttz = ... = lt126 = þlzl
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If the nuII hypothesis is rejected, the second step is to

examine the class means in order to see which differences

among them appear to be real. The results of the analysis

will reveal which cluster of point locations form the urban

heat island, which clusLer of point locations are urban

rural transitional and which cluster of point locations are

ruraI. When urban and rural location variables vary

greatly, both their respective clusters wiII have

s i gn i f icant alphas .

As both parametric and nonparametric statistics can be

employed in the above analytic steps,each type shall be

discussed in the forthcoming sections. Each test wilI be

applied to the data of Tab1e 7.3.1 in order to indicate the

degree conclusions are altered when statistics are applied

with erroneous assumptions.

7.4.2 The Kruskal-Wallis One-wav Nonparametric Anova Test

The Kruskal-Wal1is test does not require the assumptions of

norrnality of the population distribution. À11 that is
assumed is:

( 1 ) aII samples are random samples from their
respect ive populat ions.

(2) there is a mutual independence among
samples.

(3) all random variables are continuous.(4) either the k population distribution
identical or some of the populations
larger values than other populations.

the various

functions are
tend to yield
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The null hypothesis to be tested is that the means of

the k populations sampled are identical. The alternative
is that they are not identical in at least one of the

populations. To perform the test,the scores from al1 the k

samples combined are ranked from the Iov¡est to the highest

with the highest score in the total number of óbservations

being given the highest rank N. The sum of the ranks for

the observations of each sample is then computed, and is
designed Ri for þ = 1,2,...,k. The test statistic H is
defined as:

K

H = 12/n(u+1) {E ní2/n -3(¡¡+1)n=1 i

and is distributed approximately as chi-square with k-1

degrees of freedom. By comparing the value of H v¡ith the

critical 7z value at a given level of significance,Ho:(tr =

ttz = = p1 tzø = tt127) iS teSted.

Take for example the

Iocations of Table 7.3.

observations according

data of the first five
assign ranks to these 15

results are

temoerature

If YÍe

size, the

1

to

Location 1:
Location 2:
Location 3:
Location 4z
Location 5:

TEMPERÀTURES

-15.s3 -20.27 -19.43
-18.29 -19.91 -20.50
-20.20 -20.62 -21 .38
-18.89 -19.s3 -19.6s
-18.29 -20.11 -20.41

RANKS

11.0 5.0
8.0 13.0

14.0 1 5. 0
6.0 7 .0
9.0 12.0

:

: 1.0
t 2.5
:10.0
: 4.0
¿ 2.5
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Summing the ranks for each we get R1=17, R2=23.5, R3=39,

R4=17 and R5=23.5. The computed H value is therefore

The degrees of freedom k-1 remain constant in this
research undertaking. The respective rejection regions for
H>x20.05,126 and H>X20.01 ,126 are 153.20 and 165.85.

The calculated H value for Table 7.3.1 data is 250.42.

The null hypothesis is rejected. The means are unequal.

It can hence be stated that a heat island was well formed

during traverses 203, 208 and 209. The objective now is to

Iocate the spatial distribution of location temperature

means that are statisticalJ.y significant from certain

H = 12/15(1S+l){[(17)2
= 5.3917

The critical alpha for
of freedom is 5.99.

¡r,r=...=lts iS valid.

Iocations.
7.4.3 The One-wav Analvsis

The analysis of variance is
partitioning the total variation

+(23.s) 2+(39) 2+(17)2+(23.s)2/3J-3(1s+1 ) ]

chi-square 0.05 at K-1 or 2 degrees

Thus, the nuII hypothesis that

of Variance

À oneway ANOVÀ will noh' be performed on the temperature

data of Tab1e 7 .3.1 in order to examine the possible effects
a parametric statistic would have on a nonparametric data

set. WilI the conclusions drawn about the nuII hypothesis

be similar to those made in the previous section?

an

in

arithmetic device for

a set of data according
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to the various sources of variation that are present. The

technique performs two functions. In complex

classifications it is the only simple and reliable
parametric method of deÈermining the appropriate pooled

error variance. It also provides a new statisticrthe
variance ratio F. The F test is a single test determining

whether sample differences signify differences among the

populations or are merely the chance variations to be

expected among random samples from the same population. The

nuII hypothesis to be accepted or rejected is similar to

that in the previous section. F is defined as:

F = Treatment Mean Square
Error l,fean sq¡Ëre

To apply the test,the following assumptions must first be

assumed:

(1) the population of scores is normally distributed
with mean ¡r and a variance o2.

Q) the variance is the same for all populations and
all the scores are independent of each other.

(3) each score is sampled randomly and independently
from a normal distributed population having a
mean pí and variance o2.

None of the above assumptions however are ever fully

satisf ied by real data. When assumption two is
violated,the obtained significance is usually higher than it

should be (Schef,f.e,1959) . Tests f or equality of variance

such as Bartlett's have been used in research as a
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prerequisite for the calculating of the F ratio but as they

in turn are also sensitive to non-normality in the

data,particularly to kurtosis,incorrect conclusions are

quite probable (Snedecor et â1.,1976). with respect to the

first assumption,only kurtosis can have any appreciable

effect on the F statistic (Scheffe, l 959) . The effect in

turn is limited to the mean sguare within groups,for the

variance for this grouping depends on the kurtosis of the

population. If the sample size is fairly large as in this
study,the effects of nonzero kurtosis can be ignored

(lindman,1974).

The degrees of freedom for among groups or treatments

will remain constant at k-1 or 126 for each submitted job.

The rejections for F vary with alpha and k(n-1) degrees of

f reedom.

The following example iIIusÈrates the stepwise procedure

of constructing the analysis of variance table. The

formulae are of the conservative, non calculator type.

The data base is the temoerature field of Table 7.3.1.

The overall mean of the 381 cases is -21.33 and is
represented by (x..) in the following formulae. The mean of

each of the 127 groups is represented as X (subscript i).
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STEP 1: THE TOTÀL SUMS OF SQUÀRES IS:

xE (x
tlat

rr \2
Ac t I

=

=

-15.53r-(-Zl .33))2 +

-19.43r-(-21.33) ) 2 +
-15.53 127-(-Zl .33) ) 2

-19.42t22-(-21.33) ) 2

637.8638

+
+
+

sTEp 2z THE ÀMONG - cROUpS SUMS OF SoUÀRES (ennOn) iS:

nE(x - 1..)2 = 3t(-18.41t-(-21 .33))2 + +
i i. = (-1e.41 tzt-(-21.33) ) 2l

= 841.86

srEp 31 wrTHrN GRoups suMS oF SQUARES rs:

= TOTAL SUMS OF SQUARES - ERROR

The analysis of variance develops from the fact that
three different estimates of the population variance can be

estimated from data. Since it has been assumed that aII
381 observations come from the same population, the total
sum of sguares of deviations for the 381 observations is
2637.8638. The sum of squares has 380 degrees of

freedom. The mean sguare, 2637.8638/380 or 6.9417, is the

first estimate of the population variance.

The second estimate is the pooled ø2 and is obtained by

dividing the sum of squares within temperatures , 841 .86, by

its degrees of freedom, 254. The result is 3.3144. The

within source of variation
variation.

is also known as error

(-20.27'(-21.33))2
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The third estimate is calculated between treatment

Èemperatures or 2637 .8638-841 .860 0--17 96. 0038 . The mean

sguare being 1796.0038/126 or 14.2540. Table 7.4.3.1

summarizes the above results.

TABLE 7 .4 .3 .1

ANALYSIS OF VÀRIÀNCE OF TABLE 7.3.1

VARTATTON SOURCE df SUMS OF SQUARES

1796.0038
84 1 .8600

2637.8638

DÀTÀ

U SQUÀRE

14.2540
3 .31 44

TREATMENTS
ERROR

TOTÀL

K-l
k(n-1

kn- 1

=1 26
) =254

=380

The calculated F ratio is 14.8476/3.3132 or 4.4813 which is

significant at aII alpha levels. The nuIl hypothesis is
therefore rejected.

The question now posed is why does the ANOVA test reject
the nulL hypothesis when administered on a data set that has

a non normal distribution? The answer lies in the data.

That is, the prevailing climatic parameters during the days

traverses 203, 208 and 209 were conducted were such as to

optimize heat island development.

The example chosen is unique. Às will be shown latter,
a significant H value does not connotate a significant F

rat io .
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For the

âI., (1973) .

reouired ANOVÀ

7.!-.! Kruskal-WaIIis MuItiple Comparison Rank Sums

If. the Kruskal-WaIlis H statistic is sufficiently large

to reject the nuII hypothesis for any alpha level greater or

equal to 0.05,we can conclude that the k populations are not

all the same. The question now posed is which populations

differ from which others. When the location model is
assumed, this question reduces specifically to which

populations have different medians. Since the goal is
simultaneous statistical inference,a special technique known

as multiple comparisons should be used (Hollander et

êI. ,1973) .

Although several nonparametric methods of simultaneous

multiple comparisons between the location of all pairs of

two of the k populations have been formulated, the procedure

described here is attributed to Dunn (1964) . As there are

8001 possible example combinations to be tested for

significance, the following procedure would be used.

Arrange the population means from maximum to minimum value

or vic versa as in SPSS, keeping track of each mean's

representative location simultaneously. It can then be

stated that population means (Ri,max.) and (Rj,min.) seem

to be d.ifferent if the following inequality is satisfied:

formulae, see Huntsberger et
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I Ri-Rj
,/s 2H- 1 -H /V N:EV

1 - (a/21

1-(a/2)

5z

Kruskal-Wa1lis H Statistic
the number of sample populations
the total number of observations

P.í/n denote the mean of the ranks
corresponding to the ith maximum sample.

Aj/n denote the mean of the ranks
corresponding to the jth minimum sample.
the critical z value or the quantile point
of the standard normal distribution that
corresponds to a right-tail probability of
1-(a/2) with N-X degrees of freedom.

N(N+1) /12

l__1nn
ij

l> z

where

H
k
N

Ri

.b( l

z

For further explanation of the above statistic see

Conover (1971) , page 230. I f the above ineguality is

satisfied, the next pair of means to be analyzed would be

(ni,max. )-1 and (Rj,min. )+1 . The process repeats itself
until the inequality can not be maintained at 95 percent of

the standard normal distribution. The maximum 2,1-(a/Z)
percentile is 99.99995. For this study, eighÈ a/2 groups

were calculated.

with reference to the temperature data of Table 7.3.1,

the H value calculated was 259.42 which clearly leads to the

rejection of the nul1 hypothesis. Because of this
rejection, the multiple comparison procedure may be used.

I^7ith S2 equal to 381(382)/12 or 12128,50i k constant at 127
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and both ni and nj equal to 3,

equation reduces to

the right side of the above

lRi-Rj | = =,_(a/z)(64-2259)

The critical inequalities required for significant mean rank

differences at various percentiles of the standard normal

distribution for this example are listed in Table 7.4.4.1.

For a complete z value table see Table 9, Pearson et êI. ,

1966. The mean ranks per location and their group

memberships are listed in Table 7.4.4.2.

TÀBLE 7.4.4.1

CRITICÀL INEQUALITIES

a/2

OF MULTIPLE COMPARISON
DÀTA

INEQUALITY

OF TÀBLE 7 .3.1

0.050
0.025
0.010
0.00s
0.001
0.000s
0.0000s
0.00000s

1 .960
2.326
2.57 6
3.090
3.291
3.891
4 .417
5.327

1 25.88
1 49 .39
1 65.45
1 98 .46
211 .37
249.90
283 .69
342 .1 3
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TABLE 7. L. L.?
MULÎIPLE COMPARISONS OF TÀBLE 7.3.1 TEMPERÀTURE .DATA

LOC MEAN ALPHÀ MEAN ALPHÀ LOC MEÀN ÀLPHA

67 352.67
68 342.67
6s 327.00
69 324.17
66 321 .00

119 321.00
70 308.33

121 305.00
1 1 8 304.67
63 304.00
1 300.83

127 300.83
120 300.23
ss 299.33

124 299.33
117 299.17
64 294.33
72 292.83
s6 291 .83
4 291 .83

123 288.67
125 285.17
126 284.67
124 284.00
s3 283.00
58 281.67
6 28i.67

59 277.67
60 271.33
71 268.50
2 265.33
5 263.17

57 263.17
73 261 .93
54 260.57

116 260.50
75 258.67
62 257.67
76 256.17
61 252.67
77 252.17

114 252.00
74 251.67

0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.0005
0.0005
0.000s
0.000s
0.000s
0.0005
0.001
0.001
0. 001
0.001
0.001
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.001
0.001
0. 001
0.001
0.001
0.00s
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.0'10
0.010
0.025
0.025
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.0s0
0.0s0

97 1 45.50
87 141.17
89 141.00
96 136.67
44 1 36.50
84 1 32.00
83 1 30.67
1 5 124.00
42 121.00

105 120.33
43 11s.83

101 107.33
98 105.00

1 03 99.67
99 99.17

102 97.33
1 00 89.17
34 74.00
18 59.17
30 69.00
33 67.00
24 65.33
27 63.67
41 63.17
35 63.00
25 62.00
19 58.33
26 56.83
28 s5.83
32 53.00
22 51.67
36 51.67
20 49.00
31 48.00
39 47 .00
40 42.67
38 42.33
29 40.33
37 35.17
23 34.33
21 23.33

0.050
0.050
0.0s0
0.050
0.050
0.025
0.025
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0. 001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.0005
0.000s
0.000s
0.0005
0.0005
0.000s
0.00005
0.0000s
0.00005
0.00005

LOC

115
52
10

110
48

113

7
I

47
78

I t¿
12
91

111
50
93
49

109

92
17
79
94

108
70
11
95
89

107
13
46
88
45
14
80

104
15
82
85
90

106

248.50
246.33
240.33
239. 50
239.00
236.83
236 .17
235.50
¿53.ó3
228 .67
227 .83
227.17
220.56
219.33
218. 50
218.00
209 .67
206.83
204.83
204 .17
201.33
200.33
1 98 .67
1 92 .67
192.33
1 90.83
187 .83
186 .67
1 85.67
183 .67
83.33
73.17
69. 50
69.00

168.33
67. s0
65 .67
65 .67

1 60. s0
157.33
149.50
1 48 .67
1 46 .17
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The di fference in the extreme rand means,

352.67-23.33=329.34, is greater than the critical inequality
of 283.69 though less than the critical inequality of

342.13. Hence, the difference is significant at an alpha

of 0.00005. Comparisons (68,23), (65,37) and (69,29) also

yield significant inequalities at this alpha level. Thus,

there are eight maximum-minimum alpha and eight

minimurn-maximum alpha clusters.

This procedure shows that whereas there is only a single

urban heat island nucfeus centred on Portage Àvenue between

DonaId and Westbrook, two distinct rural cold nuclei

exist. One is located within the Assiniboine Park complex,

points 21 and 23, while the other is situated approximately

16.6 km. northeast of point 67 at the Perimeter-Highway 221

Cloverleaf intersections. À third cold sink nucleus is
present at the junction of St. Mary's Road and Highway

1 01 ;point 1 01 . The inequality, however, is only

significant at an alpha of 0.025. Respective temperature

deviations per kilometer from nuclei locations 67, 101, 37

and 21 to the airport meteorological monitoring site with

respect to direction, are 3.06oC. at 275", 0.51 oC. at

323", 0.08oc. at 140o and -0.42"c. at 339o.

Fifty-five of the remaining comparisons have

insignificant inequalities and hence can be classified as

transitional.
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L.!-.5 Bonferroni MuItiple Comparisons Method

There are several parametric alternatives to the

nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis MuItip1e Comparisons Rank Sums

stat i st ic . Hovrever , because of the great number of

possible comparisons, 8001 alone in the above data example,

a sequential test is required.

Bonferroni t statistics was chosen as it is conservative

and uses a single range for testing a1t k(k-1)/2 planned

comparisons. The procedure has the property that if alpha

E is defined as:

alohaÀe=W

and is taken to be the level of significance for a t
test,then the probability of making a type 1 error in

testing all k(k-1)/2 possible differences witl be at most

alpha (winer ,1971) . Winer (1971 ) redefines the above alpha

as a per experiment level of significance. It is the

number of type 1 errors with respect to tests on sample

differences divided by the number of experiments.

However, it should be noted that the Bonferroni t method,

as do most multiple comparison techniques, therefore require

a higher significance leve1 as the number of comparisons k
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increase. The significance level thus required for the

data of Table 7 .3.5 would be 0.05/(127 (126) /2) or

0.0000063. To obtain such an untabled percentile, Iinear

interpolation off z dístribution graphs would be required.

Moreover, the significance Ievel corresponding to the Iowest

alpha value for the previous Kruskal-WaIIis statistic would

be 0.000005/8001 or 0.00000000 062. Thus, statistics have

to be calculated in order to analyze the data statistically a

futile exercise.

Nevertheless, the critical distancerd,that a comparison

must exceed in order to be declared significant is given by:

d = | /^",|F-Fl1-(ee/2);H-kV I i jl

where MES is the mean error sguare. The other symbols

carry the same meanings as previously defined.

The critical distance so computed is more conservative

than lukey's HSD test though more liberal than Scheffe's S

Method (see Kirk,1968). For further discussion refer to

Neter et â1.,1974;sarhan et aI.,1962 and $.7ike,1971.

Z.L.Á Conclusion

In statistical analysis, tests of normality such as the

chi-squared goodness-of-fit statistic, determine whether or

not parametric or nonparametric statistics should be
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empl,oyed. If the nul1 hypothesis that there is no

difference between the expected and observed frequencies is
acceptedrthe former statistic type shoul-d be used. If Ho

is rejected,the latter should be implemented. As most of

the statistics described in this section are supported by

SPSS, SÀS and other computer statistical packages, minimal

computational- error can be expected. However, the major

drawback is that the various options available per statistic
are Iimited. For example, alpha values are rarely lower

than 0.0001. Therefore, a minimal amount of computation is
requi red.

7.5 Summarv

Unlike the majority of urban climatic studies,emphasis

shall not be placed upon the descriptive analysis of space

studies but upon the validity of a group of data being

analyzed. Cluster analysis wiIl be employed to identify
the number,nature and composition of relatively homogeneous

groups which together make up the data set under scrutiny.
As virtually no information is known about the population

from. which the samples are taken, nonparametric statistics
only shall be implemented. With the assumption of non

normality, tests of normality need not be performed on the

data. This is an important decision, for although the

goodness-of-fit test is supported by SPSS, excessive

modification of the test data is reguired prior to the

submission of a job specifying this task.
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manually categorized, the expected freguencies

computed, and each category must be recorded in

field. Furthermore, small expectations are not

Hence, this statistic would consume a great deal

be subjected to varying degrees of computational

must be

the data

aIIowed.

of time and

error.

The parametric ANOVÀ will be calculated, though used only

as a descriptive statistic. The F ratio will be compared

with the H value in order to point out that significant H

value data does not necessarily have corresponding

significant F ratios. The main clusters wiIl then be

subjected to non- parametric statistical tests. If the

nonparametric ÀNOVA statistics indicate
insignificance,sub-clusters will be analyzed. If the nulI
hypothesis is again accepted by the above testsranalyses

shalI cease. If rejected, analysis wilI parallel the

discussion in the chapter.
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CHAPTER ö

DÀTÀ ANÀLYSTS

8.1 Introduction

Contradictory guestions have always plagued urban heat

and humidity island studies. Some earlier works suggested,

for example, that lower relative and absolute humidities are

found in urban areas than in the surrounding country side

while later work disclosed increased absolute humidities

over the urban areas. Both of these contradictorv

observations, however, may be valid in particular

circumstances. The former is caused by the rapid run-off
and the lack of evapotranspiration in highly urbanized

sectors. The second circumstance can occur when urban

combustion and industrial cooling processes as well as many

planted trees, add large amounts of water vapor to the

atmosphere.

This thesis has not been designed to settle such

contradictory guestions as tt¡e above, but to indicate that

such contradictions may be correct depending on such factors

as distribution and specific location of measurements.

That. is, any area of the size under consideraÈion, unless

absolutely flat and without surface differentiation, has

many microclimates. Each microclimate in turn varies not
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only s¡ith the constant change in the state of the

atmosphere, but also with the nature of the ground and the

activity of the city. Any information collected is thus

representative of the site and situation at which

measurement occurred.

Thus, henceforth,our assessment is for the entire City
of Winnipeg, situated in Latitude 49o54'N., Longitude

97"08'W., midway between the Pacific and Àtlantic Oceans, at

the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, 230.74n

above sea level. The mixing ratio and temperature data

analysis represents only the climatic variations for the

fixed point locations on the itinerary at which the ravr

measurements were recorded. No conclusions will and can be

drawn reguarding the variations of the above climatic
parameters for areas not traversed by the itinerary. Às

the commencement and termination of temperature and dew

point data acquisition for this study closely paralleled the

invasion of the drought area,centred in South Dakotarinto

the Eastern Prairies-Northwestern Ontario Regions and its
eventual dissipation in early May,1977,the forthcoming

analysis and discussion shall be representative only for the

above period of time for which the data was collected (see

Section 4.9) .

Cluster selection and subsequent statistical analysis of

the cluster data will proceed according to the format

outlined in the previous chapter.
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the examination of the various cluster analysis

dendrograms will yield the final data groupings for which

further statistical analysis is warranted. The selection

method applied to achieve the above goal is as follows.

The dendrogram produced by the cluster analysis with the

following masked clinatic parameters opacity, pressure,

wind speed and wind direction, wiIl be compared to the

dendrogram which was generated with no masked variables.

Cluster case alterations will be noted. Next, the

dendrogram with only one of the above four variables masked

will be examined with the no mask plot. The process

repeats itself until all the possible combinations, 15 in

number, are analyzed. Clusters with the least internal
variability wiIl be selected.

A similar procedure will be undertaken with respect to

the 15 dendrograms generated from the linear interpolated
surface to 500mb radiosonde data matrix for Winnipeg.

The final choice from each data matrix will also be

compared. However, as the estimated radiosonde data yras

calculated from and for the time 002 and 122, only traverses

which were standardized to the comparable times of 0900 and

1700 hours will be compared. The end result will be the

cluster organization on v¡hich statistical analysis wiII be

performed. The cells chosen wiIl be labelled according to

air mass properties. The six possible classifications are
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cA,cmÀrmArmPrmT and cT. Wherever applicable, a distinction
will be made in a cluster between those traverses which were

undertaken when the prevailing climatic and/or synoptic

conditions v¡ere such as to either prevent vegetative budding

or cause a permanent cease of photosynthesis, and those

traverses which e¡ere undertaken when the prevailing crimatic
anô,/or synoptic conditions vrere such as to encourage and

maintain a vegetative ecotone.

The selection of clusters for analytic purposes shal1

foIlow. However,the procedure wiIl deviate slightly from

that discussed in the previous chapter.r No longer will all
fusions of a sub-cluster which has rejected the nult
hypothesis be analyzed as a whole. Nor will all the

various significant fusions of a sub-cluster which has

r The need for change became apparent only after a
considerabre number of statistically analyzed clusters were
compared for similarities of trend form and three
dimensional imagery. In factranalysis had progressed weIl
into the continental Tropic air mass sub-cluster zone when
it was noticed that trend formulae were more powerful for
clusters which had a fewer number of traverse component.
For the latter,the slopes between troughs,þtains and ridges
on three dimensional plots ylere of greater inclination.
Moreoverrspecial featuresrsuch as cold sinks and moisture
peaks,were of greater intensity. Dominant bluffs replaced
the gentle curved summits which were prevalent on Èhoseplots which had been constructed form data groups composed
of more than 15 traverses.

Upon re-examination of the cluster data,it was noted
thatrin the majority of casesra small number of traverses
yielded such an extremely large Kruskal-Wallis test
statistic that it maintained a significant alpha f.or aI1
sub-clusters of which it was a component of. Hence,to
remove the undesirable noise from the data analysisra new
procedure for selecting clusters for further statistical
examination had to be formuLated.
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accepÈed the null hypothesis be analyzed.

Instead,statistical examination will be restricted to those

fusions which carry the most significant weight within their
sub-cluster grouping regardless of their cyclic position in

that sub-cluster grouping. Furthermore,if two mutually

exclusive cycles reach yielding large test statistic
values,are fused,further analysis wiIl only proceed if the

resultant H value is greater than either of the two values

prior to fusion. I f the Kruskal-WaIIis statistic
decreases,the two fusions will be treated as unique. Às

long as the test statistic H increasesrthe number of

mutually exclusive groupings fused are irrelevant.2 Wherever

pertinent, change in the climatic parameters l-isted above,

stability and the kinetic energy due to the velocity
difference between the surface and 950mb leve1, wiIl be

examined in order to locate differences which might explain

for H value variations.

The following example best illustrates the above

procedure and the reasoning associated with it.

2 Note that large test statisÈic values carry with it
critical alpha values that approach infinite zero. This
critical level alpha,known also as the probability level and
significance 1evel, is the smallest significant leveL at
which Ho,the null hypothesis, would be rejected for the
given observations. the critical level should not be
confused with type 1 error probability alpha which was set
at 0.05 for this thesis. The latter reoresents the maximum
probability of rejecting a true null hypãttresis. As long as
the critical level is less or egual to the type 1 error
Ievel,the null hypothesis is rejected.
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Table 8.4.1.3a consists of traverses undertaken during

cold maritime Àrctic air mass (mÀk) engulfment. It is the

leftmost portion of the second major cluster group. The

l-atter incorporates 65 itineraries. The cycle number,the

actual change of error sum of sguares at fusion, d1,the

Kruskal-WalIis test statistic H corrected for ties and its
corresponding significance are listed on the 1eft. The

data is representative of the temperature variable only as

there is only 2 sígnificant mixing ration fusions in the 32

cyc Ies .

Note that the H value for cycle 239,166.109,is quite low

for a 35 traverse fusion especially when it is compared to

the chi-square of either cycles 159 or 161. Respective

values of the latter are 273.109 and 262.442. The latter
two cycles aie not only mutually exclusive. Each member

traverse fusion prior to these cycles yielded H values which

did not regress. That isrwhen traverse 9 was fused to

cycle 59 components,the test statistic increased 72.892

units from 169.514. When traverse 222 was added,the value

jumped another 20.036 units. A similar reaction was noted

for the union of cycles 69 to 75,thus forming cycle 159.

Whenever another group of traverses tJere added to these

cycles, the H value declined sharply. For instancerwhen

cycle 161 and 139 were joined,the test statistic yielded

118.842 which had a significance of only 0.662.
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Likewise,when cycles 108 and 159 were combined

201,the previous high H value of 273.109 fell
A drop of 135.308 units.

to

to

form cycle

137.801.

From the above resultsrtwo hypotheses can be deduced.

Either cycles 159 and 161 contribute the most weight to
cycle 239 as a unit or they contribute the most information

as two unique entities.3 The former deduction is false for
upon the uniting of these cycles,the chi-square declined to
199.447 . However,the latter deduction proved quite
valid. When cycle 239 was tested with the traverse

components of cycles 159 and 161 removed or masked from the

Kruskal-WalIis test calculations, the chi-square fe11 to
93.812. This value had an associated critical alpha level
of 0.986. The nuII hypothesis that all the k population

distribution functions are equal v¡as therefore accepted.

3 although there are four groups of paired traverses in
Table 8.3.2.1 that have critical alpha values weII below the
set level of significance of 0.05,they shall not be
considered for further examination. The reasons why cycles
1,4,17 and 34 shall be excluded lie in the inconsistencies
one finds in nonparametric texts and articles reguarding the
size of k random samples required for the Kruskal-9Íallis
Test. For instance,Conover(1980,pages 236-237) states that
for two samplesrthe statistic in question is equivalent to
the Mann-!{hitney test whereas Marascuis(1977 ) states
otherwise. Both the above authors and those dealing with
this dilemma provide adequate theories backing ttrãir
particular hypothesis. However,aJ-1 agree that the
chi-square approximation of the Kruskal-WaIlis test
increases satisfactorily when the random sample size n is
greater or equal to 5 and k is greater of egual to
3. Therefore,the decision rule taken here shall be that
further statistical analyses will be conducted on cycles
where k is equal of greater than three.
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The usage of the above procedure will terminate once a

representative selection .of air mass type traverse fusion
groups has been corlected. Further statisticar anarysis
will proceed according to the outline discussed in the

previous chapter.

To aid in the interpretation of the results,trend surface

analysis maps and their three dimensional counterparts shal1

be constructed.4 The former is a murtivariate statistical
technigue that seeks to isorate broad scale variation or

trends from rocal variations. This is achieved by fitting
a trend function to a set of data values using a

least-sguare criterion. That is,if X and Y are the

locational rectangular co-orCinates of the data,the sum

Zrthe areally-distributed variableris such that the sum of

squared deviations of X v¡ith respect to yror vice versaris
minimized. The equation describing the trend surface may

be Linear to polynomial. The higher the order of the

surface, the greater the minimization. However, the

increasing value of the coefficient of determinations is
frequently an index indicating when to stop increasing the

a Trend surface analysis maps are one of several map
electives supported by the Symap (1976) computerpackage. The generated Z fr¡nctions of order 6,were
incorporated into the G3D Procedure of SAS/Graph (1981,pages
97-101) in order to obtain the three dimãnsional
equivarent. For the required procedures and formul-ae,refer
to the above references.5 The coefficient of determinationrR2,ís the proportion of
the variation in the originar map accounted for by the trend
surface.
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To ensure that questions pertaining to the validity of

using a multivariate statistical technigue on known

nonparametric data are kept to a minimum,neither the raw

temperature or mixing ratio data from the selected fusion

groups nor their corresponding Kruskal-Wa1lis rank sums per

itinerary location will be utilized in the calculation of

the Z function. Instead,a coding system based upon the

critical alpha IeveIs obtained between itinerary Iocation
population pairs using the Kruskal-WaI1is MuItiple
Compar i son test stat i s+- ic , was devi sed, The code values

range from 1 to 11 and their distribution is symmetrical.

For a comprehensive understanding of this coding

system,refer to Tables 7.4.4.1 and 7.4.4.2, pages 197 198.

The smallest inequality to be satisfied by paired

comparisons of Table 7.4.4.2 data is 125.88. This is for
the fixed alpha of 0.05. From Table 7¿4.4.2 it can be seen

that there arè 55 locations or 27 pairs of locations plus

one nonpaired location which can not meet this criterion.
The largest mean rank sum of this group is 258.67 for
location 75 whilst the lowest is 136.50 for location 44.

surface complexity. When ¡12

pertinent information has been

of the trend formula.6

6 For further discussion on trend
and examples,refer Èo Harbough et
Mather (1976,pages 117-173) .

is maximized,most of the

utilized in the calculation

surface analysi s, eguat ions
al. ( 1967,pa9es 62-87) and
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The respective difference on comparison is 122.17. Thus

aII locations which have no critical alpha leve1 Iisted in

Table 7.4.4.2 are qiven a code 6.

There are five pairs which have critical leve1s equal to

0.05 and only two pairs with significance levels of 0.025.

The high portion of this group composed of locations

71,2,5,57,73t54 and 116 shall be coded 7 whereas the low

portion made up of locations 84,83, 1 5 ,42,1 05,43 and 1 01

shall be coded 5.7 Respective mean rank sum ranges are

268.50 through 260.50 and 132.00 through 107.33.

The above process would have been continued until all the

critical alpha levels of lable 7.4.4.1 would have been

coded.

The high and low portion codes per critical alpha level
for subsequent analysis have been listed in Table 8.1.

ÀIso shown are their associated symbols which will appear on

7 The critical alpha zones 0.05 and 0.025 have been combined
to form a single coded unit because calculations based upon
the old chosenrnow defunctrcluster fusion groupings had
shown that very few multiple comparisons yield critical
alphas of 0.025. The same held true for critical alpha
values of 0.005. The latter bras joined with 0.001 critical
leveIs.

When the old three dimensional plots of the trend surface
maps were analyzedrit was discovered that the locations
yielding 0.025 and 0.005 signif icance levels usually v¡ere
the transitional areas between plains and steep ridges or
troughs and steep ridge vraIls. The combination of these two
Ievels had little noticable affect on the ploÈs. In fact,
less computer resources and units were utilized on
combination.
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the Symap trend surf ace analysis rnaps.

TÀBLE 8.1

CODE ASSIGNMENT FOR CRITICÀL ÀLPHÀ LEVELS OF
KRUSKÀL-WÀLLIS MULTIPLE COMPÀRISON RANK SI.'MS DÀTÀ

CRITICÀL ÀLPHÀ PORTION CODE SYMAP SYMBOLISM
HTGH LOW HIGH LOW

<0.050
>0.050
>0.010
>0.001
>0.0005
>0.00005

6
7 5 xxxx
8 4 0000
9 3 0+0+10 2 oÀvx

11 1 HHHH

++++

ll

rltt

LLLL

In the concluding portions of Chapter S,emphasis shall be

placed upon generalized summation. Parameters which have

influenced not only the primary sub-cluster selection but

also the end results will be disclosed. Questions dealing

with the spatial and temporal relationship between

temþerature and mixing ratios shall be answered.

9.? Dendroqram Selection

The use of Èhe masking facility of procedure Correl as a

means of indirectly obtaining a local optimurn 253 cycle

cluster proved to be quite effective. Às could be

expected, however, both the 15 traverse and 15 radiosonde

cluster analyses yielded unique dendrograms. OnIy one
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sub-cluster, that composed of stable cA and cmA air masses,

showed remarkable similarity between different dendrograms

including those generated by radiosonde data. Thi s

unexpected finding is significant because the radiosonde

data for all layers from the surface to 500mb, was linearly
interpolated from data gathered at The

Pas, Manitoba, Bismarck, North Dakota and International
FaIIs, Minnesota. Therefore scrutinous investigation of the

climatic parameters causing this is warranted. Note that
this sub-cluster indicates Lhat linear estimation of upper

air data for a particular location can yield representative
results. It wilI be shown later that such situations only

occur if all stations involved in the calculation have

similar synoptic conditions. Once a synoptic condition
alters at any of the meteorological stations used in the

generation of the estimate,

questionable.

representativeness becomes

The examination of this sub-cluster will also indicate
the logical difficulties or obstacles encountered in
determining whether or not a particular sub-cluster should

be the parent sub-cluster from which traverse fusions would

be selected for further statistical investigation.

The manner in which 25 traverses, both cÀ and cmÀ, vrere

fused by nine different clustan jobs each with varied masked

climatic variables is listed in Table 8.2.1. The comÞuter
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job name, the number of traverses fused, TF and the climatic
variables to be masked are Iisted on the teft. Respective

codes for wind direction, wind speed and opacity are WD, WS,

and OP. Traverse codes are Iisted vertically at the Lop.

Asterisks appear under those variables masked per job and

those traverses which are fused as a unit. Capital letter
S replaces the blanks for those Clustan-1C2 computer runs

which yield dendrograms with paraIIel fusions. Blank s

under a specific traverse indicate no association with prior
fusion members.

ÎÀBLE 8.2.1

CLUSTAN-1C2 JOB FUSTON VARIATION OF cÀ AND cmÀ TRÀVERSES

JOB NÀME TF WWO

DSP
1 23221 222222222221 21 22222

01 91 01 00011111 8091 0000
7 091 2238934567 34 s8 550 1

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSS

sssssssssssssssss

trait of the above table is its
225 of Table 8.3. 1 . 1 . Traverses 1

fused as a unit regardless of the

cr2 5 3M0 0
cr253MoP
cr253soP
cr253DoP
cr2 5 3M0 3
cT253MOS
cr253MsD
cr253MoD
RSONDE

The most

s imi lar i ty
through 217

not icable

with cycle

are always

25
24
23
17
17
17
17
23
12

*
**

**
***
*

**
*

21
13
HH

1 12 22 1 2
3 31 1i 3 1

H HH HHHH
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number of climatic parameters masked or the manner in which

the climatic parameters v¡ere combined prior to masking.

Observe also that traverses 195 through 201 either form a

unit which shall be shown in the .following section to yield
a significant H value or they are not clustered at all.
Traverses 183 and 204 are not fused with any of the above

major components once variable masking is initiated.
Recall that in Section 8.1 it vras decided that traverses

such as these two traverses would not be statistically
analyzed because of their negative effect on the carculation
of the H value. That is, when fused with the highly
significant group 195 through 206, the nulI hypothesis sras

accepted rather than rejected. The radiosonde cluster
dendrogram also excludes traverses 183 and 204 as well as

traverses 195 and 218. Examination of both the prevailing
climatic variables recorded for each traverse and the linear
interporated radiosonde data for the days on which traverses

were conducted reveal the reasons why the above

discrepancies have occurred.

Traverse 183 through 201 l¡ere taken when continental
maritime Arctic air engulfed the research zone whereas

itineraries 1 through 217 were conducted through continental
Arctic. The former group in turn could be classified into
a moist or dry category. The mean traverse temperature and

mixing ratio for itineraries 183 and 204 were -7.9oC. and

0.8652 g/kg. These parameters were 4.1oC. and 0.1629 g/kg
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greater than the calculated mean for fusion 1 95 through 201

and approxinately 13.8oC. and 0.5572 g/kg greater than the

average estimate for cA traverses 1 through 217.

Respective virtual temperature2 of the air between the

surface and the 950mb level for T183 and T204 was -7.0oC.

and -10.6oC. within eight hours, ât the commencement of

T184, cold maritime Pacific air had reoccupied all pressure

levels from the surface to 500mb. The mean adjusted

virtual temperature for the lowest layer at the beginning of

T184 was in excess of 4.8"C.

SimilarIy, though inversely, ôt the commencement of

traverse 205, the mean adjusted virtual temperature had

fallen 5.0oC. By December 6, 1976 at 0600 hours, cA air
was dominant at all pressure levels. The estimated mean

virtual temperature was approximately -26.2"C. Ice

crystals srere reported f rom 6.55 À.M. to 8.14 A.M. by the

Winnipeg International Airport.

Hence, traverses 183 and 204 are unique.

in moist continental maritime Àrctic.
They vrere made

z virtual temperature is a fictitious meteorological
parameter. It is the temperature that dry air must have in
order to have the same density as the moist air at the same
temperature. Às moist air is less dense than dry air,
virtual t,emperature is always greaÈer than the actual
temperature. The difference, however, is only a few
degrees. Virtual temperaÈure is used as a corrective
function for detailed accurate prognoses.
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Traverses 1 95 and 218 t¡ere not fused on the radiosonde

dendrogram with the remaining cmÀ itineraries because the

estimated kinetic energy available for vertical air parcel

displacement due to the velocity difference between the

surface and the 950mb leveI was extremely low for both.3

Respective values in Newtons per meter squared are 0.00025

and 0.4559. These values are negligible when compared to

the approximate mean calculated for the cÀ traverses. That

is, 3.4648 N. per m2.

Magnitudes, however, of the above parameter are of no

conseguence when atmospheric conditions are such that
vertical air displacement is suppressed. Inversions

connote absolute stability and hence turbulent forces are

minimized. Such was the calculated hypothesized case for
each of the traverses listed in Table 8.1.1. The estimated

dQse/dz for the latter traverse group vras 0.0175. The

greatest dQse/dz, 0.0619, was recorded for traverse 183.

The pseudoequivalent potential temperature increased

10.53oK. in 164.4 meters: the largest increase noted in the

research.

Unfortunately,no actual data exists
.Winnipeg Meteorological monitoring site
which can either dispute or validate

calculat i ons . Furthermore, the above

for either the

or the research zone

these assumed

estimates may be

3 For formulae
pages 188-189.

and discussion, see Gossard
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correct for areas similar in nature to radiosonde sites,such

as Winnipeg's meteorological monitoring site. For

urbanized areas,however,such as industrial-manufacturing

sectors, the Central Business District,commercial shopping

conglomerations and high density residential zones,these

figures become quite questionable. Each of the latter
urban morphological sites are not only capable of generating

their oyrn unique microclimates but are also contributors to

the uniqueness of an urban circulatory system.

Refering to the no masked variable dendrogram CT253M00,

Table 8.2.1, traverses 195 and 218 vrere fused on cycle 64

with d1 equal to 0.012. Their union vras unique as opacity

rather than wind speed was the contributing fusive force.

Respective opacities, in tenths, and windspeeds, in
kilometers per hour, are I and 14.83 for the former and 9

and 31.51 for the latter. The prevailing wind directions
were 172" for traverse 195 and 180o for traverse 218.

ÀIthough the difference in windspeed was 16.68 km per

hour, the temperature variances yrere similar, being 0.478

for T195 and 0.466 for T218. For both itineraries, the

maximum temperatures were located on Portage Avenue between

Donald and Main while the minimum temperatures were located

at point 33, on the Highway 101-mid Portage Overpass.

Respective minimum and maximum temperatures for T195 and

T218 yrere -9.1, -12.2 and -7.7, -11.4.
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À1I prospects of similar comprehensive subcluster

analysis were eroded by the extreme traverse fusion

variability r¡ithin each of the subclusters regardless of

whether the subclusters vrere taken from the radiosonde

dendrogram or from one of the several traverse-climatic
parameter masking dendrograms. It soon became apparent

with respect to the radiosonde estimates that in future

studies, the following procedures should be adopted.

Radiosondes should be launched simultaneously upwind, within

the urban heat island generating area and downwind of the

research zone, with the commencement of each traverse. OnIy

then can true upper air profiles for the research area be

constructed. If the above procedure is economically and

physically impossible, the traverses should commence at

local times corresponding to 002 and 12Zz the times upper

air stations launch radiosonde equipment. This wiII

eliminate the need for a double linear interpolation of the

radiosonde data is not required. that is, the first
interpolation is for 002 or 122 using 3 or more upper air
meteorological monitoring stations while the second

interpolation is for the hours between 002 and 122. If

both of the above procedures can be carried out, then the

results of both should be analyzed. The question of whether

these results are comparable wiII now be addressed.

Wind direction and wind speed are two of the main

climatic parameters determining the spatial and temporal
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variability of both temperature and mixing ratio, especially
within the time period September 21st-March 21s8, (Sections

1.5, 2.1 and 6.2). Furthermore,since opacity can affect
variability as shown by the example above, the dendrogram

printed for the cluster analysis utilizing the total number

of continuous variables 198 (no climatic variables being

masked) should be chosen as the logical basis for subcluster

selection and subseguent statistical analysis,
Nkemdirim( 1977 ) fisted both the above parameters among the

most important determinants of heat island variability for
Calgary, Àlberta, and added to this list the heat emission

from fuel consumption. MoreoverrKamst et a1. (1980) singled

out the latter most influence as the primary local diurnal
wind variation controf during the summer season in the

Kwinana Industrial Begion,32 km southwest of Perth,

Australia. À similar control could not even be attributed
to the regions' topography. The latter ranges from coastal
plains in the northern part to sand hills of heights 70

meters in the southern extremities.

Such a choice of dendrograms,however rwould be

contradictory to the hypothetical assumptions maintained

throughout this thesis. I t has been cont inuously

emphasized Èhat no assumption,whether climatological or

statistical,would be made wit.hout adequate substantiation.
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It is known that the urban temperature and humidity

islands interact with the general air flow and if such a

flow is absent,the city's own circulation motion is set into
motion (landsberg,1974,pages 738-744) . Kiruma (1976)

indicated Èhat the chief factors influencing this
circulation are non-uniform heating from below,whether

natural or anthropogenic,momentum and heat

diffusion,atmospheric stabitity, prevailing winds and the

non-Iinear effects of advection. Increased roughness of

urban surfaces result in the deceleration of the wind.

Mass convergence tendencies thus are replaced by turbulent
uplift. The outcome is a change in the wind direction and

an increase in the wind speed for the flow must re-adjust to

balance the forces now acting (Oke,1977,pa9e( 35-36).

Shreffler(1978,1979) shows that convergence in St. Louis is
stronger during convective instability than with intense

heat islands and intense rural stability. Wind speeds are

altered greatly by this occurrence.

Unfortunately,simultaneous differences between urban and

rural wind speed and wind direction have never been

documented for the research zone. Neverthelessrit shaIl be

shown with the aid of the trend maps that Winnipeg maintains

its ovrn unique c i rculatory system. The wind direction and

speed measured at the Àirport is for all practical
purposes,representative of that location only. Thi s

assumption aids in explaining why distinct traverses have
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been clustered together. For instance, take traverse 1gg

of the cA air mass group. During the three hour

itineraryrthe wind direction was constant,varying no more

than 22.5 degrees clockwise. Moreover rprior to the

commencement of this traverserthere yrere nine constant

consecutive hours of light northwest winds monitored at the

Airport. Yet this traverse had the same temperature and

mixing ratio plot as those traverses composing the selected

cÀ fusion group. The latter had wind flows from the south

through west quadrants.

It will be shown that a similar occurrence was associated

with cA traverse components of cycle 126. Itineraries 218

and 1 95 were undertaken when southwesterly winds dominated

the research zone for a period of 18 hours whereas

itineraries 205 and 206 vrere conducted through a well

established northwesterly wind flow. The statistical
results and trend maps were simil-ar.

It is therefore apparent that wind speed and direction is
representative of the monitoring site only and that opacity

can alter quite readily during the commencement and cession

of a traverse. Consequently, the dendrogram printed for the

cluster analysis utilizing only standardized temperature and

mixing ratio data (a11 climatic variables being masked) wilI
be chosen as the basis for sub-cluster selection and

subsequent statistical analysis. Thus, these climatic
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variables and the radiosonde data can now be extracted as

auxiliary sources of information. They will thus aid in

the explanation of results rather than being a portion of

the results.

Figure 8.2.1 is a 0.75 times reduction of the original
dendrogram. Each subcluster to be examined will also be

presented in tabular form similar to that of Table 8.3.1.
The latter, ês previously stated is the cA and cmÀ traverse

subcl-uster of the original dendrogram.

Generally speaking, the total error surn of sguares of the

253 traverse fusions is 150.125. However, 248 fusions out

of the total account for 2.02 percent change in d1 due to
pooled variances while 97.97 percent of the change is
attributed to the last 6 fusions. The coefficienu
increased approximately 49.5 times to reach its maximum

value in the last 6 steps. The randomness of the sampling

a subjectiveprocedure, implemented in order to avoid

preference for any particular weather type or synoptic

condition, justifies the coefficient's calculation. That

is, each subcluster is unique and thus does not readily
unite with other distinct subclusters. A sharp value

increase in d2 indicates that much of the classification
system's accuracy has been lost by reducing the number of

groups by one at this stage. For example, when the mÀ

subcluster was fused with the cA-cmA subcluster d2 tras
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18.41

1.461

Respective d1 values prior to union were 2.416 and

Of the total number of traverses, 179 vrere conducted

during stable atmospheric conditions while the

remainder, 74, vrere undertaken during unstable conditions.

Àpproximately 52.2 percent of the air masses within the

former group can be further cLassified as being dry

according to the definitions set by Environment Canada (see

Section 4.2). The respective percentage for the second

classification was 54.8.

lwenty-nine surveys

direction recorded at

l"feteorological Stat ion

varied from 001 o-C90o.

wind directions of 091o

78, 71 ano 62 respecti

conditions prevailed.

I.¡ith the exception of the

hourly distribution of surveys

The hourly breakdown for 0900,

traverses vrere 64, 62, 61 and

were conducted when the wind

the Winnipeg International Àirport
for the standardized traverse hour

The number of surveys made during

-180o, 181o-270o and 271"-360o were

vely. On eight occasions, calm

two 0100 LST traverses, the

remained fairly constant.

1 300 , 1700 and 2100 LST

64 respectively.

Rather than Iist the subclusters and their associated

climatic and statistical attributes here and again when

discussion warrants, each subcluster will be analyzed in a
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separate section. The introduction of each sub-cluster
wilI contain all pertinent information reguarding its
position in the master dendrogramrtraverse

component,radiosonde type and fusion selection for further
investigation. The subsequent sections will be aimed at
furfirring the thesis objectives, according to sections 1.2

and 7.1 through 8.1. The trend will be from one extreme

subcluster to the opposite extreme subcluster. That is,
the first subcluster to be analyzed will be the cÀ-cmÀ

group.
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9.1 Continental Àrctic Àir Mass Analvsis

g-.3_. 1 Fusion Selection

To recapitulate,the first sub-cluster to be statistically
analyzed is composed of 25 traverses which yrere conducted

under continental Arctic or continental maritime Arctic air
mass conditions. This fusion group is the right most

portion of the first major cluster of the chosen dendrogram

(aI1 climatic variables masked). Ninetv itineraries are

i nc orporated

ranging from

by

cÀ

the latter and represent air mass conditions

through to cold mÀ.

In Table 8.3. i .1 , the traverses which were undertaken

during cÀ or cmÀ air mass engulfment,are coded according to

their respective position in the total number of

itineraries. Àlso listed on the left are the standardized

traverse hour and the prevailing climatic
variables I station pressure (ppp),in millibars; the wind

direction (dd)s wind speed (ff),in kilometers per houri and

I AII the climatic variables that are listed are
averages. The respective climatic data that gras averaged
Ì¡as monitored at the Àirport during the undertaking of a
traverse.s The true direction from which wind is blowing is expressed
in compass points. The equivalent,hundreds of degrees codes
are:
POINTS
N

DEGREES POINTS
348.75 - 11.25 s

NNE 11.25 - 33.75 ssw
SWNE 33.75 - s6.25

ENE 56.25 78.75 iAISw

DEGREES
168.75 - 191.25
191 .25 213.75
213 .75 236.25
236.25 258.75
258.75 281 .25
281 .25 304.75
304.75 326.25
326.25 348.75

E
ESE
SE
ssE

78.75
101 .25
123.75 -
146.25

01 .25 w
23.75 wNw
46.25 NW
68.7 5 NNW
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the total fraction of the celestial dome covered by clouds
(N), irrespective of genus type. The latter is coded

according to the okta vaIue. 1 o

The fusion cycle number is listed horizontally on the

right of Table 8.3.1.1. The number symbol (#) will appear

under those traverses in this table which when fused yield
critical alpha values less or equal to the critical type 1

error alpha of 0.05 for both the crimatic variables under

consideration. An equal sign (=) will indicate the

converse of the above. If the null hypothesis is rejected
only by temperature data,an unequal sign (+) will be printed
under the respective itinerary grouping. Meanwhi 1e, a

hyphen (-) will symbolize that only the mixing ratio data

1 o Àn okta represents an area of one-eight of the whole
sky. À value ot. 9 indicates that the sky is obscured or
cloud amount cannot be estimated.

As the daily synoptic charts prepared during the data
acquisition data period,did not carry the code,N wilt be
determined from the following chart duplicated from
CanadarDepartment of Transport,MeteorologicaJ- Branch,
Tables for Svnopt ic Codes, Pubn. 63-9028, lOttawa:eueen' s
Printer,1967l,one sheet. Both opacity and the amount of
cloud present are given in tenths.

A
M
ô
U
N
T

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

123456789
000000000
111222248
22223468
2334568
345668
5s668
6678
678
78
I
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has rejected Ho.

Table 8.3.1 .1

CLIMATOLOGICAL AND CLUSTER INFORMÀTION FOR TRAVERSES
CONDUCTED UNDER cÀ ÀND cmA AIRMÀSS CONDITIONS

TRÀV HR CLIMÀTIC VARTÀBLES

PPP dd ff

CLUSTER CYCLES

N 22211 1 1 1 1 1 87764432211186
420 9 6s 42 1 0 382 47 32 43 92 1

4589952620

1

2

207
210
199
211
202
212
203
208
209
213
214
215
216
217
183
204
19s
218
205
206
200
201

9
13
17

9

13
21
17

9
17
21
21

q

t<

17
21

9
13
17

9
9

17
13
17

1 000.3
1 004.3
1 003.7
1 000.0
992.6
992.5
993.8
990.7
994. 0
984.1
994.0
991.5
oo? c

994.8
994.7
994 .6
994.5
984.5
986.2
991 .7
983.5
985.7
990.9
992.8
992 .6

w 34.2
ssw 20.4
ssw 1 8.0
wsw 1 0.3
wNw 1 5.0
Nw 1 6.3
NW 12.5
sw 9.5
w 7.8
wsw 12.0
ssw 11.1
ssw 8.5
wNw 2.5
cÀLM 6.0
NE 11.5
ENE 12.5
ENE 1 3.5
sw 9.0
Nw 25.0
s 14.5
s 37.0
wNw 13.0
wNw 10.0
NW 18.5
wNw 12.0

¿4 I7lì f
¿477Ì f
+*Jr'Ì¡ r
+*1T'lf 7
+11 4f1f7
¿** 4ftt?t ?t
r44 ¿lf1ìt¡ tt
+## #
¿Jß4 4f lt'tì tt
a*4 4rîî î
¿*4 4?Ît 7t 7t*## #*## #
r*4111't
a* l+77¡ 7Ì
¿*4fttll
a*417Ì 7ì

0
0
1

0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
U

U

2
I
6
õ
0
6
I
I
7
I
?

2

7

f

,t+
?¡

##
##
44tt t¡

7

f

Statistical information relating to the traverse fusion

cycles of lable 8.3.1.1 is found in Tab1e 8.3.1.2.
Together $¡ith the cycle identification number,the actual
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change in the error sum of sguares at fusion (d1 ) is risted
on the left. The Kruskal-wal1is test statistic corrected
for ties (tt) and its associated criticar arpha revel (a) are

also tabulated for both temperature and mixing ratio.
TÀBLE 8.3.1 .2

STÀTISlICAL TNFORMATION ON TRAVERSES CONDUCTED UNDER
cA OR cmA AIRMASS CONDITIONS

CYCLE ,ll TEMPERÀTURE
Ha

MIXING RATIO
Ha

244
¿J)
208
199
169
¡55
142
126
112
100

83
78
72
64
47
+3
32
24
23
19
12
11
I
6

1.4610
u. z 133
0.0980
0.0810
0.0455
0.037s
0,0320
0.0245
0.0210
c.0180
0.0150
0.0145
0.0130
0.0120
0.0100
0.0090
0.0080
0.0070
0.0070
0.006s
0.0050
0.00s0
0.0035
0.0030

175.302
404.1 17
530. s83
103.732
136.614
462 .646
1 14.353
289.418
234.018
s9.660

354.600
1ss.210
137.887
184.754
2s8.689
301 .922
85.25s

1 51 .846
63 .694

172 .172
197.18s
198 .7 41
224 .1 37
226.378

0.0025
>0.000005
>0.00000s
0.927
0.245
>0.000005
0.759
>0.000005
>0.000005
1 .000
>0.00000s
0 .0392
0.221
0.0005
>0.000005
>0.00000s
0.998
0.058
1 .000
0.004
0.000064
0 . 00004 1

>0.000005
>0.000005

109.583
237 .049
173.349

40 .880
46.321

251 .556
104.272
39.028

102 .802
134.200
1 55.930
1 24.560
111.198
57.104

1 33.073
240.708
84.669

193.978
41 .297
46.299
51 .650

172.375
1 48.988
1 49 .682

0.8s1
>0.000005
0.0034
1 .000
1 .000
>0.000005
0.921
1 .000
0.936
0.292
0.0359
0.520
0.824
1 .000
0.316
>0.000005
0.998
>0.000002
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
0.0039
0.074
0.074

Six distinct, relatively homogenous

in Tab1e 8.3.1.2. They are cycles 1

and 11.

groups can be detected

12, 1 55, 142, 72, 126,
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Examination of the acceleration of error term d2 (see

Section 7.2.2), suggests that much of the classification
system's accuracy has not been lost by reducing the number

of groups at Èhe higher cycle levels. For instance,the

largest d2 increase for the data occurred between cycles 112

and 225. From a mean rate of 0.0070rthe error term

increased to 0.21 55.

À similar reaction,though not as drastic,was noted for
the fusion of cycles 155 and 142. When the former vlas

linked to the latter,its internal d2 value increased about

2.4 times. When the resultant cycIe,208,merged with cycle

112,d2 increased from 0.0605 to 0.1175. This again

indicated that no information was being lost.

If information was being lost on higher cycle fusions,

then are the calculated Kruskal-S.faIIis H statistics for both

temperature and mixing ratio significant for cycles 55 and

208?

In the forthcorning section,it will be shown that the

above six distinct cycles have unique radiosonde

characteristics.

A mere glance at the fusion patterns of Tabte 8.3.1.1

would indicate that there is no relationship between

traverse fusions and the time to which the itineraries were

standardized. For instance,cycle 208,which registered the
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greatest temperature H statistic in the cA cmÀ

sub-cluster,v¡as conglomerated from 0900, 1300, 1700 and 2100

hour traverses. Respective number were 3, 2, 3 and 4.

When these traverses lrere separated into their particular
time group and subjected to the Kruskal-Wa11is

non-parametric Anova, âII group H values were well below

that derived for the whole cycIe. The Iargest
value ,258.781 was calculated for the 21 00 hour

distribution.

the most illogical traverse Iinkage,however,$ras that of

cycle 1 1 . This group was the only traverse pair which

yielded significant H values for both temperature and mixing

ratio. Respective critical alphas where >0.000005 and

0.0039.

Traverse component 201 of cycle 1 1 vras conducted during

the time period 2100 2400 hours,under stable atmospheric

conditions whereas its group component,traverse 200rwas

undertaken during a time when turbulent activity would have

been quite strong. l 1 The estimated dQse/dz for traverse 201

vras 0.0124. As this ratio is greater than zero, the layer

is convectively stable and hence absolutely stable. Any

11 BeIl(1974,pages 130 184),using two and one half years
of temperaturerlapse rate and wind data from a rural 810
foot tower near Winnipegrnoted that surface heating in the
layer closest to the surface is sufficiently strong to
dissipate almost aII inversions during the day,in aI1
seasons. OnIy those of advective origin f orme.d during
winter days (1100 to 1600) will frequently survive Èhat day
and the next nighÈ.
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orderly isentropic process performed with

destroy this absolute stability.
the air will not

For example,the amount of work which would be required to
interchange vertically adjacent air parcels between the

surface and the 950mb layer,ègdinst gravity
acceleration,would be about 67.2671 ñ/n2 during the

undertaking of traverse 201 in locales similar to that of

the Airport meteorological monitoring site. The kinetic
energy available to do this work due to velocity differences

between the parcels vras estimated at approximately 3.8642

ñ/m2. Hence,to neutralize this layer,thereby assigning a

value of one to the Richardson criterion,about 63.4029 N/n2

must be found,

If the air density of this layer was to remain constant

and i f other sources of kinetic energy were

absent,neutralization would only occur if the horizontal
wind velocities within the layer would increase. The

surface wind must strengthen from its original value of 15.5

km per hour to 33.9 km per hour whereas the increase at the

top of the layer must be approximately 21 .7 km/hour. The

latter's original speed was 27.7 km/hour.

If the above would not occur,other sources of kinetic
energy would have to be introduced. The problem,however,is

from what sources would the energy be obtained.
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The energy of latent heat of condensation is an

inefficient source as cA and cmÀ air masses are relatively
dry. The mean mixing ratio for the above example layer v¡as

estimated at 0.4597 g/kg whereas the mean saturation mixing

ratio calculated was 0.6589 g/kg. The difference of 0.1992

g/kg would only yield about 107.568 more calories upon

condensation at the mean layer dew point temperature

-25.20C.. In other words,approximately 0.0150 tl/n, would

be added: an insignificant amount compared to that Iiberated
due to increased wind speeds.

The only other major source of energy from which to draw

upon would be thermal pollution. Yet,when compared to the

world's atmospheric energetic system,thri.s source is also

relatively minor.

However, anthropogenic heat production on a local scale

might upset the atmospheric circulation much more

efficiently than on the global scale. For instance,the

energy flux density of a refinery,built on 0.1 kmz of land

and refining in access of 6 million tonnes of crude oil
yearly,would be approximately 4000 v1/m2 according to

Pankrath(1980). The above esÈimate is about 2.9 times the

solar irradiance on a perpendicular plane at distance (d)

from the sun.

As all cities generate thermal pollutionrhorizontal and

vertical temperature gradients tend to be established within
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them. Movement and rearrangement aids in the

the stable lapse rate. Potential energy in

would thus be converted to kinetic energy.

destruction of

the layer I 2

The outcome is
the establishment of an air circulatory system.

Thereforercan it be assumed,from the above reasoning,that
wind direction and wind speed,when monitored in a rural
setting are only representative of that locale and should

not be used to describe wind conditions in an urban setting?
The expected answer is in the affirmative but for the cÀ

cmÀ sub-clusterrthe ansv¡er is the converse.

There are

significance
8.2.1 . The

several strong relationships between variable
and wind direction in the cycles of lable
first is quite noticable. Thus all member

12 If a given amount of the atmosphere has a high
temperature,it wiII have low density but high potential
energy. ff the air is cold,the air will have high density
but low potential energy. The former's energy is due to a
higher height: mass and the acceleration of gravity
remaining constant.

For example, the three hour averaged respective
temperaturermean virtual temperaturermixing ratio and air
density for the Airport at the standardized traverse hour of
1700 for traverse 201 were -22.8oc. ,-22.74oC.,0.3587 g/kg
and 1.3810 kg/nt. The estimated depth of the 992.6nb' --
950mb layer vras 324.78 gpm. The potential energy of a
parcel with volume 1ms and mass 1.3810 kg in this layer
would be about 4288.012 J..

The respective values for the above climatic variables
for a C.B.D. site composed of locales 1-6,56-69 and 115-127,(refer to Table 5.2.2),are -1 1 .3oC., -12.59oC .,0.6762 g/kg
and 1.3277 kg/m". The minimal estimated layer thickñesã
would be about 334.65 gpm: a 9,87 gpm increase over the
latter Airport z. With constant mass and volume,the
potential energy of the C.B.D. Iocality would be at a
minimum of 4413.905 J.. Note,a 125.893 J. increase.
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components of cycle 142 did not yield significant
Kruskal-WaIlis H statistics for any of their respective

fusions. Note that cycle 126 components arso had N codes

of 7 and 8.

For further examination,the traverses Iisted in Table

8.2.1 were sorted according to whether the prevairing winds

monitored at the Airport were from the following
quadrants 168.75" 291 .25" , 281 .25 11 .250 .

Respective compass point equivarences are south through west

and west through north.

Both groups were subjected to the Kruskat-WalIis Test.

Respective calculated temperature H statistics and

associated critical alpha values were 174.271,0.0036 and

81.524,0.999. Mixing ratio estimates for the above wind

quadrants were 196.249,0.00036 and 35.786,1.000.

On eliminating backqround noise it Ìras found that
traverses vrith N codes <3 oktas could not be merged with
those which had N codes >3 oktas regardless of wind

direction. on merger of such traversesra reduction of the

H statistic vras noticed. The reduction vras greater for
mixing ratios,however. For example,when traverses 195 and

218 were added to the other south through wesÈ wind quadrant

membersrchi-sguare feII 62.534 units for temperature but

111.226 for mixing ratio. The original critical alpha

values for both climat.ic variables of this grouping were

greater than 0.0000005.
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The sirnilar reaction rúas noted in the west through north

wind grouping. However,the H statistic did not decrease as

substantially because all fusions accepted the null
hypothesis at critical alphas of 0.999. This finding
indicated that only the separated S-W wind group can yield
signi f icant results.

Upon added examination of both groupsrit was discovered

that there vras a large variance discrepancy for each

variable between the two wind groups. That is,the
temperature variance for the south to west wind group was

approximately 4.14 times greater than that for the

west-northwest to northwest group. Thusrthe spatial
temperature and mixing ratio trends for the foremost group

were more intenserhence few rank ties were cal-culated. The

reverse held true for the latter group. ÀIthough there was

a trend presentra greater percentage of the ranks were tied.
Distinction,both spatially and temporally,was destroyed.

Furthermore,for each itinerary in the south to west wind

grouprthe wind direction per three hour traverse was either
constant or varied maximally by 22.5o in a clockwise

direction. Moreover,prior to each traverse commencementrthe

wind direction was constant for at least three hours. These

conditions insured the development and maintenance of a

distinct temperature and mixing ratio spatial distribution.
The influence of standardization was thus also Iimited.
That is,trends were present no matter how greatly the data

vras altered.
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The above conditions were absent. prior to and during many

of the W - N wind group traverses, especially during the

undertaking of traverses 210 and 211 at 0900 and 1 300 hours

respectively on December 7,1976. Before the commencement of

the former itinerary,a new blast of frigid cA air invaded

the research zone dissolving the spatial heat and humidity

islands formed and measured on the previous day. The winds

throughout these traverses cgntinuously varied from 270" to

316o. Towards the conclusion of traverse 211,the wind

shifted from a westerly component to a southern flow. This

continual veering was sufficient to neutralize any heat or

humidity island trend. That is,cold sinks,for
example,formed during the northerly flow disintegrated when

a southerly flow was established because this area now fell
under the influence of the new urban heat island plume.

Similarly,southern areas which vrere affected by the core

heat island during a northern flow became colder as the wind

altered to the south.

To test the validity of the above speculations,the

Kruskal-WalIis test was again applied to cycle 155.

However,traverses 211 and 199 were removed. There yras an

insignificant decline of 4.089 units for temperature but an

increase of 5.419 for mixing ratio. The critical alpha

values remained relatively stable.
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To this grouprtraverses 1,2,3 and 207 of cycle 112 vrere

added. The structure of the group was thus similar to that
of cycle 225, except f or the fact that there Ì.rere no

traverses with N codes >3 oktas and no traverses with
prevailing wind directions between the west and north. The

H value again declined for temperature but the value

increased drastically for mixing ratio. Respective change

amounts were 66.175 and 190.905. The mixing ratio
chi-sguarer364.254,was the largest recorded for the variable
in the cA cmÀ sub-cluster. The critical alpha values for
both variables were greater than 0.0000005.

Consolidating the

evident:

above , the following facts become

(1) No wind direction restrictions govern traverse
merging when emphasis is placed on the significance
of the temperature variable. The composition of
cycle 208 provides adequate proof.

(2) When traverses are grouped according to the
quadrant from which the prevailing winds are
blowing,only the (S - W) group yield significant
results.

(3) In order to obtain and maintain high mixing ratio H
statistics in the (S - w) group,no traverse must
have a N code of >3 oktas.

As no further information on traverse fusion vras derived

from the examination of the wind speed parameter and whereas

the main objective of this thesis is to present,analyze and

delineate statistically-significant spatial and temporal

distributions of water vapor as represented by mixing

ratios,it was decided that only two fusions would be chosen
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for further statistical and crimatological analysis. These

yrere the (S - w) wind group and cycle 126.

In summaLion,although it appears that cluster analysis is
biased towards mixing ratio data,the bias is in fact
contributed and inherent in the temperature data. The

latter assumption is valid for all
climatological-meteorological time scales because the

characteristic traits of a continentar Arctic climate are

rnainly large annual,daily and diurnal changes in
temperature. Changes in mixing ratio values,however, are

limited (See Chater 6)

with 127 fixed reference locations on the chosen research

itinerary,each varying temporally and spatially,both within
and among sites,temperature variability is drastically
magnified. Hencerthe temperature error sum of squaresrthe

basis of ward's Hierarchic combinatorial Algorithm,remain

reratively large,especiarry when compared to those generated

by mixing ratios. For examplerthe total temperature sum of

sguares for the chosen (S - W) group was estimated at
12241 .0741 whereas that f or mixing ratio vras 8.9169. on an

individual basis, fixed point Iocation 21 ,the
Wellington-Conservatory Road intersection,had the least
temperature error sum of squares while the greatest was

estimated for Èhe Notre Dame-Dublin site,number 31.

Respective values were 50.2880 and 137.0937. The highesÈ
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mixing ratio error sum of squares

location 7, the Portage-Sherbrook

lowest s¡as estimated f or locale 31

Roblin and Highway 101. Respective

0.0230.

v¡as determined for

intersection whilst the

, the intersection of

values were 0.3318 and

g.!.2

Cluster analysis,therefore may be able to distinguish
temperature variation between and within locales more

readily than it can for the mixing ratio data.

Temperature and mixing ratio distributions mayron the

other hand,be influenced by the prevailing winds. This

possibility exists and wiIl be further examined in the

forthcoming air mass sections.

Àirmass Classi f ication

Although it has been consistantly stated in the previous

sections that the first subcluster of the chosen Clustan-1C2

dendrogram is composed of traverses conducted under cA or

cmA air mass conditions, it has not yet been proven that
these traverses are in fact representative of this air mass

classification. Hence, prior to further statistical and

climatological analysis of this subcluster, it wiII be shown

that these traverses are truly representative of their
designated air mass classification.
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To facilitate this purpose,Table 8.3.2.1 has been

constructed. Tephigrams showing mean January cA air mass

ascent characteristics for the period 1962-66 at Barrow,

ÀIaska, Norman We1Is,N.w.T. and The Pas,Manitoba provided

the basic data required for the calculation of the

pseudo-equivalent potential temperature (Qse) and mixing

ratio (un) for each of the standard pressure

levels!surface,850 , 700 and 500 millibars. a These

stations,coded BRW,YVQ and YQD respectivelyrwill be regarded

as controls with which comparisons are to be made. The

cycle numbers correspond to those given for each traverse

cluster grouping listed previously in Table 8.3. 1 . i . Cycle

126 includes the original itineraries plus traverses 200 and

201. The reasons for these additions have been given

previously in Section 8.3. 1 . The Iifting condensation

level LCL and its associated temperature LCT as well as the

convective condensation temperature for surface air have

also been determined and tabulated.

An air mass develops its characteristic properties by

remaining over a particular region of the earth for periods

Iong enough that its vertical temperature and moisture

distribution soon approaches an eguilibrium with the

a Each diagram was taken from Crowe ,1971,pages 268 to 271.
It should also be noted that both the tephigrams and
resultant calculations are representative of typical cA
conditions and should not be regarded as climatological
normals.
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TÀ,BLE 8. 3.2. 1

CA TEPHIGRAM COMPARISONS

CODE

BRW

YVQ

YQD

112

155

142

126

72

SF'C
QSe MRoK (g/ug)

247 .3 0.2363
SFC 1 021 .Omb

242.5 0.1751
SFC 1016.Omb

251 .0 0.3394
SFC 987.Omb

248.8 0.3015
SFC 991.1mb

252.1 0.3859
SFC 983.Smb

247 .6 0.2812
SFC 986.6mb

270.4 0.8273
SFC 982.2mb

26e.0 1.3459
SFC 971 .Omb

I5 Ornb

QSe MRoK (s/ks)

270.0 0.6048
LCL 937.3mb

267.4 0.4063
LCL 967.5mb

268.7 0.5167
LCL 942.6mb

264.0 0.5727
LCL 909.7nb

263.2 0.4938
LCL 948.Omb

265.8 0.7273
LCL 965.7mb

273.1 1 .0772
LCL 968.7mb

290.3 1 .4511
LCL 923.4mb

70Omb
Qse MRoK (g/xg)

281 .2 0.8337
LCT 242.2"R

279.1 0.3205
LCT 239.80K

280. 3 0 .37 46
LCT 247 .9"R

273.6 0.3366
LCT 241.4"R

27s.3 0.3613
LCT 247.2"R

281 .2 0.5766
LcT 244.4"R

283.9 0.9180
LCT 255. 1 0K

296.7 1 .3447
LCT 258.40K

50Omb
QSe MRoK (g/ng)

290.7 0.1007
ccr 292.20K

290.7 0 . 1068
ccr 296.2"R

292.1 0.1425
ccr 291.2"K

288.9 0. 164s
ccr 291 .0"K

289.1 0.1457
ccr 280.40K

295.4 0.3793
ccr 297.0"R

298.1 0.3939
ccr 287.70K

305.0 0.4415
ccr 302.50K

ùnderlying surface. Continental Àrctic air masses

originate over the snow and ice covered Arctic Ocean and

Iand masses of northern North America and eastern Eurasia.

Incoming solar radiation is negligible or niI. The high

albedo surfaces ref.lect much of the insignif icant incoming

radiation while at the same time,these surfaces are

efficient emitters of heat in the form of infrared waves.

The only constant supply of heat originates from the warmer
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unfrozen water beneath several meters of solid ice.
Thermal conduction rhowever, is slow. Hence,the air is
cooled from below. Às vertical turbulent heat transfer is
insufficient to maintain a normal temperature lapse rate,
isothermal conditions or inversions develop near the

surface. This development further diminishes the tapse

rate, which in turn decreases turbulence intensity. Thus

the growth of an inversion is favored. Às divergent flow

from the central part of the anticyclone spreads the coored

air over large areas,subsidence compensates. Àdvective

clouds, if present at a11,are dissolved. The surface

radiates freely and the inversion intensifies.

Thereforerthe most common attribute of a cÀ air mass is a

strongly developed low level inversion. For the control
stations,the inversion extends up to 850mb whilst the lapse

rate thence is isothermal. The pattern holds valid for
cycles 112,155 and 72 with the deepest inversion being

recorded for the latter. That is,from the surface to the

85Omb levelra vertical distance of about 1056 meters,the

temperature increased 1 1 .1 oC. This corresoonds to an

increase of 22.3"R in Qse. Note that the above compares

favorably with that carcurated for contror stations BRW and

YVQ. Respective change in Qserfrom the surface to
850mb,for these control stations is 22.7"k and 24.9oK.

Lapse conditions,rather than isothermal,occur above the

inversion for cycle T2rhowever.
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The remaining cycles have unique characteristics. For

cycle 142 an upper leve1 subsidence inversion was present

over a very shallow surface inversion. The rate of

change,however,was greater for the latter than for the

former inversion type. From the surface to 900mb,a

vertical distance of approximately 555 meters, the Qse

increased only 7.7"K whilst from 900 to 700 millibars , a

distance of about 1955 meter,Qse increased 24.2"R.

Respective "R/m are 0.0124 and 0.0136.

This cycle represents a middle stage of a cold air
outbreak. À.s the wind diminishes and becomes very light at
the ground,6.8km per hour in this case,radiational cooling
effects a lowering of the air temperature at the

ground,while subsidence effects a rising of upper level
temperatures.

Cycle 126 is representa'tive of an early cA air outbreak

stage. Àt the surfacerthe wind is moderaterl5.lkm per

hour,from the west but with elevation the speed increases

with a veering to a northwestern and then a northern

direction. Respective wind directions and wind speeds for
the remaining standard millibar leve1s

are: 289",43.4, 317 o,68.8 and 325",109.9.

The temperature either decreases through the first few

hundred meters above the ground or remains relatively
constant,as is the case for cycle 126. This is the result
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of the mixing affected by mechanical turbulence. For this
cyclerthe temperature has decreased 1.9"C from the surface

to the 700mb level.

Typical cÀ air is further characterized by pronounced

absolute stability and convective stability. For both

cases the quantity dgse/ðz must be greater than zeEo. This

is quite evident from Table 8.3. 2.1 . For each control

station and cycIe,Qse increased between each millibar
Ieve1. the greatest increase vras calculated for the

inversion zones of YVQ, BRW and cycle 72 whilst the least

was estimated for cycle 155. Respective values are

24.9oR, 22.7"K, 22.3"K and 11.1"1t.

The estimated quantity dQse/dz is fairly constant for all
cycles, from the surface to 850mb. Bespective values

according to tabular position are 0.0136,0.0122,

0.0157, 0.0124 and 0.0296. The lattermost value is high

because cycle 72 had only one radiosonde estirnate.

Note also that convective processes for all are ruled

out. The convective condensation levels are weII above

4500 meters for the controls whilst the minimum level

estimated for the cycles'vras 3439 meters for cycle 155. In

order for the surlace air of cycle 1 55 to rise so far from

the groundrfor examplerthe air would have to obtain

Èemperatures in excess of 280.4oK:an impossibility.
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The lifting condensation levels of cÀ air masses are aL1

quite low, hardly ever exceeding 90Omb. Furthermore,the

v¡ater vapor content of the air is very low. In fact,if the

mixing ratios of Table 8.3.1 were calculated r¡ith respect to
the saturation vapor pressure over ice rather than over

water, the values would be 1ower. Even over deserts water

vapor content is greater than the amounÈs in these cA air
mass soundings. The average mixing ratio at AswanrEgypt in

January, f or instance , i s estimated by near

a.1g/kg:approximately four times greater than the Iargest
tabular value (Crowe,1971,page 282)

The chief reason for the low moisture values is found in
the low temperatures. The greatest mixing ratio values

tend to be located in the inversion zone close to the

maximum inversion height. Moreover,supply of moisture from

the underly surface is minimal to niI. Even

evapotranspiration is an insignificant source when

temperatures are so low.

Unfortunately,as no long term monthly cÀ air mass data

has been compiled for any region of the globe,it is
impossible to analyze trait variability between a particular
outbreak and the long term normal. Emphasis has always been

directed towards the tabulation of temperature and

precipitation observations on a daily and hourly schedule

regardless of the type of air mass dominant during the
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recording. Nevertheless,in order to indicate the coldness

and dryness of cA air masses,a comparison between the

recorded temperature and rnixing ratio data for each traverse

day and the long term normal for each respective

climatological parameter for that day wiIl be undertaken.

The minimum,mean and maximum temperatures recorded at the

Airport meteorological site during those traverses conducted

under cÀ air mass conditions v¡ere,with the exclusion of

traverses 183 and 218,wel1 below the average respective

estimates based upon climatological Airport data to 1970.s

The average minimum temperature for the November traverses

was approx imately 1 7 . 0 oC. below the long term est irnate

whilst the mean deviated 14.8oC.. The actual mean maximum

temperature was -14.3"C. while that computed for the 98 yeer

average was -1.1oC.: 13.2"C. lower.

Similar deviations were estimated for the December

itineraries. The mean minimum and mean temperatures were

13.6oC. and 13.soC. Ior¿er respectively while the mean

maximum difference was 18.0oC.. The greatest departures

from the normal were recorded during this month on the 8th

for traverse components of cycle 142. Arctic air held the

mean temperature 16.6"C. below early December normals. The

minimum and maximum temperatures recorded on this day were

s The data vras obtained f rom the publ
SummariesrNo . 20 - winnipegrManitoba.
through Environment Canada, Atmospheric

ication ÐaiIy Data
It vras supplied

Canada.
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17.5oC. and 16.3oC. respectively below mean values.

The smallest deviations were calculated for those

traverses undertaken during the month of February.

Respective differences from the mean minimumrmean and mean

maximum long term Airport data were 6.4oC.,6.9oC. and

8.0"c..

As no long term humidity records have been compiled by

Environment Canada,the comparison of mixing ratio deviations

from hourly normals will be based upon Airport records from

1953 to 1976. These values have been previously documented

in Tables 6.1.1 to 6.1.12, pages 139 to 162.

When the mixing ratio deviations were calculated for the

0900,1300 17C0 and 2100 standardized hours, al1 were well

below the 95 percent confidence intervals.6

6 ÀIthough the general assumption prevalent throughout this
thesis has been that no hypotheses wilI be formulated
regarding the traverse data sample distributions,the spatial
distributions of the climatological parameters under
investigation or the temporal variability of these climatic
parameÈersrwithout supporting evidence and although it has
been proven in Chapter 7 that the data under investigation
is nonparametric in naturerthe hypothesis regarding
monitoring site temperature,dew point and other humidity
variable distributions hypothecated by Environment
Canada,Atmospheric Environment,will be assumed valid for
this comparison. That isrthe Department advocaÈes that when
clirnatological parameters such as the above are obtained at
fixed locations according to standard w.M.O.
procedures, these parameters have approximately normal
distributions. Hence parametric statistics can be employed.
With reference to Figures 6.1.1 to 6.1.12,ít can be seen
that this hypothesis is valid for temperature,dew
point,absolute humidity,mixing ratio and saturation deficit
for the periods November to March but for Èhe remaining
monthsrthe assumption is true only for the former most and
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Mixing ratios estimated for 0900 and 2100 hour traverses

approached the lower respective 95 percent confidence

intervals whilst those estimated for either the 1300 or 1700

hour undertakings deviated greatly.

November continental Àrctic traverses registered the

greatest departuresrranging from a mean maximum of 2.4305

g/kg for 1 700 hour traverses to a mean minimum of 1 .9735

g/kg for 0900 hour traverses. For December itinerariesrthe
1300 ,1700 and 2100 hour deviations hrere rather

constant,averaging 1.0587 g/kg below the 23 year estimate

interval. The 0900 hour estimate was 0.795 g/kg below the

average value. February traverses registered the least

departures,ranging from a high of 0.8089 g/kg for 1700 hour

traverses to a lovr of 0.55 g/kg for 0900 hour traverses.

Parameter comparisons of traverses 183 and 218 proved

unique. Although their mean temperatures were greater than

the long term average, their mixing ratios vrere below the 95

percent confidence intervals. Respective Èemperature

departures from the 98 year means were 2.so9. and 12.8"C.

whilst the respective mixing ratio deviations from the lower

limits v¡ere 1.6168 g/kg and 2.1727 g/kg.

In summationrcontinental Àrctic air masses are very

coldrvery stable and very dry. If the data recorded in

Table 8.3. 1 was plotted on Rossby diagrams, the graphs would

latter most climatic oarameters.
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x<

all be located

the ordinates.

at the lowest left hand corner paralleling

The Ànalvtic Conclusions

Similarities and dissimilarities are evident upon the

examination of the trend analysis Symaps 8.3.3.1 through

8.3.3.2. They do not only exist between the same climatic
parameter trends but also between the two climatic variables
investigated. No generalizations can be formulated which

would indicate or predict what type of trend would be

generated by the sixth-degree polynomial equation or where

the basic form,viz a maximumrstationary ridge I a rising
ridgera minimax and the inverted forms of the latter types

would be situated. Each climatic parameter trend surface

has its ovrn particular unigueness: an unigueness more

prevalent between the temperature trends than between

temperatures and mixing ratios of t.he same cycle. Àre

these surface analysis trends representative of the true
climatic conditions which prevailed during the undertaking

of each component cycle tfaverse or has the usage of a

nonparametric statistic camouflaged the true situation? In

order to ansvrer these questions,refer to the statistic
comparison section of each Rêp,Iocated in the uppermost

right hand corner.

As stated previously,the Kruskal-Wal1is H statistic,
calculated for both the temperature and mixing ratio
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variables of the chosen south-to-west wind quadrantrsymaps

8.3.3. 1a and 8.3.3. 1 b respectively,and that estimated for
Cycle 126 temperature data,symap 8.3.3.2,had critical alpha

values well in excess of -15 decimal olaces. The most

significant 1evel was 1.53418-24 for the south-to-west

mixing ratio data whilst the least ,9.11598-15 vras estimated

for Cyc1e 126. Yet the latterrcomputed from 507 cases of

data has a definite trend form composed of all 1 1 comparison

codes whereas the former calculated on 1270 cases has a

maximum code I region. Similarly,the basic heat island
pattern for the south-to-west group which could be

classified as a broaden maximum ellipse,is of comparison

code 9.

The above lack of a definite higher code trend surface

based upon Kruskal-tlalIis comparison statistic results for
the south-to-v¡est fusion can be traced to the large number

of outliers in the data and the spacing of these outliers.
Data point spacing in trend analysis is critical. points

should be equally distributed though they need not be

regularly spaced. The reason being that closely spaced

points exert undue influence on trend surface

configurations. That isrwhen the sum of squared deviations
are minimized,the trend surface wiIl tend to be fitted so

that it passes nearer to a dense cluster of closely spaced

data points than to isolated data locales.
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In Cycle 126,there are 11 locales with a code 11: areas

designated H on Symap 8.3.3.2. The relative frequency is
0.0866 and is the second highest outside of the

insignificant comparison grouping of r++++'. This group in
turn is divided into two distinctive zones. The first,with
the exclusion of site 6S,Portage-t'lain intersection, is
composed of C.B.D. Iocations 64 through 70 whereas the

second, sites 114 through 118rform the southern fringe area

of the Central Business District. Respective mean relative
distances between each data recording site are 0.20 km and

0.62 km. The former distance is approximately one-half

that calculated for the south-to-west sites designated H and

almost one third that estimated for the mixing ratio H

locales. The second average distance can not be compared

with either of the two souih-to-west group climatic
variables because neither of the two have sites 114 through

118 in code 'HHHH'. For the temperature data,location 119

has a code of 10 whereas 117 is coded 8. The remaining

sites are all in the insignificant zone. For the mixing

ratio data,119 is coded H,118 is designated a 9,117 is given

code 8,114 is a 7 and the remainder are insignif icant..

Outliers therefore aid in the calculation of extremely

high critical alpha values but do not yield information for
trend surface configuration. RespecÈive unit spread

between the highest and lowest mean rank sums for both t.he

temperature and mixing ratio data of the south-to-west group
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and Cycle 126 temperature data are 733.77,744.35 and

410.88. Cumulative frequencies for codes greater or equal

to 1 0 are 0.0709, 0.0866 and 0.1417 respectively. The

difference between the highest and the lowest mean rank sums

for Cycle 126 is 135.89. This is about 40.7 1 units less

than that for the south-to-west temperature data and

approximately 80.6'1 units less than that estimated for the

mixing ratio data.

In summation,high critical alpha values for the

Kruskal-WaI1is H statistic do not necessarily connote very

strong surface trend polynomial configurations.

The corresponding estimated ÀNOVA statistics for the

chosen data fusions are listed directly below the

Kruskal-Wallis statistic inforrnation. This parametric

equivalent of the latter is just as robustlT howeverrthe

powerls of the F statistic varies in strength. The F ratio
is considerably greater than the Kruskal-WaIlis test for
CycIe 126 and slightly greater for the south-to-west

temperature data. For the mixing ratio data of the latter
group,the F ratio is less than the calculated H statistic.
Conover(1980,pa9e 237) indicates that such an occurrence

will arise when data which contains many outliers is

17 Robustness is the ability of a statistical method to
retain its accuracy regardless of the distribution
shape. That is, normalrbimodal or skewed.rB Power is the ability of a significance test to disconfirm
or rejecÈ the nuLl hypothesis when the nu1I hypothesis
should in fact be disconfirmed. That is,when it is yrrong.
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subjected to an ANOVA test.

But vrhy such a large F ratio discrepancy between the two

temperature data groups?

of the three assumptions that must be met if anarysis of
variance is to be done appropriatery,the least worrisome

with respect to thesis data would be observation

independence. Each recorded varue on the traverse is a

separate piece of information, not affected by one

another. For both temperature and mixing ratiorthe
rocation of the monitoring site and the meteororogical and

anthropogenic contrors acting at the site influence the

recordeC values. Àdjacent temperatures only control one

another at a micro-meteorological scale. Here minute

pressure differences can instigate eddy formation.
Turbulence in turn invokes circulation.

Temperaturesrof courseraffect mixing ratio values by

setting an upper maximum limit but mixing ratios can only
influence one another through the estabrishment of either
horizontal or vertical advection or convection.

Randomly sampling cases at randomly selected sites
guarantee independent observations. Note that for atl
three trend maps,the point distribution coefficient is
constant at 0.97. The spatial distribution of the data

points it therefore random (Symap User Reference

ManuaI,1976,Section III,pages 27-28) .
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Normality tends not to matter greatly as the size of each

group increases (glalock Jr., 1972,pages 220-222). But,as

previously stated,neither the temperature nor the mixing

ratio data of both selected fusions have normal

distributions. when the Kolmogorov-smirnov Goodness-of-Fit

testls nas run on both the S-W group and Cycle 126,the

results indicated that only the mixing ratio data had an

empiricar distribution function crose enough to indicate
normaJ-ity. The two tailed probability was 0.189. The

absolute maximum difference $¡as 0.0305 whilst the criticar
value for 1270 cases was approximately 0.0380.

1 s The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit test is the
non-parametric alternative to the Chi-squared test forgoodness-of-fit introduced in section 7.3. Because it vras
designed for ordinal data, expected frequencies per group
need not be calculated. The latter procedure is a
requirement for the SPSS version of the Chi-squaredgoodness-of-fit test. Moreoverrthe only assumption for the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is that the sample be a random
one.

This routine tests whether or not the observed data courd
reasonably have come from a completely specified
hypothesized distribution function fo (x). The function
could be uniformrnormalrPoisson,Beta and so forth.

The nuII hypothesis Ho is that there is no difference
between the observed data distribution function s(x) and the
theoreticar distribution Fo(x). The two Èaired alternative
is that the data and the hypothetical distribution differ.

The Èest statistic T is the absolute maximum difference
between the cumulative distribution functions Fo(x)-s(x) at
any given level.
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A1I S(x)'s v¡ere nevertheless cÌoser to the normal

distribution function that to the uniform distribution
function. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z2o for the above mixing

ratio group was 18.534 for the uniform distribution but only

1.935 for the normal distribution. The foremost Z was

totally significant as the maximum absolute difference $¡as

0.5201 whilst the critical value was again 0.0380.

As the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed little nevr

information regarding the influence of the normality

assumption on the generation of the F ratios and surface

trend configurations for the temperature data of both CycIe

126 and the south-to-west traverse unionrespecially when

applied to the data as a unit,it !¡as decided that each code

classification would be tested separately for normality.

The generated results which vrere worth the computer costs

are listeC in Tab1e 8.3.3.1 . For each code

classification,listed on the left,the absolute maximum

difference,the critical region and the 2-Lailed probability
for both the south-to-west and cycle 126 temperature data

The decision rule for this thesis shall be as
fo1lows. The null hypothesis shall be rejected at the level
of significance alpha 0.05 if the T test statistic exceeds
the critical value 1 .36/IQRT In+5gp1(n/10)]
(Conover, 1 980,pa9e 462) .

For additional informationrexamplesretc.rrefer to
Conover(1980), pages 344-353.20 The Z parameter is determined from the largest absolute
difference. The larger the value of Z,E}:.e less likely it is
that the observed and theoretical distributions are
s imi lar .
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are tabulated.

Tab1e 8.3.3.1

KOLMOGOROV_SMIRNOV GOODNESS_OF_FIT TEST FOR
TEMPERATURE DATÀ OF S-W GROUP ÀND CYCLE 126

S - W GROUP cYcLE 126

CODE MAX ÀBS CRITICÀL 2-TAILED MAX ABS CRITICAL 2-TÀILED
DIFF REGION PROB FIFF REGION PROB

HHHH 0.1443 0 .1674
oxÀv 0.1 448 0.2414
O+O+ 0.1 332 0.2939
oooo 0. 1 084 0. 1 031
xxxx 0.1 1 83 0 .1494
++++ 0.0799 0.0775

tttl

LLLL

0.0848
0 .1 129
0.0s45
0.1782
0.1 097
0.1 057

0.0820
0 .1 494
0.1031
0.2939
0 .2414
0 .167 4

0. 1 640
0. ss60
0.8700
0.0370
0.2130
0.0560

0.0410
0.2s90
0 .6920
0.5490
0.8630
0 .51 50

0.0802 0.2003 0.9400
0.1 786 0 .2497 0.3340
0.2149 0.37s8 0.6360
0.1270 0.2099 0.1270
0.0900 0 .2497 0.9770
0.0502 0.1313 0.9560

0. 1 003 0. 1 366 0.2890
0. 1 584 0.2497 0.4830
0. 1506 0.2099 0.3240
0. 1 790 0.37s8 0.8370
0.1884 0.2497 0.2970
0.1759 0.2003 0.1310

++++

tt

The null hypothesís was accepted for all 11 code zones of

Cycle 126 temperature data though rejected by the

south-to-west data zone codes I and lower 6. The

respective 2-Eail,ed probability of the estimated maximum

absolute difference for the latter zones was 0.0370 and

0.041 0. When code t++++' 
, the insignificant combinatory

group was analyzed as a whole rather than split into an

upper and a lower portion,the absolute maximum difference
became 0.07672 the critical region value became 0.0576 for
an alpha of 0.05 while the 2-Eailed probability was 0.003.
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Note that the cumulative frequency of these Ho rejecters
is 0.5708. In other words,approximately 57 t of the

south-to-west temperature data used in the calculation of

the F ratio is non-normal in distribution.

Yet the insignificant comparison zone '++++' on both the

temperature and mixing ratio symaps 8.3.3.1a 8.3.3.1b for
the south-to-west fusion are relativery simirar with respect

to orientation. The only major deviation occurs in the

vicinity of the university of Manitoba. The heat isrand

ellipse in this area,codes 'XXXX' and 'OOOO' combined,

encompasses an approximate area of 8.44 km2 whereas the area

of the mixing ratio ellipse is about 6.30 km2. Às the

minor axes of both are rerativery constant at 0.95 km west,

the area difference,2.14 km2 is the result of code t++++t

fluctuations

Which of the above code 6 trend configurations is the

most representative of the actual situation? For the

temperature datarthe insignificant zone is non-normal

whereas for the mixing ratio variablerthe data is of a

normar distribution function. The maximum absorute

Fo(x)-S(x) aistance of the Iatter's insignificant grouping

which arso has a similar high relative freguency of about

0.4409,was o.o4g4. with a test statistic of approximately

0.0592,the ?-tailed probability of the Kormogorov-smirnov

test rras 0. 158.

rejected.
Hence,the nulf hypothesis was not
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According to the statistical surface trend analysis
measures2l generated by Symap(1976)22 the sixth order trend
surface of each variable for each data cluster analyzed is
of a very good fit. The coefficient of determination23

varies from a maximum of 0.8738 for the south-to-west

temperature data to a minimum of 0.8140 for the mixing ratio
data of the same grouping. The coef f ic ient' s value of

CycIe 126 temperature data $¡as 0.8192. Resoect ive

correlation coefficients,the square root of the former

values are 0.9348,0.9022 and 0.9051. Hence,there also is a

good trend association between variables.

21 Recall that trend analysis is a parametric method for
using independent samples lo test thè null hypothesis that
several means are all equalrwhen the order of the means has
been predicted prior by the experimental hypothesis. That
is,one has made a prediction as to which celI mean wi1l be
highest,which second highest,and so forth until aIl ceIIpogitions have been accounted for. The predicted hypothesis
arises from a multipre comparison technigue, the lãlter of
which,in turn can onry be employed if the nurr hypothesis of
a statistic testing the order of non-predicÈed meansris
rejected. Chapter 7 depicts such a flow chart.22 The Symap trend measures are Iisted directly below the
ÀNOVA table in the upper right corner of each trend map.23 The coefficient of determination assesses the goodnãss of
a trend fit. rt is the total sum of sguares stl accounted
to..by .the. trend f unction,sd. The computation equation is
[1-(sdlsrr)].

A perfect fit of a trend function to the data points,a
very improbable situation,would yield a coefficient of
one. As the variation in the data increases,the trend
function's representation decreases,and the coefficient
becomes smaller. When a value of zero is obtained,no
polynomial trend relation exists.
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The trend statistics also indicate that the F ratio is
fairly robust regarding the normality assumption.

Schef fe ( 1 967 ,pages 33 1-337 ) concLudes that the ef fect of

normality assumption violations is slightras in the above

cÀ-cmA clusters, only if inferences about the mean are

made. When inferences about variances however are made

extremely dangerous results can occur.

But inferences about variances have already been made.

Recall that one of the basic assumptions of the

Kruskal-WaIlis non-parametric anova test is that all of the

k population distribution functions should be equal.

Therefore,to validate homoscedasticity and to indicate

whether t\e differences in the k samples are due to chance

variations which are to be expected among randorn samples

from the same sample,each selected variable cluster grouping

was subjected to the Squared Ranks Test for Variances.2a

There are three assumptions for
All samples are random from their
There must be mutual indeoendence

samples. The measurement 
"".r. is

the Squared Ranks Test.

respective populations.

between and within

at least inte'rval.

24 This test detects differences
dispersion rather than location: an
preliminary climatological st.udies
225-226)

It is analogous to the Kruska
discussed in Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.
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The calculation of this statistic is rather simple though

may require coding of data whenever N becomes quite large.
From each observation,subtract its k sample mean and take

the absorute varue. Rank the differences from smarrest to
largest or vice versa, assigning average ranks in case of

ties,again as described in Section 7.4.2. Square each

rank. Compute the sum of sguares of the ranks for each k

sample observation member.

The test statistic is:

k
T2 = l/o2(z g2 /n - ñ(s)2)

1¡

where

n = numbe{ of observations in sample j

N=n+n+...+n
12k

S = the sum of the sguared ranks in sample j

k
E, = l/NZ S = the average of all the squared ranksj=1 j

¡z = N(H+1 ) (2H+1 ) (B¡l+11)/190

The null- hypothesis Ho i o 1=o2=. . .. .=o 12127 is re jected if
12 exceeds the 1 -alpha quantile of the Chi-square

distribution with degrees of freedom,k-1. If and only is

J
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Ho is rejected,multiple comparisons can be made as described

in Section 7.4.4. D2 replaces 52 in the multiple

comparison formula of the latter section. T2 replaces H.

The following example best illustrates this rather new

statistical technique. The data consists of the first five
locations of Tab1e 7.3.1. It is the same as that used in

the Kruskal-WaIIis multiple comparison example of Section

7.4.4. Respective means for locations 1 through 5 are

-18.41"C.,-19.57oC., -20.73"C.,-1g.36oC.,and -19.60oC..

Example measurements and calculations are given in Table

8. 3 . 3.2.
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Table 8.3.3.2

THE SQUÀRED RÀNKS TEST FOR VÀRIANCES(rrnsr FrvE LocATroNs oF TABLE 7.3.1)

k ABS(X-u) neNX

1 2.88 1.86 1.02 15 14 11
2 1 .28 0.34 0.93 12 4 10
3 0.53 0.11 0.65 7 1 I
4 0.47 0.17 0.29 s 2 3
s 1.31 0.51 0.81 13 6 9

(neNr,) 2 sj
225 196 121 542
144 16 1 00 260
49 1 64 114
2s4938
69 36 81 286

suM 1240

s j 2

2937 63.9991
67599.9999
12996.0000
1444.0000

81795.9999

45759.9999

N ='l5
S =1240/lS=(N+1 ) (2N+1) /6=82.6667

N
sa =1 5 ( 1 6 ) ( 3 1 ) ( 1 3 1 ) /180=1 /n-11 , R4-n (s ) 2=54 14.6667

1= I

T2 =1 /5+14.6667 1457599.9999/3-( 1 s (82.6667) 2 ) I =9 .2391

The nuII hypothesis for the above is accepted for the

critical alpha 0.05 value for k=5,1 1.07, that is,the value

of T2 is Iess than 11.07. AII k populations are therefore
identical both with respect to their means and their
variances (See Section 7.4.2)

The null hypothesis was accepted by both the

south-to-west temperature and mixing ratio daÈa. The

former's calculated test statistic was 40.6866 whereas the

Iatter's was estimated at 73.8181. The respective
probabilities f or both yrere 1.000. D2 and N(S) 2 were

constant at 2.31768+11 and 3.6796n+14 respectively. The sum

Sjz/nj for k 1 through 127 was 3.77398+14 for temperature

and 3.8507e+14 for mixing ratio.
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For Èhe temperature data of Cycle l26rhoweverrthe null
hypothes i s vras re j ec ted . However, it should not be

forgotten that Cycle 126 traverse components 218 and 1 95

were undertaken when southwesterly winds dominated the

research zone for a period of 18 hours whereas itineraries
205 and 206 were conducted through a well established

northwesterly wind flow. When the Squared Ranks test for
variance was run on each of the above componentsrthe null
hypothesis was accepted rather than rejected. Respective

T2 values were 38.7846 and 42.98742 boLh indicating
probabilities of 1.000.

If the above results are ignored and multiple comparison

tests are run on Cycl-e 126,as a unit, the result proves

rather quite interesting. 1n fact,the theory that Winnipeg

possesses its own circulatory system is again validated.

To begin with,note that the N code f or Cycle 126 yras

8 overcast conditions. Variances were thus expected to be

Iess than that calculated for the south-to-west temperature

data. This wasrhowever,not the case. The variances for
both the temperature and mixing ratio data v¡ere greater for
Cycle 126 and its component traverse fusions than for the

south-to-west wind group. Moreover,the higher. codes'HHHH'

through to '++++' had variances which were always less than

that estimated for the code zones r++++' through to

' ... .' . this can be seen by examining the variances for
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each comparison zone listed under

Island heading on Symaps 8.3.3.
Hence,it could be stated that the

code zones vary greater than those

moisture island.

Returning to the Sguared

126, T2 vras f ound to exceed

freedom value of 154.3021 by

alpha value Yras approximately

N(S)2,D2 and sjz/nj were

4.7740E+1 2.

the Heat or Mixing Ratio

1a through 8.3.3.2.
Iocations within the lower

within the urban heat or

Ranks Test results for Cycle

the alpha 0.05,126 degree of

12.4529 units. The critical
0.0088. Respective values of

3.78138+12,5.95338+09 and

The multiple comparison procedure yielded similar
inferences regarding k sampre variance differentiation as

did the similar Kruskal-Wallis routine for the k sample

means. That is,the greater portion of comparisons are

insignificant more so for the variance than for the mean

data tests. Forty-six pairs prus the one lone location had

mean variance rank sum differences which could not satisfy
the inequality equated in section 7.4.4. Those which did
are listed in Table 8.3.3.3 along with their multipie
comparison significance and tocationar codesrtheir position
in the former Kruskal-wa11is murtiple comparison test and

their group pooled variances.
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SIGNIFICÀNT MULTIPLE
CYCLE 1

CODE LOC K-W
CODE

Table 8.3.3.3

souÀRED RÀNKS
26 TEMPERATURE

POOLED
VÀRIÀNCE

TEST COMPARISONS FOR
VÀRIÀNCE

rttt

(2)

r _r _
( 4)

( 5)

++++

50
108

79
107
107

94
60

114
106

78
112
117
113
125

77
81
80

3.384

2 "938

1.978

K-W
CODE

4
q

1

1

1

1

1
I

1

1

1

J
5
4
6
1

4
6

6
6
6
6
6

ö
6
I

1.1

6
6
6

11
7
I
6
6
6

LOC CODE

1 03 oxÀv
102 ( 10 )

34
34
35

33 0000
38 ( 8)
?'7

40 xxxx
36 ( 7)
43
15
45

104
3>
46
46

9

++++

0.03s

0.062

0 .211

1 .120

Even with only 14 significant pairs,there is a partial
inverse relationship between the Kruskal-Wallis and Squared

Ranks multiple comparison test results. The

relationshiprhowever,is restricted to only those locales
which registered a Kruskal-WaIlis comparison code of 5 or

less. The corresponding respective Squared Ranks

comparison codes are equal to or greater than 7.
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Moreover r this relationship is more valid for
Kruskal-Wallis code 1 sites than for any other. That

is,with the exception of locales 103 and 102 which yielded

the greatest mean squared ranks differences of 202476.25 and

196268.00, the next seven consecutive sites all had code 1

Kruskal-Wal1is labels. Locations 30 through 32 were the

only sites of the latter statistical grouping which had

variances that did not differ.

These sites had one trait in common. No matter whether

the prevailing winds were from the south or from the

northwest,anthropogenic heat acquirement would be always

minimal. The lands traversed by these winds were

consistently flat,snow c1ad, stubble agricultural fields.

The trajectories of the 295" and 304o winds of traverses

205 and 206 respectively towards each of the upper

significant code sites of Table 8.3.3.3,with the exclusion

of locales 15,16 and 9rwere directed over similar terrain.
the addition of anthropogenic heat again would have been

minimal.

When the winds however vrere southerly,the distance

between the monitoring location and the anthropogenic heat

generation area determined in which multiple comparison zone

the site rvould be placed. Moreoverrwhenever rural and

urban land classification types are juxtaposed, and the

traversed area is perpendicular to the prevailing winds, the
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intermediate situated locales would have the highest

temperature variances. Consequentlyrthese areas had the

highest calculated mean sum of squared ranks: a code

designation of 10. In other words,if the monitoring site
was located in the boundary area of the urban heat island or

within severaL of the wind tunnels which bisect the urban

heat island,variances between means would be high.

Location 1 03, situated at the Highway 1 01 -Pembina

Cloverleaf entrance,and 102,situated at the exit of the

above,had the highest mean sum of sguares values.

Respective values v¡ere 203,189.00 and 192,293.50. Both are

perpendicular to the prevailing southern winds and downwind

of the residential cornmunity of St. Norbert. The minimal

hypothetical heat loss generated by this community of about

2100 during those traverses conducted when the prevailing
wind was from the south would be approximately 8.52E+07

Btu's. This is equivalent to about 461 gallons of Bunker

'C' fuel oil (See Appendix A)

Whereas no information what-so-ever is available on even

the most fundamental surface boundary parameters such as

surface roughness or average substrate densities and

specific heatsrand whereas basic radiosonde data does not

exist either,it is impossible Èo determine the dispersion

rates of the St. Norbert heat island or t.he dimensions of

the heat island spread along the xry and z axes. AlI that
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is apparent from the data is that the heat loss from this
community is sufficient to influence the temperatures of

Iocations 1.8 km. north of the settlement when rvinds are

from a southerly direction. On the average, the

temperatures monitored at locales 102 and 103 were

approximately 1.2"C. warmer than those logged for locations
30 through 32 during traverses 195 and 218. The only

difference between these two groups is'that there is no

urban community south of the latter. In fact,when the

prevailing winds were between 281.25" and 304.75o, the

temperature difference between the two was averaging about

0 ,42"C.

It should also be noted that the temperature differences
obtained for the multiple comparisons of location 102 and

1 03 with sites 30 through 32 for the southern traverse
component of CycIe 126 are statistically significant whereas

those calculated for the northv¡est prevailing wind traverses
205 and 206 were not. The critical alpha value for the

foremost location comparison varied between 5.88E-07 and

1.44E-07 whilst that for 103 varied between 0.0027 and

0. 0005.

There is also a tendency that anthropogenic heat

displaced by southern winds stabilize temperature variation
between adjacent fixed point monitoring Iocations within
similar sectors of the same traverse.
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multiple squared ranks comparison group,T through 10,or any

portion there of,had an among sums of sguares greater than

1.OoC.. Nor had any a within sums of sguares larger than

0.7oC. . The least of the within groups sum of

squares,0.08oC.,was calculated for the most northwestern

traverse locations,37 and 38 whilst the largest
vaIue,0.66oC.,was that for location fusion (34,35).

The former group's variation in temperature vras slight
because the prevailing southerly winds displaced a smaller

guantity of anthropogenic heat over a larger area. That

is,the only heat that these winds could acquire and disperse

v¡as restricted to that generated by ts¡o residential
community committee areas (cca) known as Ässiniboine park

and St. James-Assiniboine.2s And even soronly that generated

25 Àtl the forlowing land category estimates were obtained
from the City of Winnipeg,Ðevelopment PIan Review,planning
Research, The Citv of Winnipeq Land Use-1971,þ¡¿ Community
Commiitee Area, September,lgT2run1ess ottrerwise
re ferenced.

Àpproximately 84.2t or 104.5 km2 of the total Assiniboine
Park CCÀ area is either vacant ragricultural or
underdeveloped land. The residential land use category
accounts for about 7.5t of the total area whitst that
devoted to parksrschoolsrcemeteries and so forth is 3.6r.
Respective percentage in decreasing land use category
importance are industrial,2.5;pub1iè utiIities,1.4ìþuUfic
buildings, 0.6 and commercial,0.2.

The St. James-Àssiniboine CCA has a similar land usepercentage structure. Underdeveloped and vacant land
accounts for 67.11 of the total area of 109.3 km2. To
this,approximately 84r of the public utility area may be
added as this percentage constitutes maintained flightpath
zones. The latter category has a total area of 10.7 km2.
Residential land use again has the second highest area
percentage. The respective value is 12.3 The remaining
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by the western sectors of each CCA.26 Winds with northern

trajectories over these western CCA portions traverse on the

average 5.9km of urban environment and 6.1km of agricultural
land before they arrive at site destinations 36 through

40.2 7 this trajectoryrthereforerassures adequate

moderat ion.

Variation however among traverses can become quite Iarge

even if the degree difference between the prevailing winds

is only a matter of a few degrees. For example,during

traverse 195,the prevailing wind has a direction of 172".

It s¡as therefore parallel to the western portions of the

Perimeter Highway. Although the amount of heat acquired

and displaced by the wind was proportionate to the traffic

area land use category percentages in descending importance
are parks,schools,cemeteries, 5.5; industrial,2.9icommercial
2.0 and public buildings,0.6.

Although the commercial area of St. James-Àssiniboine is
2.13 km2 whilst that of Àssiniboine Park CCa is 0.3
bm',approximately 0.65r of the area is devoted to parking(City of Winnipeg, Planning Division, Committee on
Environment, Shoppinq Centres 1976,Ðecember,1976)26 Although both-ffi'ã-;ããlet-Etre Àssiniboine River for
almost 9.84km east of the western portion of the perimeter
Highway, flightpath zoning by-Iaws for Runway 36 of the
I{innipeg International Airport and the position of the
Assiniboine Park-Assiniboine Forest-Tuxedo GoIf Course
Recreation Complex ensure that the two CCÀ's will
continually be bisected into an eastern and a western
sector.

The latter recreational zone with an approximate area of
4.94 km2 totally segregates the western portion of the
Àssiniboine Park CCA from the rest of the city proper
(PersonaI communication,Jim Mansell,CIerk,Parks and
Recreation,City of Winnipeg, Decenber 29,1982,1225hrs) . The
minimum $ridth of this zone is about 1 .65 km r¡hilst the
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flow on the Highway,a cumulative effect was instigated by

the flow. That is,the heat liberated from car exhaust at
rocation 31 would influence temperatures and mixing ratios
from that locare onwards. Heat liberated at rocation 32

would be added to whatever vras transmitted from the downwind

areas.

The average temperature increase per location due to this
process between locations 31 through 36 was approximately

0.17oC. When the orientation of the traverse became

perpendicular to the prevailing winds at location 37,a drop

of 0.51oC. $ras registered.

maximum is approximately 2.42 km.

The former by-Iaw also sets restrictions on the type of
construction allowed south of the threshold area of Runway
36. This incrudes buirdings in the western sectors of the
above recreation area. Thãt is, for every 15.24 meters one
proceeds sout,hward from the southern boundary of the 1.3 km2
threshold rectangular area of Runway 36,the maximum vertical
increase allowed is 0.3048 meters (personar communications,
À. SchwartzrSupervisor,Àviation Control Tower,Winnipeg
Internationat Airport,December 29,1982,1225hrs;Art
d' Entremont , Supervi sor , Ài rport L icenses and
Inspection,Winnipeg International Àirport,December 29,1982,
1 000hrs ) .

Both the above foster the establishment and maintenance
of a non high-rise residential corridor and a 'wind tunnel'
between the Àirport property boundary and the Assiniboine
River-Recreational complex. The average length and width
are 1.42km and 1.19km respectively.

This 'wind tunnef is guite evident on both the SAS G3Dplots and the Synap trend maps. For the former,it ispositioned between X co-ordinates 7 .2 and 9.7 . The
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During traverse 218rthe prevailing winds,howeverrwere

1900. No pattern existed. Temperatures fluctuated
randomly,with the greatest increase registered between

locations 34 and 35: 0.56oC.. The reason for such an

increase in less than 0.74km is that location 35 is directly
downwind of the Unicity Fashion Square. This Regional

Shopping Center has a greater area devoted to buildings than

any other in the City of Vlinnipeg: approximately 28.3r of

the total area of 0. 1 6km2 (City of Winnipeg, planning

Ði vi s i on , Commi ttee on Envi ronrnent , Shoppinq

Centres-1 976,December ,1976) . The estimated heat loss

during November 23,197 6,the day traverse 218 was

conducted,was calculated at 4.888+07 Btu or 241.9 gallons

oil eguivalent (see Appendix B)

When examining the among and within groups sums of

sguares for traverses 205 and 206rthe northwesterly
prevailing wind component of Cycle 126,ít was noticed that
both variations were larger than their southern

counterparts. The former was approximately 4.3 times

greater whilst the within group sums of sguares was about

6.8 times as great. OnIy location grouping (+5,+6) had

compatible resurts. Respective among and within variations
were 0.06oC. and 0.05oC..

corresponding Symap col-umn27 The northern boundary of
i s taken as Saskatche!Ían
Àssiniboine Park CCA sector
taken as Ridgewood Avenue.

range is 33 through 48.
the St. James-Assiniboine sector

Avenue whilst that of the
, also known as Charleswoodris
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The reasons again for such an occurrence yras traced to
their locational site. Both are wedged between residential
sectors. Even though the population density of the

windward sector is quite Iow, 0.16 persons per km2,the

effect is very noticabIe.2s The temperature differences

between locations 44 and 45 for traverses 205 and 206 were

0.21 oC. and 0.85oC. respectively. The 0.64oC. spread

probably arose from an increase in residential energy

consumpt ion . Table I . 3. 1 . 1 indicates that pressure, wind

direction and speed and parameter N were relatively similar
for both traverses. The only difference being that
traverse 205 commenced at and was standardized to 1 700 hours

whilst traverse 206 started at and was standardized to 2100

hours.

UnIike for the above analysisrclimatological information

can not be used as an aid in explaining why l-ocations 9115

and 16 have multiple sguared ranks comparison codes 7 or yrhy

any of the locations registering codes 1 through 5 have such

28 The windward sector corresponds to Census Tract 51. The
total area is 2.46 km2 of which 1.4t is
residential. Greater than 85r of the remaining area is
vacant or agricultural. Àpproximately 6l or 0.9 km2 is
public cemetery land. The remainder is commercial of which
the greatest proportion is of the ribbon type paralleling
Keewatin Street.

The above population census tract information vras
obtained from the City of Winnipeg,Planning Research
Branch, internal publication entitled Population Densitv (per
Gross Acre) bv Census Tract - 1971 All othet infõrmãtiõn r.¡as
obtained from person communications with various
departmental Planners.
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codes. Àrr these locares are situated werl within the

urban heat isrand infruence zone. Logical explanation can

only be derived from the examination of traffic frow charts
for the city.

Locations 14 through 17 are situated within the st. James

Bridge-Century Underpass corridor. In 1976, this
transportation network had the greatest traffic frow count

in the city and it has since increased drastically (personal

communication,Ed Guertin rTransportation Research

Analyst, streets and Transportation Ðepartment,city of
winnipeg,December 30,1982, 11o0hrs) the fror¡rmoreover,is
reratively constant. That is,the average week day count

during 1976 between 0700-1900 hours ylas approximatery 767402

roughly 1.6 times that logged for the portage-Main

intersection. Only 10r of this flow occurs between the
morning peak hours 0730-0830 whitst about 13.2r occurs

between the evening peak hours 1630-1730. The area

therefore has a rerative perpetual congestion problem, rn
fact,during the rush hoursra volume-capacity ratio greater
than 1.0 is obtained.2s Thus whenever temperatures and

1t _Ttt. city of winnipeg,streets and Transportation Division,defines the practical capacity of an intärsecÈion as the
maximum traffic vorume that can be discharged by anintersection under normal climatic and streef conãitionswith most of the vehicles being able to crear theintersection without more than añ one signal cycre. wherethe volume to capacity raÈio exceeds 1.0rcongeËtion occurs
,causing delay in flow. when the value ranges between 0.7s
and 1.0,as in the st. James Bridge-century underpasscorridor,conditions are acceptable though the! are äpt todeteriorate quite suddenly.
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mixing ratios are recorded a monitoring sites located within
the St. James Bridge-Century Underpass Corridor it is highly
probable that the data collected is representative of an

exhaust based micro-cIimate. The effects are quite

discernible in the chosen cÀ-cmÀ air mass fusion group

data. they are however more pronounced for those traverses

undertaken through rush hour conditions. For those

traverses not conducted during the time span 1700-2000

hours, the effects have distinct wind directional traits.

For all rush hour itineraries of the S-W union,see Table

8.3.1.1, the temperature difference between locaLions 14 and

15,a distance of. approximately 0.48 km with an elevation
decline of 0.43 m,is 0.53oC. whereas that between 1 5 and

16,a distance of approximately 0.45 km with an elevation
increase of 0.5 m is -0.14oC.. The respective differences
for traverse 205 is 0.94oC. and -0.35oC.. Note that the

changes are more pronounced during a northwesterly wind flow

with overcast conditions,though in bothrthe areas under the

overpass are heat sinks.

The rnissing ratio variable behaves in a similar
fashion. For the S-W group the respective differences

between the above locales are 0.0176 and -0.0091 g/kg

whereas that for traverse 205 are 0.0391 and -0.0026 g/kg.

When traverses were conducted during non rush hour

traffic,the heat sink reverses to a cotd air sink only when
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the prevailing winds are from the south. Moreoverrthe

differences are greater when the skies are cIear. The

temperature change between locations 14 and 15 for the S-W

traverse group is -0.58oC. whereas that between 15 and 16 is
0.24oC.. For traverses 195 and 218 respective differences
are -0.22oC. and 0.13oC.: half that of the above rush hour

examole.

À heat dome however exists over location 16 for traverse

206. The temperature differences between locations 15-15

and 16-17 are 0.48"C. and -0.53oC. Locations 14 and 15 had

equal temperatures of -12.8"C.. Recalt that location 16 is
situated near the center of the St. James Bridge. A 10

km/hour wind was not strong enough to disperse this exhaust

micro-cIimate.

With respects to the variations of the mixing ratio
variable,no definite pattern exists. For the S-w fusion

there is a steady decline whereas for southern wind

components of CycIe 126,a mixing ratio island is situated
between locations 14 and 17. The internal variation is
approximately 0.0072 g/kg' whereas the change at the northern

and. southern boundaries of the humidity island are 0.1223

and -0.1325 g/kg respectively

In summation,although a great deal of time has been

devoted in examining the probable causes of temperature and

mixing ratio variation for those multiple sguare ranks
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comparison locales registering either code 1 or codes 7

through 10,the inferences made about variances for both the

Kruskal-Wa11is Nonparameteric ÀNOVÀ and the parametric ANOVÀ

proved to be valid. Recall that the nuII hypothesis of the

Sguare Ranks Test that the k populations are identical yras

accepted by the S-W traverse union as well as each of the

separate wind directional based traverse components of CycIe

126. Rejection only occurred when Cycle 126 was analyzed

as a who1e. Though the variation was thus artificiatty
created being not necessarily inherent in the datarthe

results neverthless indicated that bhe majority of the data

variates in a similar fashion at each locaIe. The

exception being that for peripheral locations situated
within a 180o-360o zone.

The f inal statistical
application of parametric

mass data does not lead

statistical signi f icance

Symaps 8.3.3.1a through I
are totallyrwithout quest

proof which indicates that the

tests on nonparametric cÀ-cmÀ air
to misleading results,lies in the

of each trend function derived for
.3.3.2. The F ratios calculated

ion,significant.3o

3o Henceforth,the following formula shall be used to compute
Syrnap trend F ratios: R2(n-m-1)/n(1-n2) where m eguals the
number of terms in the trend component and n is the total
number of data points (creen,1978,pages 66-71). Although
adopted because of its simplicity,the value generated should
be viewed as a gross estimate. The inherent errcrs 1ie not
in the formula but in Èhe manner in which Symap(1976,Section
III,EIective 38 and Section V,pages 32-45) calculates the
degrees of freedom and sums of squares for variation sources
due to the trend regression and deviations from Èhe trend
regression. That is,the total sum of squares variation
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Although a great deal of time has been devoted in proving

the obvious,that isrthat the cÀ-cmÀ

examination was statistically signif
type of statistic was applied, the

uncovered:

air mass data under

icant no matter what

following facts were

(1) both temperature and mixing ratio outliers aid in
the calculation of extremely high critical alpha
values for the Kruskal-Wa11is H statistic but they
do not yield necessary information required for
the fitting of a very strong surface trend
polynomial conf iguration equation.
only the mixing ratio data of the S-W group had an
empirical distribution close enough to indicate
normality. The temperature data of both Èhe two
fusions examined were neverthel-ess closer to the
normal distribution than to the uniform
distribution. It will later be shown that this
was one of the main parameters which influenced
the high F ratio calculation. That is,as the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z value increases for the
normal distribution,decreasing for the uniform,the

Q)

remains constant no matter at what order the trend equation
is calculated for. This method used by the package is in
direct contradiction to the referenced materials. Harbough
et a1. ( 1967,pages 61-70) , Meyer (1976,Chapter 14) and
Snedecor et aI.(1976,pages 460-465),to name only a few,al1
indicate that as the trend surface polynomial equation
increases in complexity,the degrees of freedom and sums of
squares are proportional to the overall totals. The
following best' illustrates this procedure.

The total number of data points in each of the Symap
figures in this section is constant at 180. Thus the total
degrees of freedom is n-1 or 179. The degrees of freedom
for variation source due to linear regressional components(gx + Cy) are 2 whereas that due to deviations from linear
are 179-Z or 177. When a quadratic relation is
derived,respective degrees of freedom would be 3 and
177. The latter value is correct because one must consider
the deviations from both the linear and the quadratic
forms. As there are five derived components, (Bx + Cy + Dx2
+ Exy +Eyz ),there are 179-5 or 174 degrees of
freedom, Symap howeverrrêgisters 176. Variation due to
cubic regressionrcomponents (Gxs + Hxzy + Ixy2 +Jy3)
onlyrwould yield 4 degrees of freedom whereas that due to
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(3)

F ratio becomes inversely proportionate to the H
statistic.
even though the Squared Ranks Test for Variance
statistic proved that the k populations of both
the S-W fusion and the component traverse portions
of Cycle 126 are identical, by analyzing the
latter as a unitrhence generating variance as the
traverse components represented two different air
f Iows, it yras shown that variation among and
between locales along the Èraverse itinerary is
restricted to those areas which are peripheral in
the southernrwestern and northern sectors.
the degree of temperature and mixing ratio
variation between and among peripheral Iocations
situated in the above sectors depends not only
upon t.he wind direction but also upon the
orientation of these locations to both the wind
and anthropogenic. heat sources. The l-east
variation occurs when there is no juxtaposed
urban-rural architecture and hence no
anthropogenic inf luence. Wind direction does not
become an influencing factor then. When
anthropogenic heat is added downwind of the
monitoring site,orientation with respect to the
wind direction becomes the main determinant.
Locations which are parallel to the wind flow vary
greater than those locales which are
perpendicular.

(5) anthropogenic heat stabilizes variation. That
is,variation stiIl exists,though it does not
fluctuate as greatly. This is particularly true
when the winC direction is from a southern
direction.

Linear + Quadratic +Cubic would yield 179-9 or 170. Note
that the sum of these two degrees of freedom equal the
previous order's error degree of freedom. The respective
D.F. for an order 6 trend would therefore be 5 and
159. Symap however registers 6 and 172.

The calculations for the sums of sguares follow the same
procedure. with each increase in trend complexityrthe total
sums of squares for that particular order equals .the
previous order's error sums of' sguares. Symap again does
not do this. Àlthough the sums of squares vary from order
to order+1 trend equation,it is not know what portion of the
overall sums of squares derives from a linear or a quadratic
or a sixth degree trend polynomial equation. Hencerit can
not be determined at what level most of the variation is
expJ.ained due to the regression. Thusreven R2 values are
effected.

(4)
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(6)

(7)

urban situated locales which register high Squared
Rank Multiple Comparison Codes,such as locations
9,15 and 16,have continuous traffic congestion
problems. Temperature and mixing ratios vary
differently with different wind flows for aII
hours except for those hours which are designated
rush hours.
the least amount of temperature and mixing ratio
variation for the cÀ-cmA air mass data occurred in
the eastern traverse sectors under overcast
conditions when the wind y¡as from the northwest.
Traffic exhaust combined with a steady heat flow
form the city proper and upwind meat processing
plantsrsuch as the Canada Packers-Swifts-Burns
complex, not only moderated the temperature and
mixing ratio data but also maintained a stable
environment. The similar occurrence was noted for
Iocat ions along the Pembina Strip which vrere
downwind of the Manitoba Sugar Beet P1ant.
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g_.3-.4 Svmap Compar i sons

Rather than dwell upon the differences and simirarities
between the two temperature Symaps and between the

temperature and mixing ratio Symaps of the S-W fusion,here

and again for each of the other five air mass studiesrthey
wilr be briefry introduced,reaving more detailed discussion
for later publications. The reason being,that the same

features are reoccurrent.

There is only one major difference between the various

Symap and SÀS G3D plots and that is that under overcast

conditions,the major heat island core of comparison zone

l l,designated 'HHHH' on Symap 8.3.3.2, has shif ted f rom the

C.B.D. outlier cases and has become consolidated in the

vicinity of the major meat packing plants of Winnipeg. The

cl-oud cover $¡as therefore either sufficient to deflect
outgoing radiation from the processing plants back down to
the monitoring height or the winds in the locale were very

Iight hence preventing heat dispersion.

This occurrence is neither an error or an exception.
That is,with the exception of heat losses from

refrigeration,boilers, ventilation of buildings and

smokehouses,heat rates are constant for the meat processers

(Personar communication rJoe MagrorMechanical superintendent,

Canada Packers Inc. Plant rWinnipeg,January 3,1 983 r 0900

hrs. ). The estimated heat losses for this particular
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company per source during the year 1976, combined from the

sources Kiln Dryer,Dowtherm BoilerrHog Singer and Refinery

Cooling Tower, is approximately 1 .058+1 0 Btu per month.

With the exception of the hog singer which operates 6 hours

per day for 5 days,the remaining sources of heat are 24 hour

operational outputs.

The heat losses for the Swift plant were similar to that

of Canada Packers. That from the Schneider and East-West

Packer plants contribute approximately 0.3 of that of Canada

Packer's outÞut. The total estimated generated heat Ioss

in the area would be at a minimum of 2.415E+10 Btu/month

(Personal communications,Joe Magro,Mechanical Superintendent

and Gene Po1uha, Project Engineer,Canada Packers Inc.

Plant,Winnipeg,January 4,0900 hrs. )

Hence,there is a constant heat output even though when

skies are clearrthe above condition does not exist.
Instead,the basic heat island pattern of Symap 8.3.3.1a was

of code 9,designated 'O+O+'. The broadened maximum ellipse
stretched from the northwestern C.B.Ð. sectors through the

meat processing area weIl into the Windsor Park residential
sector. The major axis was approximately 7.9km whilst the

minor axis which paralleled the prevailing mean wind

direction ,231",was about 1.7km.

Just as bewildering is the fact that no significant
mixing ratio trend can be detected during overcast
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conditions. This is again odd because the rate of water

vapor release from the meat processing plants is again

constant at approximately 1,308+05 litres per day.

The mixing ratio pattern of Syrnap 8.3.1.1b vras in all
respects similar to that of its associated S-t^7 temperature

trend. The only major difference being that the mixing

ratio comparison code '0000' occupies the combined

temperature area coded '0+0+' and '0000'.

Turning to the three dimensional representations of the

corresponding Symaps,the following traits become apparent:

(1) the advection of southwestern air is prevalent in
aIl cases. Infiltration occurs will into the

(2)

residential sectors of Fort Rouge where it becomes
effectively blocked by the generated heat and
mixing ratio islands.
the University of Manitoba exists as a separate
heat and humidity island under clear conditions
but is joined to the rnajor heat core during
overcast conditions.
the steepest temperature and mixing ratio cliffs
are constantly located along the Pembina Highway

(3)

commercial-residential corridor. The slope

(4)

differentiation between the windward and leeward
sides are relatively constant being on the average
0.76 times sharper on the latter. For the S-W
group the windward and leeward temperature changes
yrere 3.53oC./km and -4.66"C./km ¡vhilst those for
CycIe 126 $¡ere 1.49"C./km and -2.51"C./km,
respectively.
the St. James Century Underpass traffic corridor
discussed in the previous section, appears only on
the temperature pLots, regardless to the N code
conditions.
the St. James-Àssiniboine and Charleswood
residential sectors have a unique parabolic
temperature and mixing ratio trend. The slopes
vary according to the wind direction with the
greatest being on the leeward side. During the
northwestern flow of Cycle 126 the respective
temperature changes were 0.64 "C./km and

(5)
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-0.80"C./kn whereas that during southern f low $rere
1 .89oc./km and -2.17oc./U^.
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8.4 Continental Maritime

to Maritime Àrctic
Àrctic Warm to

Cold Air Mass Analvsis

9..9.! Fusion Selection

In this section it will be shown that traverses belonging

to the same air mass classification,but of a different
order,cannot. be fused to a single cluster and yet retain
their original Kruskal-WaIIis significant critical alpha

levels. Though,traverses belonging to the same air mass

category and of the same warm (w) or cold (k) order,can be

fused with the resultant critical alpha leve1 stiII beinq

greater than or equal to 0.05. If ,however,the H statistic
so calculated upon fusion,remains relatively constant or

becomes lower than either of the component cycle's values,

information j.s being lost and the cycle should be

discarded. When the H value increases,either a true trend

exists or several outliers have emerged. The latter,as
shown in the previous sectionrlacks any sort of usefulness

and thence the fusion should also be igncred.

It has also been shown

variable variation need not

1n

be

Section 8.3

constant or

that clinatic
similar when

Recal I , forsignificant traverse cycles are fused.

instance, CycIe 80. ÀIthough the prevailing Airport winds

were SW during two component traverses and NW 'for the

remaining two,the critical alpha value increased to greater

than 0.000005. Only the variance was affected and even

so,only for 14 peripheral fixed locational sites.
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A similar outcome was noted for the cmA t.o mÀk

transformation air mass traverses to be discussed. In

fact,climatic parameters ff and N were also included with

IittIe influence being noted on the resultant fusion.

Howeverrprior to any more discussion of the aboverbackground

information and generalizations must be noted down.

The second subcluster to be statistically analyzed is
composed of 65 traverses. rhis subcluster is united to the

previously discussed cA-cmA subcluster at CycIe 250. The

change in the error sums-of-sguaresrdl rat fusionrhoweverrwas

the third largest recorded out of the total 253 unions.

The respective value of 18.872 adequately indicates that
this subcluster is unique in several respects though similar
to the cA-cmA fusion in others.

In Table 8.4. 1 . 1 the traverses which were undertaken

during the early and later cmÀ to mÀk air mass

transformation stages are coded according to their
respective position in the total 253 conducted

itineraries. Numbering 35,the early stage itineraries aIl
have similar air mass characteristic curves which deviate

from those of the cÀ only in the slant of the curve. That

isrdue to the increased mixing ratio content,the curve is no

Ionger parallel to the Qd ordinates of the Rossby diagram.

Inversions, though, sti1l exist.
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For the Iater 30 stage cmA to mAk transformation

traverses, especially the true mAk clusterrCycle 80rthe

surface inversion has dissipated and has been replaced by

the unusual neutral to unstable condition in the lower 350

meters.

Àlso listed in both this Table on the left are the

standardized traverse hour and the prevailing Àirport
climatic variables,station pressure (ppp),wind direction
(dd),wind speed (ff) and the total fraction of the celestial
dome covered by clouds,irrespective of genus type,code N.31

The Clustan-1C dendrogram reproduction for each portion

of Table 8.4.1.1 is given in Tables 8.4.1.2a and 8.4.1.2b

respectively. The ordinates are the traverse codes whilst
the abscissa are the fusion cycle numbers. The number

symbol (#) will appear under those traverses in this table
which when fused yield critical alpha values Iess or equal

to the critical type 1 error alpha of 0.05 for both the

climatic variables under consideration. An equal sign (=)

will indicate the converse of the above. If the nulI
hypothesis is rejected only by temperature data,an unequal

sign (+) will be printed under the respective itinerary
groupíng. Meanwhile,a hyphen (-) will symbolize that only

the mixing ratio data has rejected Ho.

3 1 See Chapter I
of valid climatic

footnotes I through 10
inf ormation concerning

for a recapitulation
these parameters.
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Statisticar information relating to the traverse fusion

cycles of Table 8.4. 1 .2a is found in Table 8.4. 1 .3a while

that of Table 8.4. 1 .2b is found in Table 8.4. 1 .3b.

Together with the cycre identification number,the actual
change in the error sum of sguares at fusion (d1 ) is risted
on the left. The Kruskar-walris test statistic corrected
for ties (u) and its associated criticar arpha revel (a) are

also tabulated for both temperature and mixing ratio.
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TABLE 8.4.1.i

CLIMATOLOGICAL INFORMÀTION FOR TRAVERSES CONDUCTED UNDER
THE VARIOUS cmAw 1O mÀK ÀTRMASS TRÀNSFORMÀTION STAGES

EARLY STÀGES
TRÀV HR CLIMÀTIC VARIABLES

PPP dd f,f. N

LÀTER STAGES
TRAV HR CLIMATIC VARIABLES

PPP dd T.f. N

4

I
221
5
6
9
222
124
128
143
151
159
t55
166
154
160
161
162
175
80
81
97
98

223
163
187
196
219
220
182
191
194
192
193

9
21

1

21
13
17

9
J
9

9

9
21
21
l?
17
21

13
17
17
21
13

9
9

13
IJ
17
21

9
21
13
17

990.0 wsw
98s. s s
981.9 s
964.6 wsw
988.9 s
986.8 s
982.4 S
973.0 NNW
984.3 NNW
993.6 ssw
988.6 NW

1 000.0 sE
997 .7 ENE
990.6 s

1 003.2 s
997.5 ssE
998.0 ENE
999.7 ENE

1 001 .7 ENE
97 6.7 s
985.2 N ,

988.7 N
983.0 s
980.5 S
978.8 NNW

1 006.6 s
980.3 ssw
986.3 ssw
97 4.2 S
968.1 s
989.5 NNE
996.9 NNW
997.1 wNw
996.9 NNW
997.5 NNW

1.8 0
12.5 0
22.5 2
26.0 4
7.8 1

9.0 0
31.8 0
30. 1 I
32.0 3
16.2 0
22.7 I
6.0 7

11.6 I
27.3 I
lq q n

11.6 7
14.4 I
13.4 I
t¿. I J
28.7 I
32.0 I
25.5 I
20.4 I
16.7 7
29.7 I
6.8 7

21 .8 0
23.6 I
42.6 7
35.2 I
24.1 g

23.6 I
14.4 3
22.2 I
16.7 I

138 21
140 13
141 17
142 21
139 9
179 9
167 9
172 13
173 17
174 21
152 13
^^^¿¿ö
231 21
1s6 13
171 9
234 17
176 13
190 21
184 13
188 13
185 17
177 17
189 17
178 21
153 17
227 21
235 21
164 13
16s 17
186 21

972.3 T,¡SW

985. 9 I^INW
987.1 Nw
988.3 t^?Nw

984.3 w
980.7 NNW
978.5 s
986.8 Nw
989.5 NNw
991 .2 NNW
998.5 ENE
992.8 s
987 .9 sE
986.2 ssw
984.3 wNw
994.4 N
974.9 wNw
976.8 wsw
982.9 SI^¡

979.3 vt
982.9 ssw
97 4.5 vt
978.2 wsw
973.7 gtNW

998.4 E
993.5 N
996.0 ENE

100s.8 s
1 004.8 SSW
982.8 ssw

29.7 I
22.2 I
11.6 I
7.9 I

30. 1 I
44.0 I
27.8 I
42.6 I
34.3 I
41 .7 I
10.7 I
¿¿. t I

24.6 5
25.5 I
42.6 I
17.1 0
21 .8 1

19.9 1

14.8 0
19.s 0
13.0 0
8.8 5

13.9 6
16.7 I
9.7 7
9.3 0

11.1 0
10.7 1

9.3 0
14.9 0
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TÀBLE 8.4. 1 .2a

EARLY cmÀw _ MÀK ÀIRMÀSS TRÀNSFORMÀTION TRÀVERSE DENDROGRÀM

TRÀV CYCLE

2222221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 99977 666554321 1 41
3321 1 0988 7 6sss3 1 07 2175982912467 6
91 2931 641 1 1 91 097 8

Âar
1+trf+
8 *= + *
221 + = + *
tr¿--1JJJ7-7r7

6 *= = f * +
O+-+Jr-7

222 *.= = f
24 f = = =
28 f = = =43 * = = =

151 f,= f= +
159 f= f= +

JJ 7

66f=*=+
160 f= f=
161 *= *=
162 /= f,=
118 4- +I I¿ 7_ T 7

180 f,= + = + =
181 f,= * = + =
197f=f=
198 f= t =
223f=f=
163 f= = =
187 *= = = =
196 *.= = = =
219 *-- = = = =
220f=====
182 f= =191 r,= =
194 f= =
192 *= =
193 f= =

17
Jf

+7
1f
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TABLE 8.4.1.2b

LATER cmÀ$¡ _ mÀK AIRMÀSS TRANSFORMATTON TRAVERSE DENDROGRAM

TRÀV CYCLE
22221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8887775443321 1

321 1 888544321 0041 096065496230
2ss1 96335275476

138
140
141
142

I7
+
f

J
?

+f
1f
+?

39
79
67

172
173
174
152
228
231
156
171
234
176
190
184
188
185
177
189
178
153
227
235
164
165
186

47

47
+
¿J J-
ff

1J 1-
?7

4+ ¿-17
¿1 1-?7
¿1 ¿-r?
+4 1-ff
11 1 Jr7?f
+1 I 1rrTf
1J 1 Jff??
11 1 1777f
+4 I J7î77
11 1 ¿?fff
¿¿ I 177??
14 IJr?rf
+1 ¿¿777?

**+f*
lJJ1¿
77t7T

¿J¿f?sf
++ ¿ Jrr7?
11 J ¿77f?

#
#
#
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TABLE 8.4. 1 .3a

STÀTISTICAL INFORMÀTION ON TRAVERSES CONDUCTED UNDER
EÀRLY cMÀw _ mÀK AIRMÀSS TRÀNSFORMATION STAGES

CYCLE d1 TEMPERATURE
Ha

MTXING RATIO
Ha

239
231
222
219
213
201
196
184
181
171

61
59
51
50
39
17
08
97
92
91
77
75
69
68
62
59
51
42
34
26
17
16

4
1

1 .0065
0.3400
0.1 960
0.1360
0.1100
0.0825
0 .07 20
0.0540
0.0525
0.0465
0.0390
0.0380
0.0340
0.0340
0.0310
0 .0225
0.0200
0.0170
0.0170
0.0165
0 . 0140
0 . 0140
0.0125
0.0125
0.0115
0.0110
0.0100
0 " 0090
0.0080
0.0075
0.0060
0.0060
0.0020
0.0015

166.109
134.966

77 .683
1 38.9s3
208.721
37.801
18.842
64.8s3
42.573
52.538

262 .442
273.109
1 68. s93
92.754
8s. 1 19

1 98.9s9
147.076
242 .406
1 08.339
s6.064

1 00.945
1 87.598
136.772
139.038
117.427
169.514
138.105
1 00.460
184.925
145.850
17 0 .716
220.054
1 82 .483
1 84.556

0.010
0.276
1 .000
0.203

>0.000005
0.223
0 .662
0.011
0.148
0.054

>0.00000s
>0.000005

0. 0068
0.988
0.998
0.000038
0.097

>0.000005
0.870
1 .000
0.951
0.00031
0.241
0.202
0.69s
0.00s9
0.217
0. 954
0.000s
0. 109
0.0049

>0.000005
0.00076
0.00054

9 .614
30.383
60. 1 s6
47.180
26.332
53.538

e1^Jt.Jt¿
33 .417
24.739
11 .614

136.107
1 9.890
62.372
24.908
15.293
32.482

102 .947
129.386
100.b78

61 .949
179.206
41.080
41.172
45 .7 02

1 63. s58
115.693
1 50.1 53
25.321
30.320
88. 1 19
72.795
1 4 .459

1 85. s38
71.040

1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
0.254

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000
0 .934
0.400
0.957
1 .000
0.0013
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
0.014
0.734
0.070
1 .000
1 .000
0.996
1 .000
1 .000
0.0004s
1 .000
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TABLE 8.4. 1 .3b

STÀTISTICAL INFORMATION ON TRAVERSES CONÐUCTED UNDER
LATER cmÀw - mAk ÀIRMÀSS TRÀNSFORMÀTION STAGES

CYCLE d1 TEMPERÀTURE
Ha

MIXING RÀTIO
Ha

232
225
215
211
189
186
183
153
145
142
137
125
114
107
106

84
81
80
69
76
70
56
45
44
39
36
22
13
10

0.367s
0.2135
0.1150
0.1010
0.061s
0.0565
0 0s35
0.0360
0.032s
0.0320
0.030s
0 .0240
0.0215
0.0200
0.019s
0.0155
0.0150
0.0150
0.0145
0.0140
0.0125
0.0110
0.0090
0.0090
0.0090
0.0080
0.0070
0.0055
0.004s

263.0 1 3
277 .798
37.839

189 .7 66
83.527
47.451

202.538
293 .1 98
180.268
284.756

67 .592
27.913
82.830

210.947
112.605
1 23.055
59.285

27 6.944
48.599

127.360
54.684

128.342
1 38.559
80.059

120.679
s1.109

1 40.631
1 02 .604
228.734

>0.000005
>0.000005

1 .000
0.0002 1

0.999
1 .000
0.000019

>0.000005
0.0011

>0.000005
1 .000
1 .000
0.999

>0.000005
0.798
0. 5s8
1 .000

>0.000005
1 .000
0 .449
1 .000
0 .425
0 .210
1 .000
0 .617
1 .000
0.176
0.937

>0.000005

17 .502
20.285
34.077
30.35s

6 .107
61.183
33.6s6
52.371
69.786
37 .947
31.443
59.263
56.9s8
45.903

1 1 4.883
127 .049
1 12.233
187 .525
110.749
63.285
56 .1 47

138.040
69 .622

1 39.98s
28.964

162.259
127 .597
78.041

169 .996

1 .000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
0.752
0 .457
0.80s
0.000313
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000
0.219
1 .000
0.186
1 .000
0.011
0.443
1 .000
0.005s

As with the cA cmA dendrogram cluster,Table 8.3. 1 . 1 , the

greatest proportion of traverses Iisted in Table 8.4.1.1

v¡ere undertaken when the wind direction,logged at the
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Airport,varied between 168o and 349o. The cumulative

frequencies for the cA cmA air mass group and the earry
and later stages of the cmÀw - mAk air mass transition yrere

0.84,0.74 and 0.77,respectively. when this wind quadrant is
further sub-divided into the S WSW and W - NNW

sectors,there is a quite noticable similarity between the cÀ

cmÀ and later cmÀw mÀk traverse frequencies. For the

Iatter cluster group,approxirnately 36.7 percent of the

undertaken traverses were conducted when the wind blew

between 168o and'259" whilst about 40.0 percent were

undertaken when the wind direction fluctuated between 2s9o

and 349". The reverse occurred for the early cmÀw - mÀk

cluster , 0.23.

As the cumulative f requency f or the s - wsi^7 wind sector
increased,the difficulty in selecting the major trend
related fusions,magnified. This became quite apparent when

the cruster 1c dendrogram resurts, as recorded in Tables

8.4.1.2a and 2brwere ignored and a triar in error process

based on a crimatological variable analysis,was initiated.

Kruskal - walris nonparametric ANovÀ tests were run on

traverse fusions of each transitional group which had been

segregated prior to the analysis according to their
standardization hour. The null hypothesis was accepted for
both stages for the hours of 0900 and 1300. The carculated
H values for the early and later stages at 0900 hours were
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51.686 and 36.917 whilst those for 1300 hours were 45.411

and 49.696. The H statistic for the mixing ratio variable

did not reach a value of 19.000 for both staqes.

For 1700 hour traversesrearly stage members registered an

insignificant 34.347 for temperature while the Iater stage

group had a significant value of 198.741. the critical
alpha val-ue of the latter vras 0.00039. ÀIthough there were

I traverses clustered to form this group, there vras no wind

directional agreement. The approximate direction covered

was ?93o: from the east through to the north. Mixing ratio
data again did not reject the null hypothesis for both

sEages.

the 2100 hour itinerary fusions of both transformation

states were significant but only for the temperature

variable. Moreover,the calculated H was highest again for
the later stage group. Being 222.494,the critical
significance level was 2.81F-07. The respective H and

significance of the early cmAw mÀk stage were 152.461 and

0.054. No wind direction agreement existed eiÈher. In

fact,the direction covered increased to 304o'.

When the 1700 and 2100 hour traverses vrere united,the
temperature H value decreased to 145.992 for the early stage

but increased dramatically to 386.244 for the later stage.

The signi f icance of the f ormer vras 0. 108 whilst that of the

Iatter was total. The mixing ratio data again did not

register a significant H value.
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Keeping the above results in mind, the traverses of each

group v¡ere catalogued according to their N code value for a

simirar Kruskal-walris analysis. The two cmÀw - mÀk stages

reacted differently. whereas there was no differentiation
between the Kruskar = warlis statistic for each of the N

code zones (0 , <6, >5) of the early stage, âs N approached

a code of 0, the later stage's critical alpha value

approached the alpha value of 0.05. Though

insignificantrthe H value calcurated for clear condition
undertaken traverses of the later stage was 141.558. The

respective critical significance was 0.163.

once the crimatic variables wind speed and direction were

added to the stepwise analysis,it immediately became

apparent from the results of the eartry stage traverse
grouping which fusions would yield the most trend
information. Two groups existed. The first was composed of
traverses undertaken under clear skies. The prevailing
winds were frcm the south though the speeds had to be either
less than 10 km/hr or greater .than 15.0 km/hr. The

standardized hour of each component member did not pray a
significant rore. The traverse combination with the above

characteristics were traverse fusion (5r6,9,1G6). The H

value calculated was 269.908. The significance vras well in
excess of -12 decimar praces (see symap 8.4.3.1) Note that
this congromeration with the exclusion of traverse 166 is in
fact Cycle 97 of Table 8.4.1.2a.
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shown that cycre 97 has a rower H value when traverse 1GG is
left out of the calculation even though the significance is
still greater than 0.000005. Even cycre 161 has a rower H

value.

The second group consisted of traverses 151,155 and 175.

Though this fusion was not represented in Table 8.4.1 .2a,ít
had several common traits. ÀI1 were conducted under

overcast morning conditions when the wind direction logged

at the Airport varied between the Northeast and South.

When the whole early cmÀvr - mÀk stage,Cycle 239,was

tested without the above fusion groups,the H value ferl from

166.109 to 84.630. From a marginar significance of 0.0i0 to
totar insignificance. with the inclusion of only fusion
(151,155,175),the H value increased to 127.142. The

criticar alpha varue being 0.455rnow. Removing traverse
union (5,6,9,166) from cycle 239 resulted in a relatively
similar result. The nevr H value was 121 ,640, its
significance being 0.593. when these two fusions were

combined,the H was 262.678 wh'ich was the highest calculated
when Table 8.4.1.3a is examined. Remember,that cycre 159 is
composed of similar members and thence can not be used in
the comparison.

Therefore,the two early cmÀw

fusions to be further analyzed

(151,155,175) and (5,6,9,166) .

- mAk transition stage

statistically will be
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From Table 8.4.1.1,it becomes quite apparent that only

two uni.que situations occur. Either the traverses conducted

yrere undertaken under overcast conditions or they were not.

That isrthe skies of the alternativerwere clear. Reca1l

from the early portions of this s,ection that significant H

values were only calculated for those traverses standardized

to 1700 and 2100 hours. For the cloudy occurrence

grouping,only 9 traverses have such traits: both a N code of

8 and 1700 or 2100 standardization hours.

Using wind direction quadrants as references,non

significant H values h¡ere obtained for both variables

whenever traverses 235 and/or 141 Ì{ere fused with those

traverses within the wind quadrants WSW - WNW. The values H

ranges f rom 94.157 throrrgh to 136.642 for the temperature

variable and from 94.766 through to 124.255 for mixing

ratio. When the WSW - WNW group, traverses 142,177,189,178

and 138 were subjected to the Kruskal Wallis test,the H

value became 225.266 for temperature and 94.766 for mixing

ratio. The former Ìras significant whilst the latter was

not. Tc see which of these 5 carry the most

information,wind speeds v¡ere used as a categorying device.

That is,the traverses where sorted according to the wind

speed. Traverse 142 which had the lowest speed of 7.9 km/hr

was paired first with the second lowest,then the third
lowest and so on. Then traverses (1+2,177 ) were paired with

the lowest. of the remaining itineraries.
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continued until all the 5 traverses formed a unit. A

similar process was then initiated but the speeds vrere of

decreasing order. Out of 52 combinations the only

combination v¡hich yielded both a significant temperature and

mixing ratio H value was traverse fusion (lll,1 89, 1 78 ) .

This fusion is merely Cycle 80 of Table 8.4.1.2b. The

corresponding H values for temperature and mixing ratio were

276.944 and 187 .525,respective1y.

When Cycle 80 is removed from any of its component cycles

of higher order,the H value calculated is no longer

significant for either of the two climatic variables under

examination. Note that from CycIe 211 downwardsronly Cycle

80 is composed of significant traverse groups.

The selection for the Iater cmÀw - mAk traverses

conducted under clear skies is Cyc1e 183 fused with

traverses 188 and 190. The H value calculated has increased

over that of the lone Cycle 183 by 46.781 units. The

reasons behind this grouping,however,can not be traced by

utilizing any of the Airport climatic conditions listed in

Table 8.4. 1 . 1 . Instead, reference rras directed towards the

hypothetical vertical radiosonde estimates averaged for the

group. It should be noted that although some reasons for

the particular fusion can be detected from the vertical data

parameters,they are by far not the only possible

explanat ions.
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ÀII the traverse members of this fusion have the same

neutrar lapse rate between the surface and 950mb rever.
Moreoverrthe amount of kinetic energy avairabre due to the

velocity difference between the two levers,is greater than

that of any other early or later cmÀw - mAk fusion. For

example,the approximate estimate of the work required in the

adiabatic exchange of two adjacent air parcers separated by

1 meter for the traverse grouping (5,6,9,166) is B.191ZE-04

kg/^ sec2 whilst that for the particurar fusion in question

would probably be in the vicinity of 3.0908E-04 kg/^ sec2.

Now note,the wind shear energy of the former vras estimated

at 4.8310E-06 kg/n sec2 while that of the 1atter was

1.23918-05 kg/n sec2. rn other words,there is about z.s6

times more energy in the wind shear of traverse fusion than

in the itinerary grouping (5,5,9 166). Arso notice that it
requires less energy for parcel displacement for the former

than for the latter, roughly two-thirds ress. À1r that can

be seen is that the plots of temperature and mixing ratio
variation with rocation are simirar for the traverse
components. The Clustan 1C package picks this up.

When this fusion is removed from the total clear sky

traverse calculation,the H value fatls to 52.410 from

249.319. From a critical significance varue of B.G304E-10

to total insignificance.
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The two later stage cmAw - mAk traverse fusions to be

examined will therefore be Cycle 80 and Cyc1e 183 fused with

traverses 188 and 190.

9.L.Z Proof of Airmass Classification

Tephigram data, either graphical or tabular,depicting

surface through to 500mb level cmÀ and mA air mass

characteristics,for the Canadian Prairie stations,does not

exist in a complete form. Upton(1961) has analyzed and

estimated ten-day moving averages of temperature as well as

the mode and the 75 percent sample range of wet-bulb

potential temperature for the main four air masses affecting
the region,but the results were restricted to the standard

rnill-ibar pressure 1eve1s,850,700,500 and 400. Hariey (1962)

established actual Qw ranges for mÀrmP and mT air masses,yet

again,the estimates were restricted to upper millibar
leveIs.

Hence,the surface through 850mb traits are unknown and

cannot be determined. Questions such asrare ground

inversionsrcaused by cooling of stagnant airrcommon for cmÀ

and/or mÀ air masses or are winds sufficiently strong to

encourage and maintain turbulent mixingrthereby either
elevating the inversion or preventing an inversion from

forrningrremain unanswered. Moreoverrthe depth of a

subsidence inversion, if at a1I present,can not be

determined.
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Thereforeras no current papers have been published

reguarding this theme,the qualitative data required for the

proof of the radiosonde estimates for the selected

dendrogram Lraverse clusters, will be based upon

WilIett's(1933) aiiferential classification of air masses,as

well as Showalter's ( 1939 ) extended analyses of Willett's

classification. The results,although out of date,are the

most complete information obtainable to date.

To facilitate the proof that the selected fusions are

indeed cmÀw and mÀk,Tab1e 8.4.2.1 has been constructed as

well as the Rossby profiles of each of the selected fusions:

diagrams R8.4.2. 1 through R8.4 .2.6. the pseudo-equivalent

potential temperature (Qse) and mixing ratio (un) for each

of the standard pressure levels,surface,850r700 and 500 have

been calculated for each of the two reference stations,

Seatle,Washington and EIlenda1e,North Dakota. The

respective codes for the above stations in Tab1e 8.4.2.1 are

SEA and ELL. The early cmAw traverse fusions shall be coded

according to their N code. ENO will designate fusion (Cycle

97 + T166) whereas ENB will be used for selection
(tl S1 ,T1 55,T1 75) . For the later cmAw - mAk transitional

stages,LNO will represent Cyc1e 80 while LNB will be the

code for union (Cvcle 183 + T188 + T190)

The lifting condensation ievel (lCl) and its associated

temperature (r,Cr) as well as the convective condensation
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temperature (CCf) for surface airrhave also been determined

for each of the above selections for each standard millibar
surface.

cmÀw

SFC
Qse MRoK (g/ug)

291 .4 4.4400
SFC 1 020.3mb

281 .7 2.9999
SFC 981 .8mb

278 .2 2.2345
SFc 991 .3mb

272.9 1 .7086
SFC 990.9mb

281 .s 1.6008
SFC 992.8mb

284.6 2.5147
SFC 975.5mb

275.3 0.9070
LCL 955.8mb

297.0 2.5175
LCL 938.2mb

288.2 1 .6063
LCL 903.Omb

285.7 2.2012
LCL 907.8mb

289.3 1 .9217
LCL 774.1mb

287 .7 2.2662
LCL 848.1mb

278.0 0.3420
LCT 276.5"R

290 .0 1 .09s3
LCT 269.00K

298.4 i.1460
LCT 264.5"K

294.2 1 .2791
LcT 261 .2"K

294.8 1.1078
LCT 257.9"K

294.4 1.4911
LCT 265. 1 0K

50Omb
Qse MRoK (g/xg\

ccr 278.2"R

306.5 1 .0396
ccr 290.4"R

30s.8 0.3875
ccr 298.0"K

303.8 0. 6765
ccr 298.4"R

305.1 0.4370
ccr 296.50R

299.4 0.2844
ccr 286.90K

TABLE 8 .4 .2 .1

mAK TEPHIGRAM COMPARISONS

850mb 700mb
Qse MR Qse MRoK (g/ug) "K (g/ug)

CODE

SEA

ELL

ENO

EN8

LNO

LN8

The SEÀ sounding is a typical average for Willett's polar

Pacific (pp) air mass designation. Known as mÀ in

Canada,the local source region,similar to that of cA, in

Siberia,the ArcÈic Ocean and Alaska. The trajectories of.

the air massrhoweverrdeviaterdepending mainly on the

intensity and the southward movement of the Aleutian Low.
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with increasing intensitiesrmore air is drawn in from the

source reqions. Wave formation along the Po1ar

Front, situated near 60oN, intensif ies. The initial waves

generally move rapidly southeastward along the front at
velocities varying between 48 to 73 km per hour. Each

successive wave extends its effects farther southlrard mainly

due to the fact that there is superseding by additional
waves. With crests lengths of approximately 1600 km,moving

at a relative constant velocity of 1280 1930 km per day

during winterrthe series lasts from 5 to 7 days

(Taylor t1943,pages 128 129)

For the SEÀ reference,the Pp maritime trajectory yras

approximately 3025 km. The average velocity was 52.1 km per

hour. The results of the 2 to 3 day prolonged heating and

moistening of the Lower air mass layersrthat is surface to
the 95Omb level,is convective instability. Within this
Iayer's depth of approximately 588.3 9pm,Qd increased from

280.1 oK to 280.8K whereas Qse decreased to 289.5eK from

291.4oK. Moreover,the convective condensation temperature

is -2.95"R lower than the actual surface temperature of

281.15oK. Hence,convecÈion usually becomes initiated once

the Pp air mass has reached the North American coast. The

LCL of 955.8 mb is the lowest recorded not only in Table

8.4.2.1 but it is also lower than any of the cÀ tabulations.
Condensation will occur at 463.4m above the surface.
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The mixing ratio is quite high in the convective
layer,varying between 4.44 g/kg at the surface to 3.282 g/kg

at the 950mb base. The former is approximately 3.4 times

greater than that of Pp air after a days traverse from

Alaska's Beaufort Sea coast to Fairbanks l¡hereas the latter
is 1.6 times as qreat.

Total absolute instability exists between 950 BS0 rnbs.

The layer's depth is 882.5 gpm. dese/dz is -0.0093 for the

950 - 900 mb zone and -0.0233 for the 900 850 mb level.
The respective dQd/dz values are -0.0038 and -0.0143. The

rate of Qd decrease is greater than that of ese between the

950 and 850 mb bases but dQse is always larger than ded.

The base of the 850mb level is also the upper limit of

turbulent mixing. The depth of mixing h'as thus

approximately 1451 gpm. From 900 to 850 mb,the temperature

decreased 10.3oK., whereas that of the dew point vras 11.7oK.

There is a concurrent mixing ratio decline of 1.3554 g/kg.

Above this point,the air is cold and dry: characteristics
of the original cA air mass. The ese difference for
Barrow,Àraska and seatle between the 850 and 700mb levers

are -5.3"K. and -3.zoK.,respectiveIy. Moisture wiserthe

mixing ratios of seatle at.these levers are closer to those

of Norman Wells and The pas ( see Tab1e 8.3. 2.1) The

difference averaging at 0.4455g/k9 and 0.\!Síg/kg for the

above respective millibar zones
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However,the major difference between upper leveL cA and

upper level mÀ is that subsidence intensifies Qse for the

former. Not only are the dQse/dz values relatively constant

for cÀ air masses, they are also consistently

largerfluctuating only between subsidence zones. This is

not the case for pure Pp air. Àlthough both Qse and Qd

increase for the SEÀ reference from 800mb to lower pressure

leve1 s,dQse/da values are inconsistent. For example, this
ratio ranges from a high of 0.0043 for the 800-750 level to

a low of 0.0004 for the upper adjacent 750-700mb zone. Even

though absolute stability exists,it fringes on the neutral.

Às advancing Pp air masses are usually warmer than the

coastal air, especially during the winter seasonrit passes

over the coastal air rather than displacing the coastal air.
Due to the convective instability of the lower layers,this

Iifting, magnified when passing

regions, trigger heavy precipitation

condensation fortif ied with dynamic

descent on the leeward side of

stabilizing the lower levels of the

over mountainous

. Heat liberated from

heating on the air mass'

the Rockies,aids in

air mass.

If the northern interior Plains are dominated by a

current outbreak of cA airrthe descending Pp air mass will
pass over the cA because of the density differences between

the two. when the above occurs,bl.izzard conditions are

initiated.
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On the other hand,when the air dominating the Plains is
of a backflow cA,Pp readily intermixes. This intermixing is
facilitated by the instability of Pp's upper millibar zones.

That is,the instability is apt to initiate vertical
divergence. The surrounding air masses thereby loss their
stability whereas the Pp air mass gains.

When the invading Pp air mass enters a former coI zone

and the dynamic anticyclone of the Great Basin of the

Western United states is of declining intensity thereby

reducing subsidence modification of the upper Pp levels,Pp
progresses eastward,stabilizing at the Iower leveIs because

of radiational cooling and contact cooling.t2 The convective

instability is thus transfered upwards whereas the top most

millibar zones retain their original source characteristics
of dryness and absolute stability.

Transitional forms of

the United States but cmA

fied Pp are designated NPp in

Canada.

modi

in

32 The intense anticyclone of the Great Basin is extremely
spasmodic with respects to occurrence and intensity. I.7hen
its occurrence is infreguentrsubsidence modification effects
on Pp air are limited to the upper most levels. When,on the
other handrthe anticyclone is persistent and intense,the
modified Pp is warmer and dryer at all levels than either
the original Pp air mass or cA. At aII times,this type of
Pp air mass,classified as Pb,is very stable. When Pb is
forced aloft on contact with cÀ,its dryness does not aIlow
precipitation nor cloud to develop. Ground fogs plus
pollution are however acquired in the lower levels on Pb
movement eastward.
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The Ellendale sounding,taken from Taylor (1943,pa9e 134)

is of a Pp air mass which has traversed the North Pacific
for 2 days and the land mass of North America prior to its
arrival at Ellendale for 2 days,also. It is not the same Pp

that was referenced in the SEA case, though it is a

representative example of one of the modification
possibilities.
endless.

The variety of transformationsrhowever,are

The EIl data of Table 8.4.2.1 immediately indicates the

continental influence. An intense inversion,though very

shallow,occupies the first 696.5 gpm above the ground.

Shallov¡ in the sense that it is approximately 0.56 the

height of the average inversion depths for the three cA

reference stations of Table 8.3.2.1. The temperature

increase is approximately 7 .7"R. or 0.01 1 1 oK. per meter.

The latter rate is roughly double that of the cA examples.

Notice also that unlike the cA mixing ratio estimates

taken through the inversion layer,there is no discontinuity
in the respective transformation Pp layer. That is,the
mixing ratio remains at or about 3.!g/kg which is of'course
greater than that registered for the cÀ data by a factor of

approximately 8.6 at the surface and about 4.8 at the top of

the inversion zone.

From 900 to 750 rîb.,convective instability occurs.

d}d/dz declines from the inversion rate of 0.0213 to 0.0020
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whereas that of dQse/dz falls from O.O2Z3 to -0.0003.
Note,that the latter is bordering along the neutral.

The temperature of the Lifting Condensation

Level,269.0oK., located 313.9 gpm above the surface,is
greater than the cA reference stations' mean of 243.3oK.

ZS.i"x. though only 7.5"K. lower than the corresponding

value. The LCL is 938.2 mb which is similar to that of

Barrows example.

Though the mixing ratio has declined by approximately

1.2868 g/kg from the base of the convective unstabre rayer

to the top of this layer,it is still quite high,being

approximately 1.5792 g/kg greater than for the similar
millibar zone of the average cÀ reference stations.

The absorute unstabre rayer located between the 900 and

850 mb leveI for the SEA example is situated in the ELL

between the the 750 and 700 mb zones. Within the 533.3 gpm

zone,dese/dz is 0.0125 whilsr rhar of ded/dz is 0.0092. The

former ratio is 0.0037 units ress than the average absorute

unstabre rayer's value for sEA while the latter is exactry
similar. Hence,pure Pp air is more unstable. Note also
that in the sEÄ case,approximately 875 gpm are absolutery

unstabre while that of the ELL is roughly one-sixth of the

depth: 533.3 gpm.

by

SEA

cA
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Millibar levels below 700 are aII absolutely stable.

dQse/dz arerfurthermore,parallel to the cA station values

for this zone than for the SEÀ example.

words,neutrality is out of the question.

I n other

The Qse value of 296.8oK. at the base of the absolute

stabte layer is approximately 21.0"K. greater than that of

the SEÀ case. Within 1342.1 gpm,the 811 value increases

9.7"R. whilst that of the SEÀ example increases only 4.35oK.

in 2557 .8 gpm.

At the 500 mb mark,the Qse value for ELL is '1 5.3oK.

greater than that of the cÀ example's average for the same

millibar leveI. The latter value is 291.2"K, the reason

being that the ELL mixing ratios are continuously higher at

all levels than any of the cÀ reference stations. Refering

again to the 500 level,the mixing ratio is 1.0396 g/kg for
ELL whilst only 0.1168 g/kg for the combined cÀ stations.
In fact,the mixing ratio for SEA at this leveI,0.2504
g/*g,ís about 0.7892 g/kg less than that of the ELL case.

The high water vapor content at the 500 mb level for
ELL,as weII as throughouÈ the whole soundingris due to

turbulence caused by high wind velocities as the winds cross

the Rockies. This turbulence aids in dissipating the

remnants of the clouds which formed in the convective and

absolute unstable layers of the air mass,such as those of

the cumulus gender and/or Èhe high clouds, cirrus nothus and

cirrus densus which arise from the anvils of cumulus nimbus.
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AII layers of ENO are absolutely stabl_e with dese/dz

showing no signs of neutrarity. values range from a high of
0.0168 at the top of the surface inversion to a low of
0.0029 aE milribar l-evets at and berow 700. The surface
inversion was formed by cooring from belov¡ as the mixing

ratio shows littre discontinuity in the Iayer. There is
arso a very weak frontar inversion 2208.s gpm above the

surface. The top limit is located at the 750 mb zone. ed

increases 4.0oK. from the 800 mb level value of 284.0oK.

whereas Èhe mixing ratio increases from 1.2397 to 1.27s9

g/kg. The frontal inversion is arso guite stabre as dese/ð,2

increases from 0.0062,estimated for the 800 mb level,to
0.0082. Since neither Od nor the mixing ratio have

increased drastically, the air mass overriding the cmÀw is
probably of the same type.t.

Comparing ENO with Cycle 72 of Section B.3.2,the main

difference lies in the mixings ratio. The former is
approximately 0.8886 g/kg moister than the latter at the

surface though with verticar distance,the difference
decreases. Respective differences for the 850,700 and soO

mb Jevels between the two are 0.1552,-0.1987 and -0.0540

t-t.tþ" parent air mass of the ENO sounding was of mAk type
which moved on to the oregon coast in the vicinirty of Hãi.tir
Bend on March 29,1976 at 09002 after a 2.s day trajectory
from the ÀIeutian IsLand - Alaska coast.

The overriding cmAw air mass v¡as the successive
lrave, reaching the northern carifornia-southern oregon
boundary areara day latter. Unlike the formerrit was
relatively more stabre with higher upper wind velociÈies.
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g/kg. The LCL is lower for ENO by 20.4 mbs but the LCT is
greater by 6.1oK.. The convective condensation temperature

is also lower f or ENO by approxirnately 4.5"K.

Comparing the ENO and ENB soundings shows that the

Iatter's surface inversion is not only of stronger intensity
but it is also accompanied by a moisture inversion. dQse/dz

for the surface to 950 mb level is 0.0208 or approximately

0.25 stronger than that of ENO. The depth of the

temperature inversion is relatively similar being 8.34 gmp

Iower than that for ENO. The moisture

inversion,however,extends for another 427.1 gpm, reaching a

maximum value of 2.2963 g/kg at the 900 mb IeveI.

On the whole,the sounding of EN8 shows greater stability
than that of ENO,but both no longer have the characteristic
cA curve of being para1lel to the ordinate Qd axis. The

greater moisture content in the lower levels migrates the

characteristic curve in a counterclockwise direction at

these levels.

The LCL difference between ENO and ENB is a mere 4.8 mbs

whilst that of LCT is 3.3"K.. The CCT estimates are equal

being 2g8.0oK. for ENO and 2g8.4oK. for EN8.

The surface inversion for LNO is present though not as

intense. with a dQse/ðz of 0.0123,it is approximately 0.25

less intense than the surface inversion for ENO and 0.59
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less intense than Èhat for EN8. Moreoverralthough each zone

registers stable dQse/dz varues,they are not consistent.
That is,from the surface-9SO mb to the 950-900 mb

level,dQse/dz fatrs from 0.0123 to 0.0023. rt then rises to
0.0053,falling again to 0.0039 for the 900-850 mb zone. The

fall continues to 0.0021 for the next level rising to 0.0041

for 750-700 mbs. Back to 0.0034 and for the 600-500 mb

zone,a varue of 0.0049 is calculated. This trend was not

seen in any of the previous soundings,no matter vrhat the

classification was.

In the LNB sounding,the inversion no longer exists. It
has been destroyed by rapid cooling from berow and turbulent
mixing,both the effects of increased wind verocities.
dQse/dz for the surface-95O zone is 0.0005: stable though

bordering the neutral. Note that the CCTr286.9oK.,is only
2.3oR. greater than the surface temperature.

Convect ion, however , would probably be checked because

directly above this layer is 1577.3 gpm of stable
atmosphere. The top zone,850-800 mb, has a dese/dz of

0.0074.

From 800 mbs upwards,the differences between adjacent ese

values decrease decreasingly, so that by the 600 mb

zone,neutral conditions exist. dese/dz for the 700-600 rnb

zone is 0.0001 .
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The characteristic curve for LNB is unique. It does not

paralle1 the ordinate axis as in the case of the cA and cmÀw

categories nor does it have a similarity with the mÀk

EIIendaIe example. The only trait that distinguishes this
fusion group as being members of a mAk classification is the

fact that convective instability is present and that the CCT

is lower than the actual surface temperature. These traits
are only duplicated in the mAk air mass radiosondes of

Seattle and EIlendale.

Comparing the recorded temperature and mixing ratio data

between each traverse day and the long tern normals for each

respective climatological parameter for that day,shows that

the climatic parameters under investigation deviate not only

from the 95 percent confidence values caiculated for that
period but also fluctuate greatly between component fusion

member estimates. The trend analysesrnevertheless,were

similar for the components of each fusion group.

Of the ENO traverse fusion,only the day on which

traverses 5 and 6 were undertaken had near normal

temperature tendencies. The minimum registered for the

dayr-8.6oC.,was -0.3oC. warmer than the 99 year minimum

average whilst the mean,-1.7"e. and the maximum, 5.3oC.rwere

greater than the respective long term averages by 1.6oC.

and 3.1 oC. .
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The remaining days during which ENO traverses were

conducted could be classified as climat.icaIly juxtaposed,

i.e., the minimumrmean and maximum temperatures for Traverse

9 were all outside of the upper 95 percent limits for each

category whilst those for Traverse 1 66 were outside the

lower limits. The confidence intervals of the former were

(-9.7oc.,-6.9"c. ), (-4.6oc.,-1.9'c. ) and (1.0oc.,3.4oc. )

while the day's corresponding temperatures vrere

-0.3oC.,5 .2"C. and 10.6oC..

For T166,the minimum,mean and maximum logged Airport
temperatures were -16.6oC., -8.2oC. and -7.8oC.. These

values deviated from the tabulated averages by

-13.8"C.,-10.4"C. and -7.soC.,respectively. In fact,the
difference between the lowest 99 year minimum temperature

registered for that day and the actual minimum was 4.OoC..

The f ormer was -20.6"C. and it yras recorded in 1936.

Utilizing the computed 24 year climatic variable data

tabulated in Tables 6.1 .1 through 6. 1 . 12,a similar fusion

component inconsistency for mixing ratio vras noted. The

mixing rãtios for T5 and T7 were outside the upper 95

percent conf idence values by O .4299 and 0. 3465 g/kg

respectively whereas that of T9 was werl within the limits
(2.901 0,3 .4705 s/ks) .

The influence of the drought $¡as reflected in the mixing

ratios of T166. The traverse's val-ue at ?100 hours,1.9840
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g/kg,was armost one-harf that registered for the same hour

based on 24 years of data. rn other words,the actuar value

vras 1.9228 g/kg below the rower 95 percent confidence

interval value

Traverses 151 and l55,components of f usion ENB,h'ere

conducted during days which registered cord,berow normal

temperatures. During the former,smoke generated by burning

marshes,engulfed the city,restricting visibilities. The

onry crear period during the day arrived between 1721 to
2255 hours. smoke and haze reinvaded the city again after.
During the former traverse,rain showers of an inconsistent
duration occurred between the hours of 1808 and 2220. onry

a trace vras registered at the airport.

The deviations of the minimum,mean and maximum

temperatures rogged at the Airport during T151 from the

calcurated 95 percent confidence' intervars based on 100

years of data for the respective temperature type !¡ere

-10.97oC.,-7.60oC. and -4.50"C. at the Iower 1evel. Those

of T1 55 were -3.57oc. ,-2.36oC. and 0.41 oC. .

The remaining fusion component of ENsrtraverse 175,was

conducted under exact opposite temperature conditions. That

is,the temperature throughout the day was above normar. The

respective minimum,mean and maximum upper confidence Iimits
were -6.17 oC.,-1.34oC. and 2.680C. whilst the actual
respective temperatures for each category v¡ere

-5.40oc.,0.30oc. and 5.9"c..
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The only uniform climatic trait for this group vras the

dryness of the air. The pooled mixing ratio nas 1.4716 g/kg

or approximately 3.2753 g/kg outside of the lower 95 percent

confidence 1imit. RecaII from Chapters 5 and 6 that both

october and November vrere the sunniest and driest on record.

The erratic traverse combinations also occurred for LNO.

Below normal temperatures were recorded for traverses

235,164 and 165 whirst above normal temperatures existed for
the remaining components. The lowest minimum temperature of

the former group was 11.80oC. below the lower confidence

lirnit of -2.65oC. while the respective mean and maximum

values deviated from their 100 year comparisons by 14.65oC.

and 11.40oC. respectively.

For the above normal traverse combinations of LNO,the

registered pooled minimum,mean and maximum temperatures were

4.02oC.,5.64"C. and 8.45C. above the pooled upper

confidence limits.

Though the temperatures fluctuated drasticaJ-Iy from one

traverse day to the other for LNOrthe dryness persisted.

The lowest mixing ratio,1. 2293 g/kg was registered for
traverse 235 whilst the highest ,2.1981 g/kg was for 1227.

The former was 0.8609 g/kg outside the lower rimit whire the

Iatter was 0.8741 g/kg. Note,that as the cmÀw traverses

vrere replaced by the mAk classification, the mixing

ratio,although still low,approached the 95 percent

confidence limits.
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lraverse components of LN8 aIl were undertaken during

above normal conditions. The greatest difference occurred

on the day traverses 177 and 178 were conducted. The

minimum,mean and maximum confidence intervals calculated

vrere (-7.63"c. to -5.70oc.),(-3.11oc. to -1 .34oc.) and

(0.65'c. to 2.68") whilst the registered respective

temperatures were 0.10oC.r5.3oC. and 10.4oC.. The

respective deviates outside the upper Iimits for T189 were

0.21"C., 2.23"C. and 4.13oC..

with respect to the mixing ratios of the LNB union,the

1700 hour traverses were within the 95 percent Iimits,2.1198

to 2.7116 g/Ug whilst the 2100 traverse,178, was slightly
over the upper Iimit by approximateIy,0.0052 g/kg.

In summationrincreasing mixing ratios,Iowering convective

condensation temperat.ures and destabiLízing millibar layers

oroceed cmAw to mAk transformations. The ENO cluster was

approximately 0.8886 g/kg moister than Cycle 7.2 of Section

8.3.2 at the surface even though both fusions were of the

same class. The CCL of the former wâsrfurthermore,lower

than the latter by 4.5oK.. Under overcast conditionsrearly

cmAw to mAk transformations are more stable than their clear

counterparts,usually with a moisture inversion accompanying

the stronger surface inversion. Later stage transformations

under clear conditions are marked with reduced surface

inversion strength. dQse/dz for LNO vras estimated to be
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0.25 less intense than that carcurated for ENO and 0.59 less

than that. for EN8. Þthen mÀk air masses engulf the city,the
surface inversion layer no ronger exists,being destroyed by

rapid cooling from belo¡v and turbulent mixinging: both the

effects of increased wind velocities. Convective

condensation temperatures are near to the actual surface

temperatures. For the LNB case,the CCT was only 2.3"K.

greater. ÀIthough absolute instability may or may not exist
as in the SÀE or ELL references,layer neutrality is
present rhence, indicating convective unstabre possibilities.

With respect to the surface temperatures and mixing

ratios of the selected dendrogram fusionsrerratic traverse
temperature combinations existed for all excluding LNB

whereas the mixing ratios were all below the 95 percent

confidence intervals excluding again fusion LNg. The latter
had traverses which vrere conducted under above normal

temperature conditions while the mixing ratios registered
were aII within or slightly above the confidence Iimits.
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g_.L.3- AnaIvs i sThe

Nonparametric statistics can readily distinguish
temperature and mixing ratio trends evident in fusions which

are not members of the same cluster subset though part of

the overall cluster whereas their corresponding parametric

counterparts can not. For examplerwhen the cÄ S-W fusion

was united with the cmÀw Cycle 126, the Kruskal-Wallis H

statistic calculated for temperature, 179.310,was significant
at a critical alpha value of 0.0013. The corresponding

ANOVÀ F ratio vlas 0.965 which has a probability of 0.5923.

The respective degrees of freedom and sum of squares for the

latter's between and within error sum of squares were

(126,4548.1911 ) and (1651,617 56.4160).

Although the mixing ratio data generated an H value below

the 95 percent probability Ievel,the same relationship
existed between the tvro types of statistical techniques.

The H value was 148.2?1 which was significant at 0.086

whilst the F ratio,0.488,was totally insignificant. The

respective degrees of freedom and sum of sguares for both

the between and within error sources were (126,3.4695) and

(1651,101.5294',).

The above example rûas not an unique case. Other fusions

registered similar results. Wtren,for instancerthe cÀ S-W

fusion was linked to the ENO group, the calculated

temperature H,182.224 had a critical alpha leve1 of 0.0008
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vrhereas the F ratio,0.320,was again totarry insignificant.
The ANovA sum of sguares for the between error source with
126 df . vras 5537 .4828 whilst that f or the within source

with 1 651 df. was 226940.31 01 .

Both statisticar technigues accepted the nurr hypot,hesis

for the mixing ratio variabrerbut again,the nonparametric

test resurts were closer to rejection alpha of 0.05. The H

statistic aenerated was 118.131 which had a critical arpha

value of a.67 9 whirst the F ratio of 0.020 had a probability
of 1.000. The between sum of sguares and the within sum of
sguares were 3.4838 and 2242.0058 respectively.

The above nonpa ramet r i c -pa ramet r i c

relationshiprmoreoverr?ras not restricted to traverse groups

bearing similar climatic situations. The cÀ S-W group

fusion to the mÀk LNB group yierded a temperature H value of
197.180 and a mixing ratio H value of 203.331. Both were

significant,the former at a critical value of
0.000053 bhe latter at 0.00001 6. The

corresponding generated F ratios,0.211 for temperature and

0.099 for mixing ratio,were both totally insignificant. The

between and the within degrees of freedom for both crimatic
variabres yrere 126 and 1524. The respective sum of sguares

for temperature vrere 4959.2771 and 28391s.8GG2 whilst the

corresponding varues for the mixing ratio variabre were

7.7519 and 283915.8662.
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There were also no result parallelisrns between the two

siatisticar procedures for any fusion cruster outside of the

original cA cmÀ air mass classification. Infact, the more

complex the urban rural differential, the greater the gap

between non parametric and parametric results. For

example, when 50 traverses which vrere conducted under

continental Tropic air mass conditions vrere fused and

anaryzed, the Kruskal-warris H statistic corrected for ties
yielded a value of 163.506. I{i t.h 63 50 cases , i t was

significant at 0.014. The F ratio, on the other hand, was

baseestimated at 1.326. This result based on the same data

was now totally insignificant.

It became quite apparent after prolonged investigation
that the clirnatic elements of an urban rural area are

composed on many intertwining facets, each determined by a
common set of controls. Mixing ratio and temperature

variations are meerly the effects of the basic five crimatic
controls solar radiation, interfaces, and earths' geodetic

constants. Àir masses with their specific properties and

air currents are sub-contrors, which inturn themselves are

modified by land-sea configuration and topography.

To the above control-s,surface architecturar differences
between the two environments magnifies the uniqueness of the

mixing ratio and temperature isrands. The canyon affect of

the urban architecture promotes greater shortwave absorption
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due to a reduced outward reflection. This is accomplished

through greater internal side reflection and absorption.

The thermodynamic properties of urban construction material

ensure that this increased shortwave energy potential is

maintained by converting it into heat storage. This heat

will be slowly released through infra red emmission,

especially during low solar altitudes. But infra-red
radiation is also prevented from escaping by being

re-absorbed by the canyon and/or re emissed by the

polluted atmosphere. Hence, the urban heat island.

Water vapor in the rural setting originates mainly from

evapotranspirational processes. The rate varying according

to the interface's saturation vapor air differentiation,
the wind speed, the soil moisture conditions, and the

vegetation specie cover.

In the urban zone, anthropogenic sources of water vapor

add to that already present in the lower atmospheric layers.

The result , i s the urban hurnidi ty i sland.

All the above processes act differently in different
locations. Where inflow of air occurs due to pressure

differences, a mesoscale circulation occurs. Hence, a heat

island and humidity island within the larger islands. The

statistical results documented in this thesis indicate that

these differences are also evident under cA -cmÀ air mass

conditions, though the magnitudes are reduced.
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Nevertheless, it has been indicated that parametric

statistics can not be employed on non homogeneous

environmental daia. Each urban rural data zone has its
specific mixing ratio and temperature dístributions. To

group the whole urban rural mesoclimate as an unit for the

investigation of climatic parameter similarity will result
in climatological- untruths and climatological vagueness.

These features were quite evident in the Iiterature review

of Chapter 3.

Since, this thesis was not designed to parallel the

known, but rather to indicate the variablity of mixing ratio
and temperature variation between and within an urban

rural environment, through the use of statistics, further
analysis of the urban and ruraL mixing ratio and temperat,ure

islands formed under different air mass conditions wiIl not

be discussed here. Results pertaining specifically to

climatological aspects will be published at a latter date.

To sum up, analysis indicated that departures from the

underlying normality assumptions of the sample can affect
the computed parametric statistical results substantially
and it it this departure which yielded the incongruencies

between the two types of statistics. The degree of

incongruency depends upon the cumulative freguency of the

non-normal distributed data in the sample.
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$.! Conclusion

The analyses of the various air mass classifications may

be regarded as unigue. Through the use of statistical
investigation rde have shown alternatives to the standard

unanimous arguments which state that the urban humidity
isrand is conditioned by or contingent upon the urban heat

i sland.

In the case of Winnipegr Ítoisture deficit
present. Mixing ratio islands do exist under

s

cA

are not

cmA air
mass conditions and that the various moisture zones are

significant even if the crimatological differences between

them are less than 1.\g/kg. Furthermore, mixing ratio
spatial forms do not necessarily parallel those of

temperature. An.thropogenic sources infruence the initial
rnixing ratio spatial pattern but the urban orientation
together with climatorogicar and meteorologicar parameters

such as wind velocity and opacity, are the predominant

pattern developers.

These analyses also have indicted that statistical
alteration from the parametric to the non-parametric branch

have drastically modified the resurting conclusions. The

undetected and insignificant temperature and mixing ratio
regimes become exposed with non-parametric statistics.
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CHÀPTER 9

Summat ion

A bench mark derived from the literature field had to be

established in order to facilitate arrd perpetuate rational

internal and external result comparisons. For three

reasons, logic dictated the choice of anticyclonic cÀ and

cmA air mass classifications. Firstly, these were the only

major air masses under which research was undertaken by the

Iiterature investigators. Secondly, collected data, whether

logged at a stationary locale or via mobile traverses, have

consistent symmetric beIl shaped normal distribution
curves with minimal skewness and kurtosis. À normal

temperature and mixing ratio data distribution would

guarantee a parallelism between parametric and non

pararmetric statistic conclusions. This aspect of normality

is therefore the primary trait of a cÀ - cmÀ bench mark air

mass. Às air mass complexity increases, the discoveries of

this thesis though often contradictory with the

generalízations of the literature fieId, can be compared

with the original cA - cmÀ findings in order to discover

what degree of change occurred in the spatial and temporal

distributions of rnixing ratio and temperature.

Thirdly, the effects of vegetative ecotones would be

removed from the analyses thereby allowing investigation of
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the data to be directed towards finding out the degree of

influence anthropogenic moisture and heat sources would have

upon the spatial and temporal distributions of the research

parameters under investigation.

This thesis's primary contention revolved around whether

or not an urban humidity island exists. For the case of

Winnipeg, the ansv¡er lies in the affirmative. However, in

order to discover statistical significance in mixing ratio
data, the seasonal maximum magnitude of this humidity

parameter must be taken into account. One must not disgard

information because parameter values are of a decimal

format. the approach taken in the thesis is contrary to the

general train of thought so prevalent in the literature
fieId. That is, researchersr on the average, appreciate

data not of a proper fraction form. If a researcher's data

is consistently fractional it has usually been ignored

especially when a secondary variable in the analysis is
relatively guite 1arge. For the mixing ratio data collected
for this thesis, statistical significance commenced at the

second decimal place. The following data assessment best

clarifies Èhe above supposition.

A representative mixing ratio humidity island togged

during cÀ air mass intrusion yras estimated at 0.2427g/kg.
(see Symap 8.3.3.1b) The average mixing ratio over a 23 year

span during winter condiÈions as previously defined is
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0.7717g/kg.. Air mass type has

latter season. Using equations

average temperature of -15.74"C.

and barring unit measurements,

value for the above mixing ratio

been disregarded for the

of proportionality; the

for the above v¡inter season

the equivalent treat isl-and

humidity isl-and value would

be significant at or abovebe 5.01oC..

0.0005.

The latter would

I f averages are ignored and replaced by the actual
parameter values recorded at the Airport simultaneously as

the traverse undertakings, Èhe equivalent heat island wourd

increase 57.3r to 7.88oC.. This calculation is 0.271C.

greater than the actual urban heat island registered for the

cÀ, S - Í{ cluster (see Symap 8.3.3.1a) À one-to-one

correspondence which initially was undetectable3

The second finding deals with the debatable Iiterature
generalization that heat island development and retention
approaches a maximum under clear, calm, cold cÀ nights.
During cloudy, windy periods, only a minj.mum heat island can

be detected, if at aII.

Although there are many clusters, sub - clusters, and

individual traverse studies which provide evidence

contradicting the above literature findings, Symap 8.3.3.2
of Cylce 126 clustering is one of the most dinamic.
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Though the air mass in question l¡as of a modified cmA

form with respect to temperature and mixing ratio, the

surface to 950mb stability vras egual to that expected for cA

air. The carcurated dQsE/dz was 0.0168 for the former whire

that for the latter r âs represented in Symap 8.3.3. 1 , yras

0.0161. Moreover, in both cases, the winds v¡ere moderate

f rom the sw - wsr^7. The only crimatorogical parameter that
was different was opacity. cycle 126 had an okta value of I
which signifies sky obscurity by clouds.

Note the different heat isrand pattern that $ras generated

by the conditions. I t is a pattern exempli fying
anthropogenic - climatic interactions. That is, escaping

rongwave radiation is refrected back downwards whire the

stable surface layer prevents turbulent exchange.

In future publications, it will be shown that under

cloudy conditions, âs in the above exampre, industrial sites
and other heat generating comprexes replace the urban cBD as

the predominant urban heat isrand ceIls. This in itserf is
another point that contradicts the established literature
general ízations

A similar climatorogicar variable independence is arso

evident with respect to the once thought permanent

reciprocar relation between mixing ratio and temperature.

When meteorological conditions are such that
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(1) wind velocities average either 34.72kn/hr at 193.1o
or 35.2Skm/hr at 323.0o with okta values less than
2 tor the former but greater than 6 for the latter.

(2) winds do not exceed 20.0km/hr from the S Sw
quadrant though pressure must be in excess of
1 003 . Omb.

(3) a low pressure system approaches from the S Sw
with moderate advective winds ranging from 15.0
25.Akn/hr and pressure decreases Uãfow 9g8.Smb

the mixing ratio humidity island develops independently of

the urban heat island.

Sublimation is the fundamental cause of this varied

spatial mixing ratio pattern especially with regards to the

for most point ( 1 ) . Automobile exhaust heat as well as

liberated heat from other anthropogenic - mechanic sources

combined with pressure exerted by high wind speeds upon

structural form impact, fosters sublimation of available
free water vapor with no apparent intermediate liquefaction.
This process is non static in nature, reversing on windward

exposures as long as heat energy is available. This usage

of heat maintains a lower heat island effect in the

des.ignated areas. Icing occurs permanently on the non

mechanical turbulent leeward sides.

Cycle 36 of the later cmAw mAk transformation stages

had conditions representative of the above. The alpha value

was insignificant for temperature but significant at 0.011

for mixing ratio. In fact, deviations from the routine

itinerary during traverses 173 and 174 in the CBD zone
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indicated that areas in seclusion where air flow was reduced

though not terminated and areas where horizontal flow was

deflected vertically due to the perpendicular architecture,
registered higher mixing ratios. The deviation averaged

+0.2015g/kg.. The greatest increase during these

exploratory undertakings lras logged in the col zone between

fixed point locales 67 68 on Portage Avenue. The value

vras 0.4618 g/kg..

During calm days and nights, conditions specified under

point 2, mixing ratio sources can easily be identified. Due

to the exteme lower air mass layer stability, sublimation

occurs instantaneously on vapor release. In Cycles 55 and

24, mixing ratio humidity islands were registered at sewer

outlets, heavy traffic intersections, and in the vicinities
of major water based industries, such as sugar processing

plants, Iaundromats, car washes, to name but a few. Ice fog

r.ras noted on the strip charts in each case. It should be

also emphasized that point 2 conditions okta value remains

insignificant: a unique occurence.

Urban architecture again plays the dominant force in

advective 'warm air' processes. Perpendicular areas to the

wind log greater values for mixing ratio than do paralle1

zones.

In conclusion, as the air mass characteristics become

more complex, the bench mark statistical traits of cA cmÀ
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air no longer hold valid. For mA air mass data, rural fixed
point locaie measurements were normal whilst urban

measurements srere not. Non-parametric statistics showed

that both were significant whereas the equivalent parametric

deduced the contrary for the latter. The dilemma generated

was either to run equivalent though alternative type

successive statistics for each analysis or to backtrack the

research to a non-parametric cluster analysis technique.

Rationality dictated the latter. Possible further
investigation Iies with an expanded hybrid version of a non

parametric clustering technique based upon Worsley(1977),

Sneath (1979) and Ramey( 1 983 ) . However, it will not be

introduced until its robustness has been tested against the

major frequency curves. It should be noted that the only

reason why parametric tests are so robust is because the

statistic in question is always tested against the normal

distribution.
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APPENDIX À

Hypothetical Estimation of St.. Norbert Heat Generation

As neither comprehensive nor authoritative energy

consumption data have ever been accumulated for Winnipeg,aIl

forth noted estimates are hypothetical. They have been

based upon what ever information was obtainable from the

various Federal,Provincial and City agencies.

ÀI1 energy consumption units are in British thermal

units,here to abbreviated Btu. To obtain the corresponding

SI joule unit,multiply the given Btu value by the conversion

factor 1 055.07.

The City of Winnipeg,Development Plan Review,Research

Branch (1978,pages 30-34) estimated the total residential
energy consumption of Winnipeg,1976-1977, âs 38.00e+12

Btu. Component energy mode consumptions are 26.6e+12 for
natural 9âsr3.048+12 for fuel oils of various types and

8.36e+12 for electricity. CoaI usage constitutes another

0.0928+12 Btu.

Approximately 98.85r of aII l'lanitoban dwellings use

natural gas as a space heating fuel rather than an utility
energy source (Statistics Canada,Gas Utilities,CS
55-002/18-1 through 18-12,1976). Transplanting rhis
percentage for the Winnipeg case minutely reduces the above

natural gas Btu volume to 26.38+12.
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Fuel oil and coal consumptions remain constant whereas

the contribution of electricity as a principal heating fuel

is reduced to approximately 0.418+12 Btu or roughly

one-twentieth of the above estimate. The reason for such a

reduction can be traced to the fact that only 4.911 of ' ' .

Winnipeg's 1971 occupied dwellings used electricity for

space heating(Statistics Canada,Population and Housinq

Characteristics þ¡t Census ]!rac,E,Winnipeq ,1971 ,CS

g5-753,Tab1e Ð . The total estirnated residential space 
: :

heating energy consumption would therefore be approximately : ::':

29.848+12 Btu for the whole citv.

The estimated 1976 annual energy consumption for space

heatirrg for the Province of Manitoba,according to the

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation(1976,pages 28-29)

is 44.28+12 Btu or 239 miIl ion gallons of oil

equivalent. As there v¡ere 330,800 dwelling units at the

time in Manitoba,the average hypothetical consumption per

dwelling would be about 13.36e+07 Btu
' ,t;i',,:,

In 1976 there were some 197 ,305 private dwellings in the , ,,1

City of winnipeg(Statistics Canada,Census of 
::

Canada,Winnipeq,CS 34-002). The total consumption for the

city would therefore be in the vicinity of 25.3$9+12 Btu.
,, , , 

,_

The above estimate difference of 3.48E+12 Btu is

equivalent to 1.92e+07 gal-lons of Bunker 'C' fuel oi1: the

most common fuel oil in use in Manitoba(Government of

ManitobarDepartmenÈ of Industry and CommercerManitoba
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Communitv @-rts., 1976). Às the average CNR oil tanker car

holds 142,000 gallons,approximately 132.5 cars would be

required to hold this energy oi1 equivalent difference
(Persona1 communication,Ken Knutson,Yardmaster CIerk

Aid,symington Yards, Canadian National Railways,December

7th,1 982,1 000 hours) .

Therefore, rather than speculating further on the

representativeness of the above tvro estimatesrthe average

value of the above,28.10E+12 Btu, will be taken as the space

heating consumption vaÌue for Winnipeg. This amounts to

1.42E+08 Btu per dwelling.

The cumulative total heating degree days for glinnipeg is
approximately 1067 9 (LabeIle et aI. , 1966,pages 31-32) . A

heating degree day is the number of degrees the mean daily
temperature is below 18oC. The number is zeto whenever the

inequality is not satisfied. Hencerthe average space

heating energy consumption per. degree day for Winnipeg is
2.638+09 Btu or 13336.37 Btu per dwelling

The average number of heating degree days during Cycle

126 vras 59.03. Thus the hypothetical minimal energy

consumption during CycIe 126 was 1 .568+1 1 for the

residential secÈor or 787,245.93 Btu per dwelling.

When Cycle 126 is broken up into it's northwestern and

southern traverse componen.rrafr. respective ninimal energy

consumptions for the city as a whole would be 1.69E+11 and
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1 .428+1 1 Btu's. The former's average number of heating

degree days was 64.30 whilst the latter's was 53.77. The

energy consumption rates per dwelling for the above are

857 ,528.60 and 717 ,096.63 Btu's.

There were 313 constructed single detached and single

attached households in St. Norbert in 1975 and 281

constructed apartments or flats (City of Winnipeg,Department

of Environmental PlanningrResearch BranchrWinnipeq CMÀ

Housinq and Population Proiections þ¿ Communitv Committee

and Census Tracts and Traffic Zones,1971-96,February 1977,

pages 20 and 24 respectively). The community would have

therefore burned approximately 4.68E+08 Btu's of space

heating fuel or about 2528 gallons of oil egui'¿a1ent during

Cycle 126 as a who1e. For group 218 and 195'the

consumption would have been 5.09E+08 or 2753.36 gallons of

oil whereas for fusion 205 and 206 the usage would have been

4./Çfi+08 or 2302.46 gallons.

Whereas over 50r of the homes and apartment blocks in St.

Norbert were construcLed during the energy avtareness period

1961-1971 and whereas the majority of the dwellings in this

community have been classified as 'good',Iet us assume that

the respective R values for ceilings and walls are constant

at 11 and 10 (Government of Canada, Central Mortgage and

Housing Corporat íon,1974 Survev

Cross-tabulation of Dwellinq Units

of Housinq Units,

and Households, Survey

Area Þ.23, Winnipeq,NHÀ 5146-23 Weir et â1. ,1979,MaP D,page
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42;Energy,Mines and Resources Canada,Keepinq the Heat

lg,ÀugusE 1976,pages 35-36). R or thermal resistance is a

measure of the resistance to heat flow either of a material

of any given thickness or of a combination of materials.

The value can be.determined by multiplying the material's

thermal resistivity 1/k,where k is thermal conductivity,see

Section 2.3,by the unit thickness.

The total minimal estimated space heat loss per dwelling

would vary between approximately 20 to 30 percent of the

above calculated energy consumption,depending upon the Iife

style of the occupant(s) as weII as the elongation and

orientation of the dwellings with regards to the sunrs

seasonaf altitude,wind directions anC speeds,air

infiltrations and so forth (fUia.,pages 6-7,92-94;Government

of Manitoba,DeparÈment of Energy and Mines'Conservation and

Renewable Energy BranchrHousins Standards Summarv'August

1 981 Aho,1 981 ,Chapter 3) The minimal expected heat loss

therefore during Cyc1e 126 for St. Norbert would be about

0.948+08 Btu's or 506 gallons of Bunker 'C' oiI. Respective

loss per dwelling would be 1.5$g+05 Btu's or 0.85 gallons

oiI equivalent. Corresponding Iosses for the northwestern

fusion would be 1 . Qls+08 Btu's or 1 71 ,505.72 per dwelling

whilst that for the southern grouping would be 0.858+08 or

143,41 9.33 per dwelling.
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APPENÐIX B

Hypothetical Estimation of Unicity Fashion Square Heat Loss

During the period November 16,1976 December

15,1976,approximateIy 5.218+06 cubic feet of natural gas $¡as

consumed for space heating (Personal communicationrJames

ParkrMaintenance Supervisor,Unicity Fashion Sguare, December

7,1976,101Ohrs). During this period, there were

approximately 1744.74 heating degree days below 65oF.. The

energy consumption therefore per heating degree day during

this period would have been a hypothetical 2987.84 cubic

feet of natural gas.

There were 49.92 heating degree days during November

23rd,1976: the day on which traverse 1 95 was conducted.

Thus the energy consumption would have been 1.49E+05 cubic

feet or 1.49E+08 Btu equivalent (PersonaI communicationrKen

WiIson. Commercial Marketing,Greater Winnipeg Gas

Corporation,December 15,19-76, 1030hrs).

The maximum allowable heat lossrunder the most probable

adverse climatological conditions,incorporated into the

blueprints of Unicity could not be obtained nor determined

from the HVAC plans because the plans were missing (Personal

communicationrR. WescherMechanical EngineerrÀbuugav and

Sunderland,Calgary,AlbertarDecember 1 5,1976, 1300hrs) . The

estimated heat loss or the estirnated energy conservation
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potential for such a regional commercial store was therefore

taken to be 30r (Government of Canada, EnergyrMines and

ResourcesrConservation and Renewable Energy Branch, Building

Series,Publication No. 1, Patterns and Levels of Commercial

and Industrial Consumption:À Case Studv of Metropolitan

Toronto,Chapter 2 and Àppendix C,1979) Hence,the

hypothetical heat loss during traverse 218 would have been

in the vicinity of 4.4gE+07 Btu or 241.9 gallons oil

equi valent .

This estimate might seem quite high but one should keep

in rnind that the loading docks are heated and Unicity's HVÀC

System yras designed such that any excess pressure in the

complex would be immediately released by roof ventilation

apparatus.
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APPENDIX C

DATES ON WHICH TRÀVERSES WERE CONDUCTED

The following Iist contains the

traverses mentioned throughout this
dates on which the

thesis were undertaken.

day followed by the- monthThe format used is vear

traverse number.

76
76
tb
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
77
77
77

02
U5
04
09
09
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
i1
11

04
IJ
01
21
27
04
05

3
I
9

25
26
01
U¿
08
09
15
tÞ
22
23
29
30
06
07
08

1

1

1
4
I

T1
T4
T8
T124
T128
r1 38
T139
T143
Ti 51
T1 55
T1 59
T1 63
T167
T171
r1 75
T179
T183
r1 87
T19'1
T1 95
T199
T203
T207
T21 0
T21 4
T21 I
T222
T227
T228
T234

rF?

,T6
,T2

rFE

,T9

I

I

,
I

T1 40

T15?
T1 56
T1 60
T1 64

T172
T17 6
T1 80
T1 84
r1 88
7192
T1 96
1200
T204
T208
T21 1

1215
T219
T223

T231
T235

T141 , T142

T1 53 , T154

T161 , T162
1165 , T166

T173 , T17 4
T177 , T178
T181 , T182
T185 , T186
T189 , T190
T1 93 , T194
T197 , T1 98
T201 , T202
T205 , T206
T209
T212 , T213
T216, T217
T220 , T221

11
tt
11
12
12
12
12
12
04
04
04

3
4
2

13
21
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POINT LOCÀÎION, DISTANCE ÀND TII.IE f NFORI,|ÀTION

POINT LOCATION D .T(im) (Ë-ec)

1 Hone Drivesay 0.00 0.0
2 Drivecay-Kennedy 0.03 3.2
3 ñennedy-Sargent 0.1 3 '12.8
4 Sargent-Balmoral 0.10 9,6
5 Balrnoral-Ellice 0.35 35.2
6 Coiony-For ¿äge ü.29 26.8' 7 Portage-Sherbrook 0.60 59.2
8 Fortage-ltaryland 0.01 9.6
9 Portage-Àrlington 0,68 67.2

10 Port.age-Sherburn 0.48 48.0
tl Portage-wall 0.24 24.0
12 Portage-valour Rd. 0.24 24.0
13 Portage-Tylehurst 0.81 80.0
14 Portage-onto Cloverleaf 0.63 62.4'15 Cloverleaf-Century 0.48 48.0
16 Century-mid Bridge 0.45 44.8
17 Kenaston-Àcadeny 0.32 32.0
18 Àcademy-wellington 0.28 25.6
1 9 l{el I i ngÈon-ChataHay 0.68 67 .2
20 wellington-Park Bd. 0.50 49.6
21 Hetlington-Conservatory Rd, 0.77 95.0
22 Conservatory Rd,-Corydon 0.48 48.0
23 Corydon-zoo Entrance 0.56 56.0
2L Roblin-I{axford 1.61 160.0
25 Roblin-ÀIcrest 0,48 48.0
26 Roblin-Barchetor 0.97 96.0
27 Robl i n-cran t 0.8 f 80.0
28 Roblin-Peooer Loaf cr. 1.29 128.3
29 Robiin-cornmunity Rd. 0.64 64.030 Roblin-Date o.97 96.0
31 Boblin-Hwv. 101 0.74 7,7.6
1? HHy. 101-;id Bridge 0.48 48.0
:{ Hvy. 101-rnid Portage Overpass 1.24 123.3Jq HHy. l0l-Doens Entrance 1"?9 128.3
1: Hri" 1Ol-saskatchewan 0.74 73.6
:: Hoi . 'i 01 - rn Eo Hvy . 221 6 .28 624 .2
l! Cloverleaf-Huy . 221 0.48 48,038 Huv. 221-Graiñ ElevaLor 2.41 240.0
l? HYi.22l-srurgeon Rd. 0.97 96.0

--:g_ Hty.221-Hvy.7 0.97 96.0
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lé Háire pame-Publin o'ql 86'4
aó Notre Dane-wall' 0'58 67 '2
éì üãt'ã óã'"-sherburn o'53 s2'8
áz Hãire P"t"-¡rlinston 9'!9 49'5
53 Notre Dame-HarYlãnd 0'64 64'0
54 Cumberland-Sheibrook 0'lq 16'0
ã; ðum¡erlan¿-¡alnoraL 0'4q 48'o
úe Balmoral-Sargent 0'1 ? 19 '2
;; i"i'ótil-ellí"" o'3s 35'2
58 colony-Portage 0 '29 28 ' 8

59 Henorial-St.MarY 0'?1- 20'8
¿ó Xenorial-York 

- 0' 16 16'0
61 York-vaughan 0'10 9'6
AZ vaughan-Ét. varY g'!q 16'0

6a vauihan-Portaqe 0 '26 25 '6
6¡ eoiÉage-eamonlon 0'10 9'6
6; iãii"é"-Pon"id 0'2e 28'8
66 iãriãõe-smi*' o' 10 e'6
5i eortaie-rort 0'19 19'2
ãg eoitale-u"in o' 10 9'6
6é eóita{e-westlroor 0 ' 37 36 ' 8

;ó Hestbiook-v:ater 0' 15 l4'4
;i wãieilmi¿ sriase I'ql 62'4
7) Piovencher-¡tnËau l '03 102'4
73 Provencheí-Des Ì'leurons 0'qg E9'2
;í iiã'å"ãnã.-^id Bridee 9'?1 22'4
;; p.ãrãn.¡"r-¡rchibalã o'39 38'4
76 Àrchibald-Plinquet 9'1? 11'9
77 PlinqueL-Dawson Rd' v'J¿ r¿' I

78 Davson Rd.-Dugald R¿l' 1 ' 16 1 15'3

7à Dawson Rd.-Haion g'!9 57 '6
80 DaHson Rd'-HwY:59 0'91 96'0
81 rlrv.S9-Haqrnoi 0.45 44'8

112,382 Hïy.sg-Botournay l'l:
83 Hvy ' Se-cottonwååd 9'?1 96 ' 0

é4 Hty.59-e"t".ton- 9'q1 8't
8; Ëai.rson-l,ochmãrt 9'1? 38 ' 9

86 Paterson-westnóunt q'!q 16'0

87 Westmount-Hvy. i o'27 27 '2
88 HHY. l-takeHood 9'?1 92'8
öö ü"i' r-Ár.t'i¡ui¿ q'qq 61 '2
õó ü,i,. r-*ia ¡'iås" 9'q1 8o'o

91 !lry.1-St. ¡nnãít na' 0'90 89'5

92 HHy. l-st. u"tY'i na' q'9! 6s'6
93 êt'.'u".v's nd'lcienviec 0'32 32'0
éí ;;: il;;í's nd'-eãPrarrood 9'19 48'o

é; ;;: ;i;'i's Rd.-Duñkirk o'7r 7o'4
96 st. uã.i's Rd'-Bav Àvalon g'?1 96'0
g; si. ¡iãti's nd'-noodtawn 0'64 64'0
éir ;;: iã;í'sRd'-Riverside o'ez e6'o
;é ;;: H;tí's Rd.-Hwv' Exit Sisn 2'15 214'4

1óó ;;:;ã;i's Rd'-Hwí. 101 9'91 8o'o
iö; ñ,y."ìiri-'ia n.ia-q" 1'61 160'0

ìóå ü"í. lor-on cloveil'eaf 1'61 160'0

i ó¡ Clôver lea r -Pembi na o' 1 q 1 6 ' o

ioi õ".uinã-nitr".n"Y 1'29 128'3

iõ; pã¡n¡ina-uattrersoir '0'?1 - 96'0'
ióã iã'¡inã-r¡.trhan Rd' 't '29 128'3
ié; iã.¡inã-uni"ersitv cres' 1'!1 112'3
ióg Pembina-chevrier 1'!! 'l4L'2
ióö iån'uinã-n.cirlivrav Bd' 1"99 ee'z
ìió iã'¡inã-point n¿. 0'64 64'0
iii Påm¡ina-una"rPass o'99 89'6
ii; i"'n¡inã-st"rtàt¿ o'48 48'o
i iã Pembina- Grant | '0 99 '2
i i; iã'uinã-co.v¿on 1 '22 121 '3
i i; iãnãiãlsc."ãu'oor o'74 73'6
ii6 õãnãra-'nia sti¿s" o'!o 4e'6
i i; smiir'-Yorr 

- 
1 '03 102'L

118 Smith-St.Hary 0'19 19'2
1 19 Smith-Portage 0'37 36'8

a;o l*iin-erii"" o'10 e'6
ir\ i.iir'-Not." Pu'" 9'q6 6'4

iãå r.¡äiii ÞãÃ!-gãq'"^t"r' 0's5 s4'4
123 NoÈ re uane-Þa-lnora I-_ 0 ' 2-l 20 ' I
üí iãi'ã'ãi-cu'Ëãiiã"¿ g'10 e '6
ì;; õumuerran¿-n;:fgl-.-.. 3 Î! Î:å
126 Kennedy-Hone DrlveHay X'ä: 3.2127 Hone DrivevaY u'u

-å.,*no

MAP 5.2.1
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